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Abstract 

 

Post 1994, chambers of commerce have gone through transformation as they adapted to new 

laws that were implemented with the new democratic government. Many policies were 

adjusted, impacting business but as a result specifically affecting the chambers. As an 

example the Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry (DCCI), lost a high number of its 

members since the changes in policies. In 1999 the DCCI had 7000 paying members, but in 

2014, it has about 2800 to 2900 members and this decrease in membership threatens the 

sustainability of the DCCI.  Furthermore, while the DCCI manages to attract Small and 

Medium Enterprises (SMMEs), it struggles to attract larger companies and new members or 

to retain current members. This study was set out to explore the dynamics behind the changes 

in membership numbers and patterns and the negative impact to the development of the 

DCCI. Furthermore, it explored opportunities to increase membership numbers by attracting 

large companies as well as SMMEs. It also re-evaluated some of the services and 

programmes that the DCCI offers.  A qualitative research design was chosen to explore 

peoples' experiences through the process of change. Fifteen semi-structured interviews were 

conducted with staff and members of the DCCI. In addition observation and secondary data 

was used. The data was analysed by means of thematic analysis. The findings of this study 

reveal clearly the main challenge for the DCCI is to retain members. This is because of the 

lack of services and DCCIs battle to adapt to the changes that came with a ‘new’ South 

Africa. This study further makes some suggestions to the DCCI leadership, managers, staff 

and members regarding the handling of the challenges that came with the changes. It also 

informs the chamber on how they can improve their services to increase their relevance for 

current members and on how to better meet the needs of their members.   
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Glossary 

ABSA- Amalgamated Bank of South Africa 

ACDS- African Centre for Dispute Settlement 

AHI- AfrikaanseHandelsinstituut 

AICC-American Indonesian Chamber of Commerce 

AIDS-Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome  

BEE- Black Economic Empowerment 

B-BBEE-Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment 

DCCI-Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

CCCI- Cape Chamber of Commerce and Industry and Industry  

CHAMSA-Chamber of Commerce South Africa 

CEO-Chief Executive Officer 

CRM- Customer Relations Management 

DCC- Durban Chamber of Commerce 

DCCI- Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

DCF- Durban Chamber Foundation 

DMCC- Durban Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce 

ESP-Enterprise Supplier Provider 

FABCOS-African Business and Consumer Services 

HIV-Human Immune Virus 

ICC-International Chamber of Commerce 

ICC-International Convention Centre 

IDC- Industrial Development Corporation 

IFLAI- International Federation of Library Association Institution 

JCCI-Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

KZN-KwaZulu-Natal  
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LIASA- Library and Information Association of South Africa 

MBO- Membership Based Organisations 

MHO- Mutual Health Organisation  

NAFCOC- African Business and Consumer Services 

NGO- Non Governmental Organisation 

NMO-National Medical Plan 

NPO- Non Profit Organisation 

SAA- South African Airways 

SACCI- South African Chamber of Commerce and Industry  

SACOB- South African Chamber of Business 

SALA-South African Library Association 

SEDA- Small Enterprise Development Agency 

SETA- Sector Education and Training Authority 

SMME- Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises 

TPT- Transnet Port Terminals 
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Chapter 1-Introduction 
 

1.1 Introduction 

 

There has been a general decline of membership numbers across many membership based 

organisations (MBOs) around the world (van Haute, 2001; Zulu, 2005; van Eijnatten, 2010). 

The decline has been evident in several studies conducted on country clubs, political parties 

and non-Governmental organisations (NGOs) and chambers (Wealkens, 2003; van Haute, 

2001). There are many different reasons for the decline in membership; some members leave 

because they see no benefit; others because they would like to be incentivised for their 

membership; while other‟s reasons are external - government policies impact on 

organisational structures (van Haute, 2001; Pogintke, 2012; Khomo, 2009). The Durban 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry (DCCI) has been a victim of a decline in their 

membership. Looking at trends since 1999 until 2014, results show the decline has been 

arrested; however retention is still a great challenge (Wilson, 1999; Singh, 2014). The decline 

comes as a problem for this voluntary membership based organisation, which represents and 

lobbies for small and large businesses at local, provincial and national level as it depends on 

its members financially for its success. The DCCI has a vision to continue to be a world class 

business chamber  (Layman, 2014b). 

 

1.2 Background 

 

The study has covered the DCCI, a chamber based in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal. The DCCI 

remains the largest stand-alone chamber in South Africa; probably even in Africa (Gwala, 

2004). The detailed history and details of the DCCI can be found in chapter 2 of this study. 

1.3 Problem Statement 

 

Membership is the heart of the chamber and the reason for its existence is to serve the 

interests of its members by lobbying for them amongst other services offered. The decline in 

membership in recent years has been cause for concern for the DCCI as without sufficient 

members, the ability of the chamber and its credibility as the, „voice of business‟ are 

undermined (Gwala, 2004). The more members the DCCI has, the greater the strength in their 
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united voices for business in Durban.  The study looked into the challenges of the decline that 

threatens the sustainability of this chamber. 

The DCCI currently offers various business services to members; however subscribed 

members are now 2899 in from 7000 in 1999. The decline has been contained presently, but 

the problem remaining is what can be done to reduce the risk of further declines in the future. 

The further problem occurs when large companies quit the DCCI; there is a bigger loss 

proportionately since they pay higher subscriptions (Singh, 2014). There is a further loss in 

prestige and pride of the chamber from serving the larger and well-known companies. 

Another problem is the SMMEs that join the chamber in numbers but leave in numbers; 

SMMEs are a non-reliable sector for the chamber to depend on financially. The DCCI as a 

non-profit organisation relies on subscriptions to run the operations and not to become 

unstable and financially insecure. 

South Africa, places no obligation on a business to be a member of a chamber. Businesses 

voluntarily become part of a chamber due to the service provided by that chamber, which 

intends to grow and benefit their businesses. Managing voluntary membership is a complex 

concept and problematic since a chamber might not be fully aware of the member‟s 

expectations for joining the chamber (Singh, 2014). 

 

Another challenge is whether a member renews their membership in the following year is 

based on the perceived benefits they have obtained. A decline in the DCCI membership leads 

one to the assumption there has been some dissatisfaction among members.  

 

1.4 Objectives 

The aims and objectives of the study are:  

 To explore patterns of change in membership that has impacted the Durban Chamber 

of Commerce and Industry (DCCI).   

 The study will investigate the dynamics of change in the membership numbers in the 

DCCI.  

 Make findings about the opportunities to increase DCCI membership numbers in 

order to ensure its sustainability.  
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 To re-evaluate the different services and programmes the DCCI offers. It will explore 

possibilities of attracting large companies as well as SMMEs and opportunities of 

collaboration for mutual benefit.  

 To reflect on how inclusive or exclusive the DCCI services are when it comes to large 

companies.  

 To seeks to provide reasons for the current SMMEs growth. 

1.5 Key Research Questions 

The main aim of this research is to explore the changes in the membership of Durban 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry and to investigate opportunities to increase membership 

numbers.  

This leads to the following research questions: 

1. What are the dynamics behind the change in membership numbers and patterns that have 

been taking place in the Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry? 

2. What are the consequences of these changes for the Durban Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry? 

3. What strategies will assist the Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry to maintain its 

relevance and sustainability and to retain large and small business members? 

4. What can be done to motivate new companies to choose the Durban Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry? 

1.6 Significance of the Research 

 

The research identified the reasons for the non-renewal of membership of the DCCI. It also 

provided the DCCI with what the current members expect from the DCCI.  The retention of 

membership is currently more of a concern than the membership decline.  

 

Members decide not to renew their membership in the DCCI for different reasons. SMMEs as 

the highest declining members have complained the DCCI does not provide relevant services 

for them. The SMME members realised services that can directly benefit members should be 

sector specific services as members comes from differing industries. The other reasons 
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SMMEs quit is because they believe the DCCI provides services for larger companies and 

less services for smaller and growing companies. 

 

The large companies have also been reluctant to renew their membership as they complain of 

the lack of benefits for their membership. There has been a question of value for money as far 

as the larger companies‟ memberships are concerned. The even greater general concern has 

been the relevance of the chamber to its members in present times.  Members requested staff 

members and the DCCI leadership to provide services for them and give members a priority 

in service provision, listen and act on their complaints and meet their needs.  

 

The study further enquired about the level of satisfaction concerning the services provided by 

the chamber. The services rendered by the chamber have to meet the demands and needs of 

the members, which is the only time the chamber can guarantee on the relevance of the 

services they provide (Gryczan, 2011).  

The decrease in the membership of the DCCI seems to be caused by a lack of fundamental 

incentives for the benefit of large companies causing their numbers to remain low regardless 

of efforts done to recruit them. Other dynamics occur whereby the majority membership 

SMMEs promised to engage with the larger companies, which became a motivation for 

membership only to the disappointment of it not happening. Traxler (2010) argues that 

integration of large and small companies benefits the larger companies the most, as it 

improves their capacity in representation.  

1.7 Methodology of the Research  

The research is a qualitative study that explores the in-depth feelings of the participants on 

the topic of changes in membership of the DCCI. The study took a phenomenological 

direction in order to find out the state of mind of participants; particularly members and to 

understand their feelings and objects regarding the changes within the DCCI (Salehi, 2013; 

Kumar, 2012).  

The study used systems thinking as a theoretical framework to explore the changes in the 

DCCI membership to allow for a holistic view on the many aspects that have led to a decline 

in membership. Systems thinking assisted in looking at all the aspects in play in terms of 

membership and the interrelationships within the organisation (Levin, 2013). The different 

participants within the DCCI are the different stakeholders; the council as the highest 
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decision maker within the DCCI; the CEO; the management in different departments; 

operations staff members and large and small companies.  Identifying the contribution of 

these different participants within the DCCI formed the crucial part of the study. Different 

membership based organisations went through similar challenges of declining membership 

and by looking at several MBOs there were relevant lessons drawn for the DCCI benefits. 

Fifteen participants were interviewed for this study. The purposive sampling was used to 

select participants that have knowledge on the topic (Gray, 2004). Interviews to collect data, 

observation and secondary data became crucial for this study.  

Thematic analysis was used to report the findings (Irvine, 2006). Nine major themes were 

identified and subthemes to report the findings of the research study.  

1.8Limitations of the Research 

 

The limitation is that this is a single chamber study, therefore it cannot be generalised to all 

chambers. 

 

The research explored the changes in membership and used a systems thinking principle to 

assist exploring it in a holistic manner. Systems thinking also allowed the research to look at 

all aspects of the DCCI and its interconnectedness.  However the study is limited to the 

membership aspects only of the chamber and cannot deal with other issues that may be 

causing the decline.  

The greatest limitation of this research has been lack of literature in chamber membership 

change dynamics and patterns that forced it to adopt some other membership based 

organisation to make sense of some aspect.  

This study could have worked as a longitudinal study since it came at a time when the cabinet 

of President Jacob Zuma in 2014 introduced the new minister of Small and Medium 

Enterprises, the honourable Lindiwe Zulu. This is a great focus towards the SMMEs and it 

would have been interesting to see how the DCCI received and used the services of this new 

office, nationally and provincially. Time is the greatest constraint on this matter, but this can 

be possible further research. 

Large companies make up just 20% of the chamber membership; they were not easy to access 

and the findings were mostly coming from the SMME sector. This could be caused by the 
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interaction SMMEs have with the DCCI being more regular than the interaction the larger 

companies have.  

1.9 Contribution of the Research 

The main contribution of this study is towards the DCCI hearing their members‟ voices 

within the findings of this study. There is not many studies done on chambers;  however it‟s a 

much needed research due to the contribution the chamber have in communities (Lacho, 

2011). 

This research will assist the chambers in South Africa to deal with changes they face on a day 

to day basis. It will contribute to both a school of change management and systems thinking 

looking specifically at chambers.  

1.10 Chapter Outline 

Chapter 2 is a summary of the DCCI; the leadership; the structure in a form of an 

organogram; the different departments that are in the DCCI; their management and functions. 

The chapter also summarises what the DCCI‟s mandate is and a reflection on some of the 

services and offerings by the DCCI. 

 

Chapter 3 reviews the literature regarding theories that are relevant to the study. The 

theoretical framework is systems thinking, which also touches on complexity of change and 

change management. The different MBOs and their work are explored, and how the acquire 

their membership; retain such membership and how they deal with declines in membership. 

Other concepts explored are the selective incentives offered by MBOs and how they deal 

with free riders. Other chambers around the world are briefly discussed in order to draw some 

lessons on how they function.   

 

Chapter 4 describes the research methodology used in this study. It explains how the research 

was conducted; the methods used to collect data; how the data was processed to get the 

findings for this study.  

 

Chapter 5 reports the findings of this study using the themes and the subthemes to explain the 

trends within the DCCI when it comes to changes in membership.  
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Chapter 6 is the discussions chapter whereby the findings will further be discussed and 

elaborated on; drawing the theories used in chapter three to further explain relationships. 

 

Chapter 7 concludes the study by giving recommendations; limitations, contributions and 

further research suggestions on the DCCI study. 

 

1.11 Concluding Remarks 

This was the introduction on how the research was conducted, it described the research 

objectives, the problem statement and the research questions that assisted in the relevance of 

the study. The significance and the methodology used in the study were also discussed. The 

sequence on how the chapters flow were also shown in this chapter.  

The next chapter is a summary of the DCCI, the history, background and the services of the 

DCCI.  
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Chapter 2- Durban Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry 
 

 
 

2.1 Introduction 

 

The DCCI was established in 1856. It is a legendary, „ultimate business network‟ says 

Layman as the DCCI celebrates its 158 years in 2014 (Layman, 2013:2). The DCCI has 

constantly been a great support to small and larger companies in the Durban region. The 

DCCI serves its members and gives them support so businesses can grow to greatness 

(Ngcobo, 2007). A member is an individual company that pays yearly subscriptions in order 

to benefit from the services provided by the chamber  (Layman, 2014d). For instance a 

company with 1-10 employees pays R 2323.84 for annual subscription while a company with 

1000 employees pays R31, 444.00 annually, according to the DCCI rates schedule.  The 

services provided by the DCCI ranges from tax guides, lobbying on members behalf; and 

representing the companies as a larger entity. The DCCI currently serves about 2,900 

members and maintains the status of being the largest chamber in South Africa. The DCCI 

has gone through many transformations and changes in management.  The greatest change 

was when the chamber of commerce merged with the chamber of industries and the name 

was changed.  

 

2.2 History 

 

A brief history of the DCCI: when it was established in 1856 it was known as the Natal 

Chamber of Commerce. The chamber was fused under Charter, known as Natal Law No. 31 

in 1884 when the name was changed to Durban Chamber of Commerce (DCC).  In January 

1985 Pinetown Chamber of Commerce was incorporated into DCC and it became Durban 

Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce (DMCC). There was another organisation called the 
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Natal Chamber of Industries catering for the industries of Natal not just in the Durban 

Metropolitan area. The Natal Chamber of Industries was formed in 1903; it worked well with 

the DMCC independently. The two merged in May 1992 to form what was called the Durban 

Regional Chamber of Business. The name finally changed in 1995 to Durban Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry making it easy for overseas businesses to understand and to avoid 

confusion (Ngcobo, 2007). It‟s not only the DCCI that experienced changes, other South 

African chambers also went through changes.  

 

A chamber has always been a voice of business; in the 18
th

 century when chambers were 

established in Europe, they were meant to represent business as government was imposing 

heavy laws on businesses. Individual businesses united towards having one voice that could 

advocate to government on their behalf (Irimiea, 2010). Other elements that impact on 

chambers are government policies; economic changes like recession; inflation; mergers and 

acquisitions, which may result in jobs being lost in some instances and can be have a negative 

effect on business (Rangasamy, 2011; Manci, 2009). 

 

2.3 Changes in the Chambers of South Africa 

 

The changes that occurred were mainly on the amendments to the constitution (Wilson, 

1999). The introduction of Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) and other amendments 

both nationally and provincially forced the chamber to adapt. In 2003 there was a change 

when Chamber of Commerce and Industry South Africa (CHAMSA) was formed to de-

racialise and incorporate the chamber of commerce; stimulate economic growth; grow 

SMMEs; promote BEE and transform the economy for the benefit of all. CHAMSA is made 

up of four organisations: the Afrikaanse Handelsinstituut (AHI); the African Business and 

Consumer Services (FABCOS); the National African Federated Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry (NAFCOC) and the South African Chamber of Business (SACOB) that is currently 

called the South African Chamber of Commerce and Industry (SACCI). The DCCI is a 

member of SACCI. The four chambers retain their independence and their structures 

(Warnich, 2005). The other changes stem from organisations that are funded by the 

government like the Small Enterprise Development Agency (SEDA) that began to give 

services for free such as business management skills; and mentoring to start-up business 

owners. Such services became a threat to the sustainability of chambers  (Valsamakis, 2012). 
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The DCCI continues to offer several services to their members and others to non-members, 

they are described below. 

 

2.4 Chamber Services  

 

The DCCI offers advertising in the chamber digest magazine that gives updates on the latest 

developments in the business world (Manci, 2009). There are banners for advertising on the 

website. The chamber produces different directories; women in business directory; a 

member‟s directory and other sectors directory like tourism which at one point had an 

exclusive directory. The chamber gives information and other publications through its 

website. The DCCI provides documents for exporters like Carnet de Commerce, which is a 

letter that introduces a chamber member to a chamber in another country.  Certificates of 

origin are also provided by the chamber for both members and non-members and it is one of 

the main contributor of revenue for the DCCI (Zulu, 2005). The certificates of origin have 

been providing half of revenue for the DCCI (Singh, 2014).  

 

The chamber provides a credit reference bureau; a service that checks credit records for 

members within DCCI premises. There is an electronic tender service that provides 

information on tender procurements available for members to apply. There is access to 

chamber conference rooms and facilities. Human resources and transformation services 

advise members on policies on employer and employee relationships; it also gives advice on 

the rights of employees during strikes and how an employer can handle such a situation.  

There is lobbying and advocacy within the government on the policies of the DCCI. Policies 

the DCCI has recently commented on include the carbon tax law mostly likely to affect 

manufacturing industries negatively (Layman, 2014c). Another comment was on the 

regulation of immigrants and the DCCI‟s concern on the scarcity of skills South Africa has 

(Layman, 2014e). The DCCI has been successful in many initiatives when it comes to 

lobbying for business. The DCCI lobbied against the introduction of development levies that 

the government wanted to implement and the government suspended the implementation 

(Layman, 2014a).  The DCCI was successful when lobbying to have Durban beaches 

upgraded in terms of the facilities that are available and the quality of water to achieve 

internationally recognised Blue Flag status (Layman, 2014a).  Durban retains the blue flag 

status.  
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There is a member to member marketing initiative through networking sessions. Members 

and the DCCI need one another and each benefit from their interaction as business grows 

through DCCI services and the DCCI gains income through members paying subscriptions.  

There are seminars and workshops; small business advice on how to write a business plan; 

making a winning presentation; financial management and many other services. The state 

warehouse service is another service where chamber members have an opportunity to be part 

of state auctions of imports stored in government warehouses because owners did not claim 

them (Ngcobo, 2007). Members participate in trade missions facilitated by the chamber. The 

Chamber also offers its members a pension and a provident fund.  Africa Live!  A trade in 

Africa portal is also available and DCCI believes that Africans to Africans trade can work for 

DCCI members (Layman, 2014b). 

 

The DCCI builds its developmental strategies so as to contain members‟ resignations and 

increase recruitment of new members (Singh, 2014). Recruiting members is a crucial 

mandate for the DCCI, and retaining is another aspect. Being a member of the DCCI is so 

companies benefit from services offered within the organisation.  

 

„Women in business‟ is a programme the DCCI has that develops and supports women who 

owns businesses; who are investors; who are managers and who are executives. The platform 

is created for these women to connect and to encourage one another, to drive awareness of 

women who are in leadership and to facilitate equal access opportunities for all. Women also 

have their Women in Business only directory and this falls under business services (Pillay, 

2013).  

 

Members of the DCCI also have loyalty benefits with airlines like South African Airways 

(SAA), and discounts at some hotels and restaurants etc. Such are benefits of being a member 

of the DCCI (Layman, 2014b). 

 

A member of DCCI gets business credibility by being a member and displaying a logo of a 

brand that existed for many years and still stands with business (Manci, 2009). The DCCI 

gives a strong voice to business. 

 

A member gains valuable networking opportunities, and should manage to create new 

business links; they also get an opportunity to promote their business (Tsautse, 2012). There 
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is access to advice on how to get ahead of their competitors.  There is access to excellent 

healthcare and retirement benefits (Gwala, 2004; Tembe, 2008).  

 

2.5 The Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry Partnerships 

 

The DCCI has formed a close relationship with the eThekwini Municipality and that 

relationship has come a long way and has born much fruit throughout the years (Manci, 

2009). The Chamber gets to have a first-hand comment on the municipality budget just after 

it has been confirmed. The DCCI has been able to advise the municipality on the budget and 

the government considers the chambers‟ advice. Each annual review highlights projects in 

infrastructure development; relations with the trade point; events like the annual Gala dinner. 

The DCCI bridges the gap between the business sector and the government by the 

relationship that exists and through lobbying and representing the interest of the business 

sector to government (Layman, 2014d). There are different stakeholders within the DCCI and 

some of the stakeholders are government bodies like SEDA; while others are larger 

companies like Unilever etc.  

 

2.6 The Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry Structure 

 

 The DCCI has a certain hierachy in governance demonstrated in figure 2.1 below. 
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Figure 2.1: Organogram of DCCI: 2014 

Source: (Singh, 2014) Page 3 

 

The DCCI leadership and staff work endlessly each day towards satisfying the needs of its 

members and identifying team dynamics that might assist to build up staff energy for 

recruiting and serving members (Manci, 2009). The council is made up of 30 members and 
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there are categories within the council. The category of the board of management assists the 

operational management with advice on the running of the chamber; specifically on dealing 

with finances. The council is made up of board members, the chairpersons of the 14 

committees, the elected members and the appointed members. The elected members are 

picked because of the importance and significant role they play within the DCCI; the 

appointed members are black people, who have been placed in the council because there were 

not likely to be voted for and the chamber finds it important to have black people in its 

leadership (Singh, 2014).  

 

There is a CEO, who is the head of operations and has a personal assistant. The human 

resources office work very closely with the office of the CEO in the DCCI and there are 

seven managers of the different departments. Each department has staff members that are led 

by the manager. The seven departments are events and corporate liaison; policy and 

advocacy; business services; finance and administration; membership; marketing and 

enterprise development (Tembe, 2008).  

 

The chambers‟ departments strive towards giving services the members need and a newly 

formed enterprise development office is developing programmes whereby SMMEs can get 

opportunities to get jobs within the larger companies. Enterprise development is handling the 

mentorship programme that has been sponsored by the Municipality. Enterprise development 

concentrates its services mainly on SMMEs (Layman, 2014b). 

 

The business services works with exporter‟s documentation, business information and 

facilitation of trade missions. This department is responsible for the exporter‟s award that is 

annually awarded by the DCCI and Transnet Port Terminals (TPT) (Singh, 2014).  

 

Policy and advocacy is responsible for commenting on pieces of legislations passed by 

government, which impact on business. The advocacy takes place at the municipality level; 

the provincial level through the DCCI and even nationally through the South African 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry (SACCI) (Zulu, 2005). 

 

The Membership department is responsible for recruiting and retention of members of the 

DCCI and facilitate the four area committee meetings (Singh, 2014). 
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The Finance and administration department handles all the finances of the DCCI, and 

records. Events and corporate liaison organises and facilitates all the events of the DCCI, 

from networking meetings, to conferences, meetings and facilities hiring (Singh, 2014). 

 

The Marketing department is responsible for the publishing of events on the website, graphics 

and all invitations (Singh, 2014).  

 

The chamber also has the Durban Chamber Foundation (DCF) which works with HIV& 

AIDS in the work place as well as tuberculosis (Singh, 2014).   

 

2.7 The Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry Membership 

 

There are different categories in membership; the chamber has the small businesses and it has 

large businesses that have more than a 1000 employees. Examples are Unilever, Tongaat 

Hullett and many others (Ngcobo, 2007).  

 

There are 9 divisions or categories of payment for members. Members with 1-10 employees 

pay the lowest subscription and companies with more than 1000 employees pay the highest 

subscription. Fees are payable annually.  

 

The DCCI have members from sole proprietors to large companies. Members sign up and 

then can begin to use the services. Members come from all sectors of business. Members 

ranges from a salon owner to a manufacturer of tyres; a construction company; banks; hotels; 

transportation businesses, logistics services and universities and schools. The diverse sectors 

of membership are served by different membership committees. These committees are 

represented in the council where they represent their members.  

 

2.8 The 14 Committees of the Chamber  

 

The 14 committees of the chamber are driven by the members and they discuss issues that 

affect them within their different areas; standing committees and members do this 

voluntarily. The 10 committees are the sectors or standing committees as the DCCI calls 

them; the other 4 are area committees - the Central; Southern areas; Western areas and 

Northern areas of Durban. The standing committees are: infrastructure committee; SMME 
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committee; trade and investment committee; safety and justice committee; environmental 

affairs committee; human resource committee; tourism committee; economic affairs and 

women empowerment. The committees meet to discuss what is going on within the different 

companies and sectors they are involved in; sometimes in the presence of the chamber 

leadership.  

 

Many meetings take place at the DCCI premises. It is within these committees the chamber 

gets a chance to give members information on relevant topics and on what the chamber has 

been doing for that sector. Discussions on new legislation are also done within this setting.  

The chamber has shown success in services they give to their members daily; such as backing 

up the members on accessing services within the municipality departments that are not easy 

to access.  Furthermore the chamber has been successful in some lobbying initiatives with 

government on many policies (Tsautse, 2012).   

 

2.9 The DCCI Strategies  

 

The DCCI have a business vision for the economic development of Durban and there are ten 

goals the DCCI have focused on:  

 Increased investment in the city‟s economy.  

 Institutional partnership and collaboration. 

 Creation of meaningful employment. 

 The alignment of skills development and education to the requirements of economic 

growth and job creation in the city. 

 The promotion and development of a vibrant small business sector and sustainable 

enterprises within it. 

 The provision and maintenance of adequate infrastructure. 

 Building an iconic reputation as a green city. 

 The achievement of „international destination‟ status for leisure, business and tourists 

 The rejuvenation of the inner-city. 

 Creating a crime and grime-free city. 

These are all the DCCI strategies in contribution of making Durban a city that flourishes in 

business and in its general economy (Singh, 2014).  
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2.11 Concluding Remarks 

 

This chapter has dealt with the DCCI background; it dealt with changes that took place over 

time; name changes and the merges that the DCCI had that changed the face of the DCCI 

when industrialists of the KwaZulu-Natal joined the the chamber of commerce.  

 

The changes in other chambers are briefly discussed in this chapter. The services and the 

success of the DCCI initiatives towards the development of eThekwini Municipality is also 

covered.  

 

The next chapter deals with literature that is relevant to this study and  such literature is 

reviewed.  
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Chapter 3-Literature Review 
 

3.1 Introduction  

This chapter presents literature that is current and relevant to the research objectives. It 

covers issues such as membership; attracting business to become chamber members; systems 

thinking and information on chambers in other countries. It covers theories that deal with 

membership and the challenges and possibilities of retaining members. It explores the 

different benefits companies can gain from their membership and the services offered by the 

chamber. It further explores other organisational challenges in the 20th century that chambers 

face; such as those that may cause businesses not to join the chamber.   

It looks at economic changes that affect businesses, for example the 2008 recession, whereby 

many businesses were forced to close down and others to go for alternatives like mergers and 

acquisitions (Rangasamy, 2011). By looking into other chambers and other membership 

based organisations,  globally, Chambers of Commerce and Industry in South Africa, can  

learn how they operate and  note lessons that might be learned (Lacho, 2011). Systems‟ 

thinking is the theoretical framework of this study because is enables the researcher to 

explore phenomena holistically and observe all the dynamics involved. It ensures all 

relationships and linkages that impact on membership and all stakeholders in this regards are 

considered including member to member networking; and the other stakeholders, staff 

members and the management and the leadership. It assisted in realising non-obvious 

interconnectedness and the interactions that takes place between different stakeholders 

(Skarzauskiene, 2008).   

3.2 Membership Based Organisations 

There are many kinds of membership based organisation, which are considered in this review 

to learn about membership and to understand changes in membership patterns. There are 

Non-governmental Organisations (NGO) as chambers are NGOs(Singh, 2014) there are 

professional organisations; unions; political organisations and companies that are customer 

based and rely on retention systems for survival. Many of these customer based organisations 

like the telecommunication companies and automobile companies have specific methods of 

retaining their contracts and loyal customers (Johansson,2010; Stone,2006); while other 
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organisations were selected because they experienced a decline and dealt with such a decline 

(Poguntke, 2012). The word member represents the client and customer within this research. 

Organisation is a word used to cover companies, firms, NGOs, Unions and sometimes 

Membership Based Organisations (MBO).  

The NGO‟s are marked with certain characteristics, they have a democratic right meaning, 

they use votes to elect leaders; they have professional staff that runs operations and they are 

accountable to the membership (Chen, 2006; Conradie, 1999). The success of an NGO is 

marked when it achieves the objectives they promised to their members, and manage to retain 

and expand that membership. Such NGO should be able to show progress towards financial 

and managerial self-reliance, and have ways of encouraging members to have a stake within 

the organisation. A successful NGO brings a certain improvement to the economy of the 

country and brings better self-esteem and social wellbeing to its members (Chen, 2006). 

3.2.1 Internal and External Objectives of MBOs    

Internally organisations strive to build individual capacity, promoting expression and 

dialogue, and carrying out projects (Conradie, 1999). Organisations have to have democratic 

structures whereby leadership is accountable to members (Chen, 2006). The role of members 

is significant as they pay fees and also assist in kind. The Jefferson Chamber is an American 

chamber for small businesses based in America; it relies heavily on its members for donations 

towards events that takes place within the chamber (Lacho, 2011). Many organisation strive 

to be „homogenous‟ so their objectives can be easily achieved; in a case of chambers they 

serve business entities of all sizes the common denominator being business (Hayes, 2001). 

Membership organisations have a strongly internalised „code of moral conduct‟ that assist in 

guiding the actions of individuals within the organisation (Chen, 2006).  The code of moral 

conduct gets to be challenged when an organisation has grown, considering the cultural and 

social norms that exist within organisations. The other challenge is the capacity management 

when the organisation changes, or grows to being a large organisation. The increased 

complexity of operations often creates a division between the professional managers and the 

membership (Hayes, 2001).   

Externally the organisations aim at gaining access to policy discussions; being able to 

influence change in policies and representing their members (Tsautse, 2012). The 

organisations desire to be the community power support structure, broadly enabling a legal, 

policy and political environment for its members. Waring (1996) argues the importance of 
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systems environment towards setting the boundaries within the system of what is inside and 

what is outside. Waring‟s take on systems thinking builds on applied systems thinking, and 

he looks at systems environment components that affect the systems. The system is unable to 

control these environments openly or to any significant extent. The overall environment 

management of the system in the organisation is likely to include public policy; legislation; 

technology and the economy to mention a few. Through lobbying, organisations attempt to 

influence this environments, but cannot manage to control them (Waring, 1996).  

 

Organisations must build relationships with stakeholders and donors that do not subvert the 

internal democratic procedures of the organisation (Chen, 2006). The external challenge 

when the organisation is larger is ensuring a diversified external source of support, 

particularly financially, in a manner that does not undermine the basic nature of the 

organisation. The members should have a delegate in governance that keeps the board 

accountable (Wadsworth, 2014; Conradie, 1999).  

3.2.2 Members of Membership Based Organisations  

A member is an individual or a company in a case of chambers that formally perform a 

certain declaration, sign up or make an oath accompanied with a fee payment to join an 

organisation (Zuckerman, 2003). Members mark the success of organisations when they 

participate in their role, paying their dues and using word of mouth to promote the 

organisation so that others join (Chen, 2006). The membership organisations of the day are 

marked to be successful if they manage to increase the number of members without reducing 

the subscription fees (Conradie, 1999).  Such organisations show that it‟s achieving its 

objectives of improving the lives of its members. There is a relationship between satisfaction 

and the renewal of membership (Stone, 2006). Members benefit from their membership in 

two forms, soft and hard benefits. The hard benefits have a monetary value while the soft 

benefits are there to enhance and benefit the members experience (Hayes, 2001). The 

members should realise both so that they can value their membership better. Clark and 

Gallargher (1989) express the importance of the members‟ commitment to their organisation. 

They argue that the effectiveness of the organisation stems from the commitment of the 

members. A high level of commitment by a member is seen when they are proud of their 

organisation, and they find their brand as the best and they wear it with pride. The 

commitment is also seen when members take on responsibilities, and are enthusiastic about 
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attending organisational events. Members should have belief in the organisation and show 

support (Clark, 1989). 

Members of organisations should know their rights and responsibilities within the 

organisation Wadsworth (2014). The organisation that represents its member gets to be 

successful when both the organisation and members play their role. Members have to 

understand what their organisation stands for; they have a responsibility to read about it; 

participate in the elections; understand the purpose; the mission; the goals; the operations of 

the organisation; the limitations the organisation has and the governing structure. It‟s a 

responsibility of each member to find out what is its strategic plan, what will the organisation 

be in the future and ask relevant questions (Wadsworth, 2014). For the MBO to exist there 

should be members, and new members should be recruited.   

3.2.3 Members Acquisition 

 

Membership acquisition occurs when a person who was not a member is converted to be a 

member.  Before they actually get converted there has to be awareness about the organisation 

and they should get attracted, then become members (Zuckerman, 2003). The awareness part 

is crucial because it can determine two elements; firstly it can decide on the expectations of 

the organisation and secondly can assist an individual or a company in reaching a decision to 

join and become a member(Hayes, 2001).  Many organisations find the acquisition of 

members to not be as great a challenge as keeping such members in membership (Khomo, 

2009).  Non-membership is still a problem because people are just not joining organisations, 

they are staying away. Their reasons differ, other finds it to be time consuming to join an 

organisation while others finds membership fees costly (Salehi, 2013). Recruiting members 

has been strategic for other MBO‟s as they found targeting a certain group of people that was 

previously excluded, like in America the Hispanic and African people was a priority (Robert, 

2001). Membership can also occur by sense of belonging, affiliation sometimes occurs when 

they see their personal fit within the organisational environment (Zuckerman, 2003). 

Educating non-members about an organisation and making the available services known to 

the public is one form an organisation can use to attract new members. Marketing is what 

many organisations advocate; spreading the word on what the organisation does, and making 

as many people in the interest group join to be members(Kabiraj, 2009).  
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Marketing by an organisation in any form can assist in acquiring more members; 

organisations differ, some believe that referrals through word of mouth are the best way to 

recruit (Zuckerman, 2003). Other organisations go for mass media television and radio, 

campaigns and raising awareness by giving flyers(Hayes, 2001). The sole purpose for all the 

initiatives is to attract more members and grow the organisation. The most important part 

being able to retain members that have been acquired (Khomo, 2009).  

 

3.2.4 Membership Retention 

The studies on retention prove that it is more profitable for an organisation to retain existing 

customers than to acquire new ones (Johansson, 2010; Hamid, 2004; Kabiraj, 2009).  

Organisations gain in many forms with retention, Karibaj and Shanmugan (2009) mention 

that if the company has loyal customers, it saves on operational costs as such companies then 

have no need to invest in expensive marketing. Successful retention further gains more 

customers through referrals. Johansson and Unnikrishman (2010) discovered that referrals 

area way organisations can lower costs of subscriptions as there will be more members. 

Organisations believe the best way to retain members is not only to satisfy them, it‟s what the 

competitors also do, but to retain is to be able to keep loyal and satisfied customers 

(Johansson, 2010). There are ways in which organisations identify loyal customers in order to 

give them service that will make them renew their membership. 

Organisations are facing competition, they therefore have to be more focused on individuals 

when creating services to meet needs and stay competitive. This approach of meeting the 

needs of individuals require organisations to have services in the form of an enquiry centre 

whereby a member can complain if they are dissatisfied (Johansson, 2010). Retention 

depends on service quality and on whether a member is satisfied. The best alternative for an 

organisation to achieve high retention is to target customers likely to respond positively to 

retention activities (Radcliffe, 2007). This is crucial because it often occurs that the desperate 

actions the organisations take towards retention actually provoke some members to leave; an 

example is a reminder of the end of a subscription period to a member can be a reminder to 

be free from the payment and not renew(Unnikrishnan, 2012).   

Retention is different from recruitment or acquisition of a customer or a member (Johansson, 

2010). When a customer or a member has signed up, there is a guarantee the member is in for 

a certain period of time. Most times the membership and customer based organisations value 
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acquisition only, without realising that there is no ownership, the organisation does not own 

that member or customer(Stone, 2006). Retention is usually never an action, but often a state 

whereby customers renew their membership.  When an organisation realises who are the most 

important customers and begins to focus on retaining them such leaving is not so important, 

because retention is never an easy process and it takes a long focus, but ensures profitability 

(Stone, 2006).  

 

Retention requires organisations to implement systems that are managed over a period of 

time to give profitable results. Organisations that encourage members to state their 

dissatisfaction about service provides their staff with training that assists them to handle 

complaints and assist members instantly. The principle that complaints are inevitable in a 

service organisation, as mistakes are bound to happen in any human endeavour, applies to 

membership based organisations and the operational staff (Johansson, 2010). Service 

recovery processes are always in place in such organisations to assist in rectifying a mistake 

that has occurred.  

 

There are measures and structures chambers sometimes develop towards retaining existing 

members (Wilson, 1999). Retaining members requires commitment from organisations to 

facilitate a programme of retention  (Gryczan, 2011). The chambers try to render various 

services; others give instant results while others provide long term rewards to members. The 

challenge chambers have is whether members realise these benefits and utilise them 

(Layman, 2014d). Most chambers have diverse business communities that belong to them; 

the challenge is to satisfy their needs without depriving any other sector (Gryczan, 2011).  

The Jefferson Chamber of Commerce is involved in its community. It assisted them during 

disasters, and thus growing its popularity and gaining the trust and favour of the community 

(Lacho, 2011). Lacho (2011) mentions that community members prefer to buy and support 

businesses owned by chamber members. 

The chamber as a community based initiative should be relevant and communication is 

crucial. There are „new‟ methods of communication that could assist in recruiting or 

advertising for members. The use of social networks has increasingly formed a significant 

part of business in the 21
st
 century. Chambers have taken to using modern technology 

(Wilson, 1999). Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Google and LinkedIn, are the new forms of 
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communication(Phong-ngwong, 2012). The other aspect of social media that Nitzan and 

Libia (2011) recognise is that it tends to influence decision making in an individual. The 

social environment for a member plays a major role in their retention. An individual tends to 

like to use similar services with their social counterparts. Being able to study influences on 

the customer can assist in dealing with retention.  

There is a clear relationship between satisfaction and loyalty of a member; organisations have 

a responsibility to put measures in place to ensure their member‟s satisfaction.  Technology 

seems to be a solution; organisations uses websites, telephone measuring and texting 

messages to find out what is on the minds of customers(Nitzan, 2011). The mission is to have 

data on individual members that will show what their preferences are and assist the 

organisation to cater for such members. Retention management is mainly based on a 

member‟s experience. The experience of a member is affected by many things including third 

party influence, media and other members through word of mouth (Stone, 2006; Nitzan, 

2011). Managing contacts by the organisation is one form of retaining such members.  

3.2.4.1 Members Experience Data 

Member‟s experience data is an integrating perspective that is easily abandoned, but very 

essential in order for an organisation to be able to cross boundaries and achieve a broader 

scope than just contacting members. Many organisations have a challenge in managing their 

members contact centre. The challenge is caused by disconnections that occur either between 

the operations or other channels an organisation might use to gather its database (Stone, 

2006). Member experience data forces the organisation to focus on individual members; it is 

a reminder to service providers like chambers that the pleasant experience of a member is not 

in marketing concepts or sales efforts, but it‟s all about the operations staff of the 

organisation (Stone, 2006). This statement does not refer to just „customer service‟, but to the 

actual member experience and to the quality of the service they receive.  

Organisations that have adapted to recording members‟ experiences use the experiences a 

member had within their organisation as well as the wider experiences such member has 

throughout their time as a member; it‟s about managing the journey of a member (Bun, 

2009).  The different sequences are usually interrelated; there are short, medium and long 

routes of finding a sequence and gathering the experience data. The shortest is a website visit 

of such a member, or a telephone enquiry. The longer one is the service acquisition, where a 
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members needs are known to the organisation, even how the member feels. The medium is 

making sure that during membership,  knowledge of many aspects of that member is 

gathered(Stone, 2006). Managing an individual member‟s journey; looking into their 

demands using other integrating efforts to serve them; different activities they get involved 

in, results in many organisations avoiding using data collecting methods as they are 

demanding. Natzia and Libia (2011) argue that managing behaviour of members is a 

traditional form of retention, that member‟s loyalty and social perspective should be 

examined for retention. They state that word of mouth has been known to produce 

behavioural learning. The referrals have more influence as people tend to look at people with 

similar trades and associate with them. If they have similar education, occupations and beliefs 

they tend to associate. Loyal members have an ability to influence others to joinan 

organisation through their social influence (Nitzan, 2011). Organisations that have been using 

member‟s data for some time, have seen good results and find it to be a differentiator from 

competitors (Bun, 2009; Stone, 2006). Customer relations management is popular and 

software has been developed to integrate it.  

3.2.4.2 Customer Relations Management  

Many modern day organisations have adapted to Customer Relations Management (CRM) 

technology in the form of software on their websites. The intention of the expensive software 

is to keep members informed and interactive with the organisation (Johansson, 2010).  

Technology has an ability to assist organisations with different tools to adapt to the rapidly 

changing needs of members by customers being able to connect with the organisation; the 

organisation thus manages to meet the current needs of a member. Organisations that have a 

website are seen as progressive, which gives them a competitive advantage over other 

organisations (Unnikrishnan, 2012). The heart and soul of CRM technology is to refine who 

are loyal and good customers, and to be able to focus on such members in an organisation. 

Relationship management forms a crucial part of an organisation as it helps with 

understanding the way a member behaves, and assists in giving a personalised service and 

being able to retain such a member. The internet technology does not necessarily give 

knowledge about the member, it is in the interaction and loyalty they have with making time 

to interact with the organisation that does(Hamid, 2004). The other ways organisations use to 

retain members are by using a retention model that is briefly discussed below.  
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3.2.4.3 Retention Model 

 

A retention model has been used in the social association of group membership and is 

applicable in many MBOs. What is unique about this model is what the model calls a 

„psychological contract‟. A psychological contract that a person signs within themselves; one 

can call it expectations of an individual of what they will gain though membership 

(Zuckerman, 2003).  

 

The challenge with a psychological contract is that it is only known to each member as they 

have signed within them and it‟s not known to the organisation. The danger is that as the 

organisation activities goes on without realising this expectation, a member already is 

calculating when to withdraw their membership due to disappointment of un-met 

expectations (Zuckerman, 2003; Stone, 2006).  

 

A psychological contract is not static, it can change with time; there are many influences an 

individual or a company can go through. Organisations are advised to be cautiousof what 

information they provide before a person becomes a member as that influences their 

expectations; although that might not be the only influence, what other people say about the 

organisation also matters (Nitzan, 2011). The issue of sustainability of MBOs is crucial as 

there are several threats to the livelihood of these organisations. Financial constraints; new 

technology to mention a few places a threat to the sustainability of MBOs, this is explored 

further in the next section.  

 

3.2.5 Membership Organisation’s Sustainability 

 

The sustainability of the environment, of organisations and of livelihoods has been a concern 

of the 21
st
 century due to many rapid changes (Conradie, 1999). The main concern is for the 

future and its preservation. An often asked question is, „in meeting the needs of today, aren‟t 

we compromising on the abilities of the future generations to enjoy similar benefits?‟ 

(Engelen, 2005). The sustainability of organisations such as chambers is at stake as the 

relevance of them is fading due to competition with organisations that gives similar services 

(Zulu, 2005). Members‟ demands are more demanding than before and meeting their needs 

has become more difficult (Unnikrishnan, 2012). This section will briefly discuss the 
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sustainability of chambers by looking at the financial management and the management role 

for the benefit of members and its sustainability.  

 

3.2.5.1 Management’s Role in Sustainability 

 

Membership sustainability will be successful if other related matters are addressed. The 

financial sustainability of MBOs are crucial to sustainability of its membership (Abraham, 

2006). There cannot be any financial sustainability without sound management (Conradie, 

1999). The management of an organisation acts as a builder of operations. Organisations 

through their management should have policies and actions that are sustainable. By 

sustainable it means the organisations should have a long term perspective on where the 

organisation is going. The operations management of the organisation is the key role player 

for the organisation‟s effectiveness, especially when it comes to funding and financial 

sustainability (Conradie, 1999).  

 

Management of organisations have to be skilled and be able to play their leadership role well; 

have control over situations; have organisational development skills; be accountable to the 

funders and members andallow for systems development.  There has to be monitoring and 

evaluation in place that will enclose the impacts assessment. Management have to find means 

to ensure there is a flow of communication at all levels within the organisation and to the 

members (Conradie, 1999). NGOs are in great need of wise managers who have the capacity 

to make sense of the whole, and manage to see the relative significance and position of parts 

in that whole says Grovelt (1992). A decline in membership poses a challenge in 

sustainability of an organisation to management. Roberts (1999) suggests an organisation 

should implement new ways in which they can gain back the trust of their membership. 

Sticking to the mandate and representing members firmly and advocating for them against 

injustices, which would need the strength of a large representation. He furthermore suggests 

organisations with similar mandates, in this case chambers, and should merge to have more 

strength. Merging will result in broader benefits and service provision for members. 

Managers should also work on the skills development of the operational staff, Roberts 

advocates (1999) for improved usage of technology for the benefits of members and 

sustainability of organisations. 
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3.2.5.2 Financial Sustainability 

Financial sustainability is critical as far as NGOs are concerned because all the programmes 

that are run within such organisations rely on financial stability (Conradie, 1999; Abraham, 

2006). Abraham (2006) argues that NGOs are a „melting pot‟ of mission, money and 

members. Many NGOs are funded for a while only to run out of funds and be stranded again. 

Organisations like chambers have to have creative ways in which they can be self-reliant and 

be independent for sustainability. The greatest challenge NGOs, including chambers, have is 

managing their expenses and being able to sustain themselves and serve their members 

(Singh, 2014). Financial problems have impact on an entire organisation; hence it is crucial to 

discuss them. An organisation will only have stable financial sustainability if the organisation 

has the right systems in place that promote sustainability. There has to be good planning and 

staff should be skilled; there should be good coordination within the organisation. There must 

be, accountabilitythrough budgeting and reporting of finances (Abraham, 2006).  

 

Abraham (2006) recommends a tool that can be used to gauge the financial performance - 

ratio analysis. Ratio analysis assists an organisation in identifying strengths and weaknesses 

as it looks at the organisational profitability, liquidity and financial stability. Organisations 

that use ratio analysis are able to detect financial inconsistencies and manage to focus their 

attention on issues of organisational importance. This tool assists management to ask the right 

questions about an organisation‟s objectives and its membership, that is how this system  can 

create focus(Abraham, 2006).  Ratio analysis is important for this research as it focuses on 

the membership mission and calculations are centred on fulfilling a mission for the member 

of the organisation. There has to be forms in which organisations sustain their finances.  

 

NGOs that are successful are ones that sell their goods and services at market related prices 

(Conradie, 1999). They survive by selling their products to members for a fee, and paying for 

the venues when they hire them (Hayes, 2001). Such organisations are in a better position 

financially as they become less dependent on continuous funders and have stability of their 

own (Conradie, 1999). NGOs are advised to run their organisations more like businesses and 

move away from welfare to ensure financial sustainability.  NGOs are guided to install 

financial systems that will assist in doing away with reactive actions and motivate for more 

proactive decision making (Abraham, 2006). The essential aspect for any organisation is to 

ensure that equilibrium between the benefits providedto members to the cost incurred by the 

organisation (Hayes, 2001). When financial sustainability is ensured, organisations 
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experience many changes. Any system goes through changes; chambers in South Africa have 

gone through many changes which have caused membership to decline; the next section deals 

with the decline and the reasons for such a decline.   

 

3.3 Membership Decline 

 

The turn of a century caused many membership organisations to experience a decline 

(Johansson, 2010). Political organisations, NGOs and Christianity haveall lost membership in 

the new century (Khomo, 2009; Poguntke, 2012).  

 

There is a general decline in different European countries‟ political parties‟ membership 

which have motivated people like Poguntke, T. Mair, P. & van Biezen, I. (2012), to research 

the reasons behind the change in membership, looking at the current generation as compared 

to past generations. Unions have also experienced a substantial decline in their membership 

over the past decade (Clark, 1989). A few examples of the decline and its causes are briefly 

discussed in this part of the chapter which will cover some NGOs and professional 

organisations.  NGOs in Guinea in West Africa experienced a decline where health insurance 

lost its membership drastically. Mutual Health Organisations (MHO) have been considered as 

one of the innovative initiatives in health insurance for poor communities, but failed due to 

many bad management decisions and failure to adapt to change (Wealkens, 2003). Top-down 

decision making justified in the eighties and early nineties was accompanied by 

standardisation and uniformity, which led organisations to be rigid and limited creativity.  

Member‟s participation was not allowed and that created a lot of complaints by members. 

The quality of service was bad within the public health care facilities and members were 

unhappy (Wealkens, 2003). Another complaint was the bad attitude which was labelled as 

disrespectful and unpleasant by the public health care employees. People began to look for 

alternatives, particularly within the private sector (Wealkens, 2003). 

 

Another example of decline in membership is in a South African professional organisation 

called the Library and Information Association of South Africa (LIASA).  A study was 

conducted on the „poor‟ membership of library workers and this seemed to have been a 

universal challenge as far as library associations were concerned(Khomo, 2009). The Indian 

Library organisation has been experiencing a decline in membership and the main cause of 

decline in India, according to the International Federation of Library Association Institution 

(IFLAI), was the lack of what were the benefits of being a member of the association. There 
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were several suggestions on how the library organisation could overcome the challenge.  

Wilson (1997) argues for clear marketing strategies that can assist in retaining existing 

members as well as attracting new members. Wilson (1997) further argues that marketing 

campaign initiatives should be integrated with developmental plans of an organisation in a 

way they will be cost effective.  The cost effectiveness will be further enhanced by an 

organisation implementing and monitoring marketing in a more cohesive, continuous and 

comprehensive manner.  

 

In Africa library organisations are characterised by small membership bases, limited finances 

and failure to adapt to change in their environment and lack of visibility. This has been 

labelled as membership apathy and identity crisis by Raju and Khomo (2009). Another study 

on African library organisations by Kawoya (2001) indicated that under-staffed organisations 

are the result of failure in initiatives the organisations get involved in. LIASA has been 

fortunate to have been funded by international organisations however LIASA have a problem 

in the growth of its membership (Khomo, 2009). LIASA is different to other librarian‟ 

organisations in that it accommodated both professional librarians and support staff that are 

non- professional librarians. Most librarian organisations were criticized for being elitist in 

that they were not serving support staff. LIASA‟s aim was to unite all individuals‟ interested 

in library and information work, to actively safeguard and promote the dignity and rights of 

its members socially and economically. In the ten years of its existence since 1997 to 2007 

LIASA had 1068 members who have paid their subscriptions and in 2007 had 1400 members. 

Although this organisation had great intentions of uniting all the library workers, non-

professionals still felt they were not accommodated in the activities of the organisation. 

Findings in the 2009 study of Raju and Khomo show that membership retention is key in 

LIASA and measures have to be in place on how the organisation can retain its membership. 

Recruiting new members has not been an issue, but non-renewal is because of financial 

constraints and no benefits experienced by members for being a member. The suggested 

solution towards the growth of LIASAs membership is to tackle the non-professional 

members‟ services, create some services that will suit them.  However the professionals find 

LIASA not being professional enough in opening for non-professional staff. This is just one 

example that shows membership based organisations have issues that demand systems in 

place that will continuously transform and standardise them for success and adaption to the 

current situation in South Africa. Different reasons were identified as the causes of decline in 

different MBOs and they are further explored in the following sections.  
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3.3.1 Reasons for Membership Decline 

 

In South Africa apartheid had a tremendous effect on membership organisations as many 

were segregated for whites only and many people did not find it important to be a member. 

The South African Librarian Association (SALA) did not allow any black person as 

members; causing blacks to form their own associations and such decisions according to Raju 

and Khomo (2009) have tainted membership organisations to this day.  

 

General reasons why members leave their membership are because of the lack of energy and 

skills of operational staff when giving service to its members (Khomo, 2009; Stone, 2006).  

 

In a study done in three large European political parties, labour, conservative and liberal 

democrat, results showed a continuous decline in membership and the reasons the majority 

gave for their resignation was they would like to have incentives for their participation 

(Whiteley, 2009).  

 

Unions have been impacted by the decline in membership tremendously. This is important in 

the case of chambers, for them to understand similar trends that might be impacting on their 

organisation and causing such a decline. The high unemployment came from the loss of 

labour; changes in technology; slow economic growth; as information was readily available 

members didn‟t see a need to pay a subscription for information they can get for free on the 

internet (Roberts, 1999).  The transformation that firms and organisations are going through 

also caused a decline(Poguntke, 2012). The different policies that are implemented have a 

tendency of taking away the responsibilities that were previously in membership 

organisations‟ hands (Roberts, 1999). Roberts (1999) further states that international 

economic competition that is rising daily takes over the membership based organisation jobs, 

globalisation and open trade. The same sentiments are shared by Traxler (2010) when he 

mentions internationalisation and other developments that hold the label of „disorganised 

capitalism‟ have been manifesting themselves in the decline of membership.  The loss of 

influence and demise of corporatism as many MBOs experienced decline due to such 

developments (Traxler, 2010).  

 

The theory of collective action demonstrates that a large scale organisation that works 

towards the acquisition of resources that will benefit the entire constituency, will not sustain 
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membership (Cell, 2001). There has to be a selective incentive, as discussed broadly in 

section 3.9. The incentive to belong is made weak by including non-members in the benefits 

of the organisation gets to see successes(Traxler, 2010). There is a challenge in defining 

membership; it‟s broadly reviewed below. Defining a member can be challenging and can 

cause confusion; the next section will define the three challenges and explain what makes it 

difficult to know who is a member within membership based organisation which may pose a 

challenge in managing membership. 

3.4 Membership Complexity, Ambiguity and Dynamics 

Membership can be problematic to define because of complexity, ambiguity and dynamics 

attached to it (Huxham, 2000). Evidence is that membership of collaborations is generally 

regarded as vital for success because of the unity of voice hence why people may pursue to 

be part of collaborations like the Chamber (Huxham, 2000). These challenges are discussed 

in depth in the next section. 

3.4.1 The Challenges with Defining a Member 

A lack of clarity regarding who are members of an organisation can bring about confusion. 

This lack of clarity is caused by the ambiguity regarding the status of members, the 

relationship between individual and organizational members and the source of members‟ 

representativeness. The fact that many associations have extremely complex membership 

structures further adds to the present confusion (Huxham, 2000). Members‟ perception of 

who else is a member varies by the status each member holds within an organisation. Further 

confusion occurs when organisations or communities are also being represented within an 

organisation (Huxham, 2000). 

Taking the linguistic perspective, it seems expected that the term „member‟ will continue, in 

the context of collaboration, to be used to refer to the individual collaborative group members 

and the organizational members. This is because the English language does not provide a 

ready alternative(Huxham, 2000). Membership ambiguity, complexity and dynamics are 

discussed using the table 2.1 below. The ambiguity of the status of a member and ambiguity 

of representativeness pose a challenge of an unclear positioning of membership by an 

individual or the organisation. 

 

Table 2.1 Shows the Complexity, Ambiguity and Dynamics of Membership 

Source: (Huxham, 2000) Page 778 
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Ambiguity- Ambiguity in 

membership and status  and  

ambiguity in representativeness 

 

 

 

Complexity- Complexity in 

structure 

 

 

Dynamics- Shifting 

membership, shifting purpose 

and the pace of change 

 

 

 

-Members‟ perceptions of who 

else is a member varies 

 

-Members‟ perceptions of each 

other‟s status in the 

collaboration varies 

 

-Members are confused over the 

degree to which an individual 

representative is representing an 

organization 

 

-Members are confused over 

which organization, or other 

community is being 

represented 

 

-There can be complex 

hierarchies of collaboration 

 

-Individuals and organizations 

are often members of multiple 

partnerships with overlapping 

membership 

 

-Departments of an 

organization may become 

involved in partnerships 

independently of each other 

 

-Collaborations often have 

complex structures involving 

partnership staff, executive 

committees, working groups 

etc. 

 

 

-Government policies and other 

forces cause demise and 

reforming of organizations 

 

-Individual representatives 

come and go or change their 

role within their organizations 

 

-Government policies and other 

forces lead to refocusing of 

collaborative purpose (and 

hence of membership) 

 

-Mismatches in members‟ 

agendas lead to continual 

negotiation of purpose (and 

hence the possibility of 

changing membership) 

 

-Learning from past activity and 

completing agenda items also 

leads to continual negotiation 

 

-Changes can take place 

frequently, rapidly and 

sometimes imperceptibly 

The key elements of collaborative structures that should be understood are the ambiguous, 

complex and dynamic membership in order that experts convening them or policy makers 

promoting them clearly understand the huge challenges which collaboration presents 

(Huxham, 2000). Accomplishing collaborative advantage for all; but the simplest of 
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collaborative tasks requires major resource investment, significant managerial skill and 

patience from each of the individual participants (Webb, 1991). The goodwill of these 

individuals and of the organizations they represent is also essential. The dynamic shifts that 

take place while one is a member that might bring about changes to the previously known 

membership role can also be a challenge (Huxham, 2000).  

 

Complexity comes with the complicated hierarchies organisations have. Complex hierarchies 

within collaboration by individuals and organisation are often caused by members of multiple 

partnerships with overlapping membership. The departments of an organisation might be 

involved in partnership independently of each other and collaborations frequently have 

complex structures that involve partnering staff, executive committees, working groups and 

so on (Huxham, 2000). The dynamics that are mainly caused by a shift in membership, 

shifting purpose and the pace of change because of government policies and other forces may 

cause a certain collapse or a negative change within an organisation affecting its membership. 

When individual representatives come into the collaboration or leave that brings about a 

change in their role within their organizations. The discrepancies in members‟ programmes 

that may cause them to have a re-occurring negotiation of their purpose may even lead to that 

member changing their membership. Another dynamic are lessons from past events and 

implementations that may cause repetitive negotiations. The frequent changes that are rapid 

or are occurring gradually may affect membership dynamics (Huxham, 2000). Chambers 

should be aware of challenges in defining a member in order to manage their membership 

well and have clarity on who belongs to the chamber and why.  

 

There are two elements that pose further challenges towards membership; power and trust. 

Power distinction between members can become a challenge when there is uncertainty in the 

membership structure. However the transferred social order and a solid trust formed can be 

quickly destroyed at any point by the changes that take place within membership (Huxham, 

2000).  The MBOs have to faces many challenges; the external impacts are more challenging 

particularly where government is concerned. Being able to identify different elements 

involved for this study made a reference to systems‟ thinking which has been valuable for 

this study as it ensures that the issue membership decline and membership retention is 

holistically examined. 

3.5 Systems Thinking Holistic Perspective 
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The word „system‟ is taken from the Greek word „synhistania‟ which mean to place certain 

things together Lazslo (2012). A system is made up of fluid interactions that are non-

summative, complex and integrated at a novel level of the organisation allowed by the 

interdependence of its parts. Chambers fit this description in that they aim to sustain fluid 

interactions among members, but which are non-summative, in that each member is an 

independent entity but is also interdependent on other members for essential functions. The 

essential function which includes business to business marketing that takes place during the 

networking session, as an example.  

 

Systems thinking further have an ability to allow dynamic and holistic examination of an 

organisation. The complexity of organisations like a chamber can be tackled by systemic 

thinking as it has appropriate tools that  deals with complex situations (Senge, 1990).  In his 

book the Firth Discipline Peter Senge mentions that systems thinking is needed now more 

than ever, as the world deals with rapid change and information processing that makes the 

real world complex (Gerhlert, 2013). Senge (1990) further states that systems‟ thinking 

entails a shift in mind-set, by applying a systemic way of thinking. The two main elements of 

mind shift according to Senge (1990) are being able to see interrelationships rather than linear 

cause-effect (Ng, 2004; Waring, 1996). The second one is seeing the change as a process 

instead of snapshots (Senge, 1990; Laszlo, 2012).  

 

This is because systems thinking uses language that fosters restructuring of thinking (Senge, 

1990). Systems thinking  best explains how to deal with complexities of chambers; the ability 

systems thinking has to see the whole being greater than the sum of its parts will assist to 

leave no concept of the system unattended (Skarzauskiene, 2009 ; Gerhlert, 2013). Systemic 

thinking  assists in dealing with short term and long term feedback dynamics (Laszlo, 2012).  

Feedback signals assist in monitoring outputs from a systems process (Waring, 1996). There 

are changes that pose a threat to the wellbeing and sustainability of the MBOs; they are 

explored in the next section.  

 

3.6 Challenges of Change on Membership Based Organisation 

 

When an organisation goes through a funding withdrawal or a reorganisation within the 

public sector, or a merger, it means that organisation ceases to exist or sometimes they merge. 

These cause changes that may pose a certain level of challenge to collaboration. Change that 
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is caused by individuals can also have an influence on membership. When an individual‟s 

role changes within an organisation, for instance a new career move or their contract ends 

with the organisation. Those often result in that individual ceasing to be a member of that 

organisation‟s representative within the collaborative group. The normal reaction by the 

organisation in a quest to continue being a member they elect a new representative as a 

replacement. There are times when the whole organisation ceases to be part of the 

collaboration because of an individual‟s departure. Change that is brought about by an 

individual can bring about role changes and add more people into the collaboration (Huxham, 

2000). Such are the complexity of MBOs and chambers, being one of them, should address 

these changes. The different chambers services are explored in the next section.  

Change in membership has consequences on an MBO and the principle of managing change 

could assist such an organisation with dealing with change. Change requires addressing what 

one desires to change which is strategy. What are the skills available for this change to be a 

success, and what are the long and short term organisational tools to support the new state 

(Carter, 2008)?  Managing change has become a crucial part of the growth and success of 

many organisation of the 21
st
 century. Change occurs daily and this changes forces businesses 

to also change towards innovation and creative ideas that will make them relevant and 

competitive (Cao, 2003). The organisations are forced to adhere to change management 

concepts to find what is fitting for their organisation in order to defend their market share, 

sustain their business and come up with creative ways on what will fit their organisations 

(Staren, 2013; Cao, 2003). The chambers are not immune to change impacts, as they have 

faced several changes throughout the years. Dealing with members is as demanding as 

dealing with customers as each have different problems to be tackled and each demands 

individual attention, and that requires operational staff that is proactive (Stone, 2006). 

The appointment of a new manager of a chamber who comes with new plans and focuses on 

the changes they desire to see happen during their leadership in the chamber can also be a 

major change(Gryczan, 2011).When leaders anticipate any major change, it is important to 

consider the impacts of that change on who will be more affected in the organisation and look 

at all the various areas that are involved in that change (Staren, 2013). Change does not have 

to be major,  small changes can make a great difference to circumstances within the 

organisation (Gerwel, 2009).  
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The accelerating change that impacts on MBOs is further caused by the advancing 

technological innovation that forces organisations to change. Organisations that were 

established and operating independently are suddenly part of globalisation and in competition 

within their country as well as with the whole world (Lewin, 2000). Companies are forced to 

create an environment of urgency in the workplace, a need to respond, and adapt towards 

greater results for the business. Organisational leaders get interested in such changes, and 

begin to create ways to respond to the changes, as well as how to overcome the challenges 

that comes with the change. In many instances it occurs that what suddenly used to be a time-

honoured business strategy becomes inadequate; it‟s one of the dilemmas of change.   

 

Where there were linear models of dealing with organisational problems, managers find 

themselves struggling with something that is more non-linear (Lewin, 2000). An interest in 

complexity study stems from the frequent and surprising change that takes place within 

organisations. There general challenges that are complex manage to induce inaction within 

members which includes difficulties in negotiating joint purpose; one example is the diversity 

of organization. One of the challenges that occurs is when individuals‟ aims that drove them 

into collaboration get hindered by difficulties in communication because of differences in 

profession or sometimes natural reasons like languages and organizational sometimes ethnic 

cultures (Huxham, 2000).  The chamber‟s diversity in membership in a case of large South 

African chambers where the large and small organisations are in the same membership pose 

such a challenge (Richards, 2014).  

 

The complex changes chambers go through occurs when trying to develop a joint method of 

operating within the organisation. Many chambers consist of several companies and 

organizations that inevitably operate slightly differently regarding internal procedures from 

each other creating disagreements. The leadership of chambers face more complexity when 

managing the accountability of the collaborative venture to each of the partner organizations, 

because of the power and trust issues. Another challenge is with the location of members. 

The desire would be to work collaboratively however logistics get to be hindered when they 

have to work with others who are located in remote areas (Huxham, 2000).Networking is the 

essence of chambers; network theory stipulates the importance of relationships in business 

(Ngcobo, 2007). There are disadvantages in internationalisation of markets for organisations 

like chambers. When businesses go independent and no longer finds a need to be part of an 

association (Traxler, 2010). Comparatively, the larger firms are more likely to penetrate 
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international markets than smaller companies due to costs and resource disposal (Urban, 

2012). The chamber membership and its challenges are discussed in the following section. 

 

3.7 Chambers Membership and Membership Challenges 

Several chambers are reviewed to gain further insight regarding the challenges with 

membership and the experiences with membership retention. This enabled the researcher to 

draw from the strengths and to make a record of what works and what doesn‟t for members. 

There has not been much academic research on chambers like Lacho (2011) who raised a 

concern by looking at how various chambers each may enrich such knowledge and this 

research in particular added to a better understanding of changes in membership, membership 

patterns and ways to retain members.  

The six chambers reviewed in this section; namely the International Chamber of Commerce 

(ICC) which is the largest chamber and mainly deals with issues of international trade and 

advocacy with major bodies in the world (Carrier, 2014); The Jefferson chamber of 

commerce became significant because of its involvement with the community and how the 

interventions by the chamber gave a unique interest by the chamber within the community 

(Lacho, 2011); The Grand Rapids Area Chamber is also an American chamber reviewed as a 

chamber with diversity in its membership and shows in a lengthy manner how it  is crucial to 

the collaborations of the organisations for the wellbeing of the chamber (Gryczan, 2011);  

Cape Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCCI) as one of the large chambers in South 

Africa was also reviewed (Richards, 2014); The British Chamber of Commerce collaboration 

with major stakeholders like the government and the engagement formed a unique and 

essential collaboration (Bennet, 1997). The other chamber reviewed is a bi-national chamber, 

the American Indonesian Chamber of Commerce that is responsible for trade relations 

between two countries(Couch, 1991). There are general functions of chambers that assist to 

grow their memberships which are discussed below.   

3.7.1 The Chambers Functions 

An individual chamber works as a  united voice for business and the main function is to 

lobby the government on policies that threaten the growth in business for members (Bennet, 

1997). The chamber provides the government and business a setting to talk about the policies 

and legislation that may affect business or impact on business. One benefit that members 

have is to be in a platform where they can communicate with government regarding policies 
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and have the voice through the chamber. Members appreciate gaining access to the 

executives of both local and provincial government (Lacho, 2011; Richards, 2014).Chambers 

are generally known to be  voice of business (Carrier, 2014).  

 

Chambers render networking services, marketing and advertisements on their websites(Singh, 

2014). Because marketing is expensive but essential and every business is forced to do it, 

chambers offer a platform to member‟s businesses on the chamber‟s website for a minimum 

fee (Lacho, 2011).The sole purpose of networking is to develop mutually rewarding 

relationships among members. Networking often results in either finding new customers, 

assisting in resolving business problems, being the source of important information or even 

referral to business providers (Lacho, 2011). Communication is through emails on a monthly 

basis sent to members by a chamber to keep them abreast on activities taking place within a 

chamber. Members can assist a chamber by sponsorships of networking events held by a 

chamber because chambers are non-profit making organisations that rely on subscriptions 

from members and often cannot afford events. Larger sponsors pick the gala dinners and 

smaller businesses sponsor luncheons and other smaller networking events (Lacho, 2011). At 

the luncheons members bring their products, as they network they also expose their products.  

Chambers work with communities, within their developmental functions; chambers 

collaborate in certain major events, for it is crucial for businesses to build relationships. The 

goal of chambers is to see economic growth. Being in constant conversations on major 

developments within the region as chamber is often necessary (Gryczan, 2011).  The 

chambers of commerce recognise that the best customers are ones you already have and 

retaining members is a priority for a chamber. 

Chambers are known to members as a place where business can find out what is current in 

the business arena. Information sharing with their members regarding the latest issues that 

affect and impact on businesses is one of the main reasons members join a chamber 

(Richards, 2014).  There are  external factors like the economy that has been tough on 

business for an extended period that chambers give attention to in order to assist members 

(Richards, 2014). Chambers find new ways in which they can assist businesses towards being 

efficient. Through the international and trade departments and business support chambers 

find ways to set up and drive new business deals. They assist members to grow their 

businesses to a level where they can export their products to other countries.  
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Businesses decide to join a voluntary system, like a chamber, for rewards like gaining access 

to services that will offer benefits to their organisation like representation (Bennet, 1997; 

Layman, 2014d).  

 

3.7.2 The International Chamber of Commerce 

The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) is based in France, and it speaks on its 

members behalf on issues of enterprises from all over the world. It has members globally in 

groups amounting to 6.5 million companies; there are chambers of commerce and business 

organisations in membership from more than 130 countries (Carrier, 2014). Its success is 

mainly in the ability to open cross-border trade and investment; global economic integration 

and the market economy system that influence sustainable growth, job creation and economic 

prosperity.  International trade works as a stimulant to any country‟s economy, by increasing 

the country‟s gross domestic product. There is a visible growth in the global economy and the 

ICC find it crucial for entrepreneurs to develop an understanding of trade and finance 

transactions as far as imports and exports are concerned(Sakchutchawan, 2009).Without 

international trade, business will not achieve its potential and prosperity will be limited 

(Sakchutchawan, 2009). There are many benefits members gain in being part of the ICC; 

firstly is it a worldwide organisation, which on its own gives global standards to any member. 

The ICC has access to intergovernmental groups like the G20 and the United Nations. 

Members have influence on international networks through the ICC, and they stay connected 

to the most influential and dynamic organisations around the world. Members have access to 

first-hand information on policies, laws and regulations and developments giving them time 

to make correct decisions. ICC members are equipped with skills on how they can get 

discounts in the ICC publications, training and conferences (Carrier, 2014).  ICC members 

come from all sectors of business - manufacturing, trade, services and professionals. With 

membership organisations have in the ICC, they manage to shape rules and policies that can 

stimulate international trade and investment. The ICC has a great influence on government 

and intergovernmental organisations; such decisions affect corporate finances and operations 

world-wide, hence organisations join the ICC (Carrier, 2014). The next chamber is an 

American chamber that supports its community as its base for success.  

3.7.3 The Jefferson Chamber of Commerce in New Orleans- America  
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The Jefferson Chamber, is a chamber based in New Orleans in America (Lacho, 2011). 

Benefits do not solely come from participation, but results from the relevance of the 

networking sessions or workshops in that members business. The advice to members is to 

choose carefully which networking sessions to participate in that will give the ultimate 

benefits to their business (Lacho, 2011). The Jefferson Chamber hosts more than 100 events 

per year; some are for members only, while others involve the community. Community 

participation with the chamber has brought in certain benefits by the chamber to the 

community in return the community seem to favour businesses that belong with the chamber. 

The example is that the members of the community prefer to buy from a business that has a 

chamber sticker (Lacho, 2011). The chamber provided assistance during the natural disasters 

that has took place in New Orleans and assisted the community with aid to recover; hence the 

community supports the chamber.  

Other services offered by the Jefferson Chamber are speed dating and business to business 

breakfasts. At the breakfast events, there are 7 tables with 7 members on each table. Each 

member gets 2 minutes to introduce themselves, their business and describe what their 

business does. This simple activity can give business 48 sales impressions in 30 minutes. It is 

important to note that networking has to be repetitive in order for members to see results 

(Lacho, 2011).  The second American chamber that forms part of this research study is in 

Grand Rapids.  

3.7.4The Grand Rapids Area Chamber of Commerce in Michigan 

The Grand rapid area chamber has 2800 members and has 27 full time and part-time 

employees. The employees are overseen by 24 members‟ board of directors. There are 29 

committees that are occupied by chamber members. These committees address the issues in 

business in West Michigan; from regulatory affairs to health care, tax and human 

resources(Gryczan, 2011).  

The challenge Grand Rapid Area Chamber of Commerce face is the diversity of its 

membership. Membership ranges from manufacturers, retailers, service providers, legal 

services, bankers and media etc. The diversity poses a challenge whereby a public policy is 

implemented and on one member it renders a positive impact while on another it may be a 

negative impact. Getting to a consensus becomes a challenging process, but the chamber 

looks for the best alternative that will bring sustainable results (Gryczan, 2011).  

3.7.5 The Cape Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
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The Cape Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCCI) was established in 1806 and is 

defined as the oldest membership based chamber in Africa. The mandate of CCCI is to serve, 

enable and lead business. The CCCI have conducted a survey as part of their business 

strategy towards understanding their clients. The chamber membership segmentation which is 

a process of categorising membership was done in order to know who the members are and 

what the numbers are. Findings showed that the CCCI members are a fairly close 

representation of the Western Cape Province in general. Two-thirds of chamber memberships 

are made up of small, medium and micro enterprises. Over half of the membership has a turn-

over of more than 5 million per annum. Fourteen per cent of the membership has a turnover 

of 50 million per annum. There are start-ups being attracted to be in the CCCI, but the 

majority are micro enterprises that have been in operation for 10 years or more (Richards, 

2014). This illustrates the relevance to large companies and sustainability of businesses that 

belongs with the CCCI within the Western Cape Province.  

The relevance of the services offered are priority and the chamber constantly reviews its 

services to ensure relevance. Services are mainly aligned to international chambers of 

commerce, but still bear in mind the local market. Other services include seminars and 

workshops; networking sessions; conferences; business support services through the 

committees; international trade-desk; commission of oaths; certificates of origin; carnet de 

commerce; enterprise development fund and meeting rooms for hire (Richards, 2014). 

Membership fees at CCCI are categorised and placed on the chamber website for members to 

know how much they are. The CCCI staff email addresses are displayed with information of 

their departments on the website making communication and interaction with this chamber 

accessible (Richards, 2014).  

Another service the CCCI offers is mediation and arbitration. This is given to businesses 

locally and to the rest of Africa through the African Centre for Dispute Settlement (ACDS) 

for both members and non-members towards settling their disputes without incurring 

unnecessary costs. The chamber finds unresolved conflicts result in negative impacts on the 

chamber and this service manages to assist (Richards, 2014). Through their Pan-African 

policy the CCCI strive to develop leadership for members to enable them to grow their 

businesses and find opportunities outside the country (Richards, 2014). 

3.7.6 The British Chamber of Commerce 
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The British Chamber of Commerce management has realised that it‟s through meeting 

specified needs of members that the chamber can gain income. They focus on providing 

services that predominantly cause members to pay charges; for instance a cover charge for a 

networking session.  In a voluntary system,  responding  to the dominant motivation of the 

membership and placing focus on service provision based  predominantly on fees and charges 

goes beyond subscriptions fees says Bennet (1997). The networking sessions, workshops on a 

specific topic, seminars on a certain legislation explanation for a fee benefits (Singh, 2014).  

The British Chamber of Commerce has realised their specific duties and recognise their 

crucial role for their members to find means to gain income. Businesses generally seek 

support for the two main instances say Bennet (1997). Other support is lobbying, where 

businesses share a range of general concerns which they wish to see presented to government 

or other agents. At the local level the issues of concern includes local government policies 

maybe on transport; attitudes towards business by government; land use planning and 

influences on the business sector in general and this is where chambers lobbying power is 

applied the most (Bennet, 1997).On the other hand are business services like networking that 

are not influenced much by local government boundaries (Bennet, 1997).  

 

3.7.7 The American Indonesian Chamber of Commerce 

The American Chamber of Commerce gives companies insight on the business climate in 

other countries. Growing internationalisation gives birth to bi-national chambers like the 

American Indonesian Chamber of Commerce (AICC) (Couch, 1991). The duty of bi-national 

chambers within the host country is to give members guidelines on the business culture in 

that country. Crucial information when exporting to another country, covers licencing 

requirements, taxes involved, shipping routes, import and export regulations and legal 

structure. Bi-national chambers are responsible for organising meetings when executives visit 

America.  The AICC also give emotional support services and counselling to families that 

leaves America to establish their businesses in Indonesia. The focus of AICC is on trading 

and investment policy; simple examples are members who inquire about women being 

accepted in Muslim countries in managerial positions; in order to comply with the laws and 

avoid offending people. There is a membership fee payable to the AICC for services and 

research done on members behalf  (Couch, 1991). Government as a policy maker is discussed 

below particularly policies that affect the chambers directly.  
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3.8 Government Policies’ Impact on Chambers in South Africa 

New  policies and laws forced chambers to change from what they were previously to be 

more democratic in South Africa (Wilson, 1999). The impacts of the laws are explored as 

another way of investigating the dynamics of change within chambers in South Africa in this 

section.  

Affirmative action in South Africa was incorporated as a way to redress and to ensure that 

previous inequalities are addressed. The groups were mainly in terms of blacks; female; 

people with disabilities who qualify to be in the work place, but were discriminated against. 

The effects of the history of South Africa are seen in many sectors including business sectors 

where there are struggles to maximise blacks‟ capacity while aligning with all the „new‟ laws 

(Warnich, 2005). Pieces of legislature on Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) that have 

been approved by parliament are in an act: BEE Act No. 53 of 2003. The BEE act aims to 

bring the black majority in South Africa on board for economic benefit. In 2007 the Broad 

Based Black Economic Empowerment (B- BBEE), „codes of good practice‟ began to provide 

a customary framework for the measurement of BEE across all sectors of the economy. The 

requirement is all entities operating in the South African economy make a contribution 

towards the objectives of B-BBEE. Chambers had to go through the BEE verification to 

update their score cards (White, 2013). The BEE Act supports the economic interest of black 

people, the voting rights that are in the hands of black people as well as black women 

representation in top management. The business sector had to adjust to this law in order to 

prosper in the new environment and continue with business. Chambers have been significant 

in assisting their members in having favourable score cards (Wilson, 1999).  

 

The quest of South Africa in bringing women into the mainstream economy influenced a 

policy on gender equality in 2001. It is committed to emancipate women to bring a 

transitional change and provide a productive atmosphere in which women are free to 

contribute their natural talents in the work environment (Chiloane-Tsoka, 2012). Participation 

of women is based on their ability to build and manage their businesses within the free 

market system that allows for equal rights to all. In a study done in South Africa in 2001, 

women occupied 11.3 per cent of top management positions, and 17.7 per cent of senior 

management positions (Maseko, 2011).Women in business in this new dispensation have 

grown where women wants to be accepted and stand out as an independent entity, the 
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chambers are experiencing this transformation and women in business beginning to be 

independent and have their separate networking sessions (Pillay, 2013).  There are benefits to 

empowering women particularly in development and the running of businesses. In a study 

done in Kenya, microcredit is given to women to start small businesses. Women are given a 

social status, economic empowerment and they are entrusted with taking care of families. 

Allowing women to run their own businesses is another form of development and 

empowerment in its own (Rambo, 2013). The rewards of being a member of an organisation 

are found in certain exclusivity; incentives are the main appealing factors for membership. 

3.9 The Incentive for Chambers 

Government is the main stakeholders in chambers in South Africa (Gwala, 2004). The 

business community needs government to be on their side, while the government and its 

economy is highly dependent on business and the private sector (Mojakweni, 2012; Layman, 

2014d). The theory on collective action by Olson (1971) explains how organizations work 

together to provide incentives for members of the collective organization.  

3.9.1 Selective Incentive and Logic of Collective Action 

Olson‟s theory on collective good touches various aspects of staying in membership of an 

organization. He argues that large-scale organizations working towards the acquisition of 

resources will benefit the entire population, but will not sustain membership (Cell, 2001). The 

incentive to belong is weakened by the potential of the whole population including the non-

members benefiting from the organization‟s successes. However if the organization offers 

selective incentives, whether they are social in a form of sanctions  or are state driven as 

subsidies, membership will grow and be sustained (Traxler, 2010). 

Trade Unions in Europe, manage to retain members by using unemployment insurance as a 

selective incentive.  This takes place in 6 countries: Germany, Norway, the United Kingdom, 

Finland, Denmark and Sweden. Denmark and Sweden continued while the other 4 countries 

stopped this system which resulted in a great decline in membership. Unemployed Union 

members get to have this voluntary unemployment cover. Using selective incentives, trade 

unions were able to deal with the two challenges which were retaining members and „free 

riders‟ (Clasen, 2012). Free riders like benefiting without paying for services.  
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Olson illustrates that business create and join local organisations to deliver collective goods 

that offer benefits to members(Kyriacou, 2010). The basis of their collectiveness covers a 

geographical area in which members decide on the package of services they wish to 

collectively provide at a given cost and this is called, „logic of collective action‟ (Bennet, 

1997). The quest to satisfy member‟s behaviour, chamber managers however realise that few 

businesses are willing to pay for services or goods that are consumed at no cost. Therefore 

the voluntary organisations like chambers shift their focus towards offering unique services to 

local businesses. An analysis of chamber services is that local business representation is a 

unique service. The implication of this is that the high degree of connectedness of the other 

chamber services to businesses represented, stimulates and maintains the voluntary chamber 

system (Bennet, 1997).  Bennet (1997) further states the relationship between the service 

structures of chambers and the geographical boundaries varies by the type of service offered. 

The other dynamic to consider is the representation function that in some instances works on 

its member‟s behalf or generally with government. Traxler (2010) takes the selective 

incentive argument further and expands it to political entrepreneurship.  

3.9.2 The Integration of Small and Large Business Incentives 

The cornerstone of inclusive organisational associability is found in the unique combination 

of selective incentive and political entrepreneurship says Traxler (2010). The essence of these 

inclusive organisations is in the trade-offs taking place between the small and the large 

companies. Looking at the large companies, they triumph in interest presentation by inclusive 

associations. On the other hand, small companies are compensated by relatively low costs on 

various services they greatly need more than large companies. Large companies have a vital 

interest in associational action,  not only that, but also in mixing with their smaller 

counterparts (Traxler, 2010).  

Some of the countries in Europe use state-based support for multi-employer bargaining as 

protection to business associations. When associations are equipped with the strong command 

on the labour market, their support stimulates government to involve them in public policy. 

Because labour market rules and regulations allow the association to impose negative 

externalities or sanctions on the un-affiliated business, it gives them strong selective 

incentives for membership. Business associations in Western Europe are not affected by 

forces of socio-economic change. If this can be sustained for a period of time, it will be an 
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explanation to an astoundingly contrasting development of union strength and corporatist 

policy making (Traxler, 2010).  

The challenge of free-riders can be overcome by selective incentives and sanctions for non-

members; however it is still challenging to do away with the free riders. In providing finance 

to an organisation towards the collective good a group tries to do away with the free riders 

problem and induce a recruit of members to such group to create a support for the association 

(Kilbane, 1990; Kyriacou, 2010). Some people assume that individual efforts have little or no 

effect on outcomes. Another factor is the price of consolidating a group increase. When a 

group is smaller it is less costly to organise (Kilbane, 1990).When a group is smaller there is 

a lot of interaction and members can create social pressures discouraging free riding. Large 

groups are disadvantaged as they have absent membership and many of their members 

associate without paying cover fees. Traxler (2010) mentions that when there is no selective 

incentive members are presumed to be gathering voluntarily in the association and if they are 

a small number their collective action is heterogeneous.  

Interest heterogeneity means that individual members or a few of the members are highly 

interested in collective action. Relating to that it means that this small group is willing to bear 

a disproportionately higher share of costs such that free riding by others is not a major issue. 

This occurs mainly with large firms that benefit the most within collective action. The 

heterogeneity of the groups becomes an advantage to large companies as they become prime 

movers of collective action.  Superior resources enable them to tolerate the excessive share in 

the cost of the association and this makes them sponsors to smaller companies (Traxler, 

2010). The effects of this on an association is that large companies can employ their power on 

the goals and structures of the organisation in a way that all activities within the association 

get to suit their specific needs (Traxler, 2010).  

Smaller companies gain benefits of being associated with an inclusive organisation or 

association by being sponsored. The advantages of integrating smaller companies with large 

companies are mainly on the large companies‟ side, as it extends the political legitimacy and 

representativeness of their association. Large companies as sponsors have a dominant interest 

particularly when it comes to the association‟s politics particularly when their interests 

conflict with those of the smaller companies. Large companies are likely to exploit the 

demands of smaller companies if it happens that the interests of both groups are diverse. For 
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instance in matters like compliance to regulations such as tax rules and regulations which 

usually gets to be higher for smaller companies (Traxler, 2010).  

Selective incentives offered by the association are not only in a form of services, it maybe by 

the state provision as well. Taking corporatist theory which illustrates that corporatism is 

defined by specific relations between the state and an associations‟ interest. The state often 

equips some associations with various privileges in the form of resources. This can be the 

provision of subsidies that has to do with public status or organisational privileges where 

membership is compulsory; the association acts further and participates when it comes to 

public policy. The privileges that are organisational most times strengthen the associability, 

while others create an opportunity to recruit members (Traxler, 2010).  

3.10 Concluding Remarks  

Membership based organisations are described in many forms as they are presented in this 

chapter; unions; political parties; professional organisations and chambers. Membership 

based organisation have the mission to serve their members and retain them (Bennet, 1997; 

Hayes, 2001). The external and internal factors that affect MBOs are also discussed (Chen, 

2006). Membership acquisition; retention and the different methods of retention; reasons for 

membership decline are also dealt with in this chapter (Chen, 2006; Khomo; 2009; 

Zuckerman, 2003).  

Systems thinking techniques have an ability to look at an organisation in a holistic manner 

(Skarzauskiene, 2009; Olson, 2005).  

Sustainability of chambers as NGOs is discussed and the focus was on the management‟s role 

towards sustainability and financial sustainability (Engelen, 2005; Conradie, 1999). 

Change management whether it‟s a major or a minor change has to be managed correctly or 

may give unpleasant results (Green, 2012). Change management was briefly discussed 

together with complexity of change and what makes change complex within MBOs 

(Huxham, 2000). 

Chamber membership challenges and different chambers in America, Britain and South 

Africa are discussed in this chapter. The challenges of the chambers‟ services and how they 
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retain their membership was the main focus (Lacho, 2011; Richard, 2014).The International 

chamber of commerce (ICC) was also considered. 

Membership is discussed and the challenges of identifying who a member because of 

complexity, ambiguity and the dynamics is of explain membership of an association 

(Huxham, 2000).  

Government role by means of policies that impact on businesses was also discussed; the 

economic changes that affect business hence chamber membership formed part of this 

chapter.  

Selective incentives that organisations apply towards dealing with free riders and recruiting 

members into the association formed the conclusion of the chapter (Cell, 2001).  

The next chapter is research methodology, where the process of collecting data and how data 

was analysed for this study is fully explored.  
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Chapter 4 Methodology 
 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the research methodology that was applied in the study, which 

includes data collection and data analysis (Maseko, 2011).It covers how the research was 

conducted and gives reasons why the methodology used was chosen.  

Qualitative research is the method used in this research because of the advantages of the 

method; one of them being its ability to come up with practical solutions and its ability to 

assist in a better understanding of the meaning individuals attribute to a social human 

problem (Creswell, 2009). The study explored changes taking place in the membership of the 

Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry and the dynamics behind that change. The 

dynamics within the chamber were external and internal; this included management 

dynamics; dynamics of partnerships the chamber has with other stakeholders; dynamics in 

membership and operational staff dynamics.    

4.2 Research Design: Qualitative and Quantitative Methods 

Qualitative research became relevant for this study as a method  that  yields data that provides 

in-depth views and facets to create understanding of phenomena and living experiences 

(Bowen, 2005). Qualitative research enabled the researcher to gain an insight to people‟s 

views on changes that have been occurring within the DCCI. A qualitative research method 

enabled the participant‟s data to be collected using their natural setting, which motivated their 

subjectivity about the changes. Qualitative research is „chaotic‟,  in many instances it does 

not go according to plan, the researcher is required to adapt the research as it is evolving 

(Irvine, 2006). Qualitative methodsare meant to explore, gain an understanding and meanings 

from the individuals and groups about a social problem (Creswell, 2009).  

The ability qualitative research has on using stories to turn them into meaningful data made a 

qualitative method the preferred method.Stories told to describe events that occurred within 

the DCCI became a crucial part of the data to be interpreted into findings. This is not a 

quantitative research since there were no variables that that had to be compared; there will 

not be any instruments used for statistical data calculations (Creswell, 2009). Qualitative 
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research addresses behaviours and interactions of research subjects; respondents are 

stimulated to tell their own stories and reflect on their daily experiences (Symon, 2006). 

Distinguished from quantitative research, with its reliance on the power of numbers, the aim 

of qualitative research is a search for meaning and importance. Qualitative researchers often 

do not know the system they will anchor their insights on prior to collecting the data. Where 

they land may be very different from where they started (Bansal, 2012). The researcher 

gained a comprehensive understanding on the DCCI membership phenomena and explored 

the different elements that make up the membership. Quantitative and qualitative research has 

distinct and complementary strengths hence it is wrong to favour one over the other. 

Qualitative is characterised by the in-depth take on issues, open-ended interviews, direct 

observation and written documents. Qualitative techniques commonly provide „powerful 

tools‟ that management and organisations can use as a method of research particularly where 

people‟s personal feelings and in-depth concerns are concerned(Symon, 2006). 

4.3 Phenomenology 

Phenomenology bases its foundation on understanding prevailing social standards within a 

certain community or organisation  (Gray, 2004). Phenomenology holds the effort to 

comprehend a social reality as it originates in people‟s experiences of that social reality. 

Therefore, phenomenology maintains that the prevailing understanding of phenomena must 

be laid aside and an attempt to revisit the most recent experiences of the people must be 

allowed for new meanings to emerge. It is vital to keep current understandings in „brackets‟ 

as best as the situation can allow in order to allow a phenomena to show up.  Phenomenology 

is a theoretical perspective that uses unstructured methods of data collection (Gray, 2004; 

Creswell, 2009). The results of a phenomenological research are expected to give new 

meaning, fuller meaning or renewed meaning (Gray, 2004). 

 

4.3.1 Phenomenological Research 

 

Phenomenological research is a qualitative approach whereby the researcher recognises the 

essence of human experiences about a phenomenon as described by participants in a study 

(Creswell, 2009; Kumar, 2012). In the research process, the researcher has to set aside his or 

her own experiences in order to understand those of the participants in the study 

(Nieswiadomy, 1993). The researcher went to the chamber with not much knowledge on 
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what is happening internally regarding the membership and that alone limited the 

expectations and bias. The researcher further searched for more understanding on the 

membership and made it a learning process, battling with many opinions from staff, 

management and members. The researcher continued searching, observing the difference 

between emotions and information on the topic. Remaining neutral and not taking sides on 

who is wrong and who is correct was important for the researcher who just listened to the 

participants experiences and collected their range of views.  

With an ability to assist in investigating people‟s behaviour and experiences, 

phenomenological research is a scientific method that reveals the conscious intentions and 

meanings in people‟s lives (Wertz, 2005). The phenomenological method encourages large 

amounts of data to be collected, as this assists in identifying and picking up on factors that 

were not originally a research focus. The other important factor about the phenomenological 

research method is its capability to produce „thick descriptions‟ of people‟s experiences or 

perspectives within their natural settings (Gray, 2004). 

There are disadvantages of using phenomenological research. It‟s generally hard to replicate 

a phenomenological study. Phenomenological research places its emphasis on seeking 

participants‟ opinions, their subjective accounts and their interpretation (Gray, 2004). 

Husserlian (1970) founded phenomenology as a scientific method with a belief that the 

meanings of experiences will only be untied through a one to one contact by the researcher 

and the researched object. The transaction as it occurs involves observing, interactions and 

attentive listening (Kumar, 2012). The next section will explore how the process of data 

collection was done.  

4.4 Data Collection 

The chamber of commerce is a real world setting and doing research in an organisation has its 

challenges that researchers generally experience during the process of observation and data 

collection. Examples of such challenges include staff members being too busy to participate 

and the constant changes that take place within the organisation; this was consistent with 

what Gray said (2004). The data collection process began with visits to the chamber with an 

intention to observe; the observation took place in management meetings; different standing 

committees meeting; workshops as well as interactions with all staff members. Notes were 

taken on what has been observed, including people‟s interactions, actions and 
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communication. Accessing the information regarding the topic from chamber staff members 

formed a major part of data. 

Data collection in qualitative research involves collecting views from participants, about 

participants (Creswell, 2009).A different interview schedule had to be used for members and 

staff members; this can be found in appendix 1 and 2 as some questions for members were 

not suitable for staff members. During an interview with members,a particular opening 

question was used by the researcher asking them what their company does. This question 

made members very excited and they would lighten up and passionately explain what their 

company does. Beginning an interview with an opening question made members realise the 

interest in their business by the researcher. The researcher used the question „why did you 

choose to be part of the DCCI?‟ without seeking clarity on more details about the company.  

With 15 interviews conducted, the majority of which took place at the DCCI premises; 

particularly with the staff and some members who found the chamber premises central and 

convenient. The other five participants were at their offices and this involved travelling, 

which was not easy because the offices were outside the Durban city centre. The researcher 

asked for contacts of members and the DCCI staff provided about 2800 members on its 

database;  about 700 ex members and some attendance lists of events to select who to 

interview. About 200 emails were sent by the researcher and only one member responded 

with an apology for not being available to participate. The researcher then went back to staff 

members to find out who was likely to have an interest in the study and be willing to 

participate. This was one way towards getting hold of members; another way was to corner 

members immediately after a workshop or a networking session to ask them to participate. 

Then the members would agree and hand business cards over; however some would still not 

respond to the email for an interview appointment. Making follow up phone calls and 

explaining further the purpose of the research and re-confirming the appointment worked best 

for this research. One of the most useful ways in getting hold of some participants 

particularly the executive leadership of the chamber was having emails forwarded by 

chamber staff.  

When an appointment had been confirmed the researcher went with consent forms, appendix 

3 and 4, and the research consent forms for the participants to sign. Once the participants 

signed the consent forms and all the ethical rules of the interview were explained to the 

participant, then the interview began. All the participants were willing to be recorded and 
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understood that the recording was for the purpose of transcribing and as a reminder of the 

interview. Many participants asked that the researcher should be careful in quoting as they 

could say some things that may put them in trouble if known. This gave the researcher 

confidence the information was authentic and that the researcher may have the findings that 

will answer the research questions. When the researcher reassured the participants they would 

be anonymous then they continued with the interview.  

The interviews were meant to last for an hour however some went for less than an hour while 

others took more than an hour. The recordings were saved to be transcribedlater into useful 

data. Transcripts and other data will be analysed and form chapter 5 which is findings 

chapter. 

Multiple methods of data collection were used in this research, including interviews, 

observation of participants and secondary data. This triangulation assisted in validating the 

data collected (Gray, 2004). The use of multiple methods is another way of dealing with 

limitations. Using more than interviews as a single means of data gathering, enables to avoid 

relying solely on interviews, thus evading some of the problems associated with the 

subjective perceptions common to interview-based methods (Bowen, 2005). Qualitative 

researchers rely on multiple sources of data (Creswell, 2009).  

4.4.1 Interviews 

Of the 15 interviews conducted, among them were four staff members of the DCCI who are 

directly involved with membership - they were grouped in one interview; the seven current 

members of the DCCI from small and large companies; new members and older membership 

holders became participants.  Four managers andone council member were interviewed 

individually.  Two members who had resigned from the chamber membership were also 

interviewed. The purpose of interviewing ex-members was to identify reasons why they left 

their membership with the DCCI. The interview question guide is provided in Appendix 1 

and 2. Staff members had slightly different set of questions in their interview; however the 

researcher ensured they meet the research objective. The only difference was that with the ex-

members were asked about past events and a few questions on why they left membership 

were added to the interview. Staff members schedule is also provided in Appendix 2.  

The interviews were conducted between the 20
th

 June 2014 and the 25
th

 July 2014. The 

interviews were semi structured. There are three types of interviews and these are structured 
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interviews, un-structured and semi-structured interviews. The semi-structured interview  

involves the use of predetermined questions; where the researcher is free to seek clarification 

when there was a need (Doody, 2013). The interview guide was used during all interviews as 

a way of directing the researcher towards gathering similar data throughout from all the 

participants with probing when needed. Using a semi- structured interview helped the 

researcher make the interview flexible, with open-ended questions and the chance to explore 

issues that arose spontaneously. This can be used to encourage elaboration or explanation 

(Holloway and Wheeler 2010).  Furthermore, it serves as a possibility for the researcher to 

clarify a participant's response to a question using a focused follow up question (Valsamakis, 

2012). Semi-structured interviews are used when the interviewer has a list of issues and 

questions to be covered, but may not deal with all of them in each interview. The direction of 

questions changed depending on what trend the interview is taking (Gray, 2004). The 

interview records were transcribed and became part of the final data to be analysed.  

4.4.2 Secondary data 

Secondary data in the form of annual reports since 1999 and some emails, a database of both 

ex-members and current members and an events schedule also formed part of this study. 

Another source of secondary data were articles published in business magazines and 

newspapers. The annual reviews were the major part of the secondary data. The DCCI annual 

reports covered 10 years; these were 1999, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2012 

and 2014, the main focus regarding the annual review was to look at the trends of change that 

took place throughout the years within the membership. The dynamics of change and analysis 

of change looking at the time and the events during the same period also was what the annual 

reviews revealed or identified.  

Other raw data that was handed to the researcher by the chamber staff was the database of the 

members, and a list of new members and ex-members. Other important information made 

available was the events schedule for the year. This information assisted not only in making 

contact with participants, but to further analyse and make findings on some aspects that make 

up the findings chapter. For instance the database has not been updated for fourteen years and 

that formed a large part of discussions while collecting data. Ex-members follow ups were 

another aspect to discuss with some of the DCCI employees. Reports, newspapers, personal 

journals and the minutes from forum meetings on the topic were used to complete the data 

collection process and to substantiate the information gained from interviews and 
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observations. This assisted in gaining sufficient information on the development of the 

change process in the DCCI. 

4.4.3 Observation 

Observations included attending forum meetings, leadership meetings, some workshops as 

well as just being part of the DCCI daily activities sitting in the office that was offered while 

doing the study. The researcher had a journal where notes were taken during meetings, while 

observing staff members interact and when the researcher would reflect on the day‟s events. 

Observation is where a researcher takes field notes on behaviour and activities of people at 

the research site. Through observing, the researcher does not simply look and write; the 

researcher had to analyse what was being observed and had to take notice happenings that 

occurred on a regular basis. Observing includes how the researcher senses the whole 

environment, making observation very complex (Creswell, 2009). During observation the 

researcher gained more understanding of the environment that might not have been explained 

in words by the participants during interviews (Irvine, 2006). 

The observation was overt. Overt observation means that the participants were made aware 

that they were being observed (Gray, 2004). Observation assisted the researcher to adjust and 

learn quickly through conversations and interactions with the chamber members on what the 

DCCI is and how it functions. Observation allows a researcher to have first-hand experience 

with the participants (Creswell, 2009).  

4.4.4 Sampling 

Sampling was purposive as the researcher selected participants who are knowledgeable about 

membership dynamics and who could provide insight into why and how membership has 

been changing. Where there is in-depth investigation, purposive sampling becomes relevant 

as a method of picking participants(Gray, 2004). Purposive sampling is where the researcher 

picks participants to get to what is believed to be a representative sample(Creswell, 2009).  

Because the emphasis is on quality of information rather than quantity, the objective was not 

to maximize numbers for this research, but to become „saturated‟ with information on the 

topic (Bowen, 2005).  

A representative sample was sought which was challenging since it required access to all the 

staff members and chamber members, which is not always possible, Gray (2004) also 

indicated this as a challenge. Obtaining an adequate sample is a fundamental component 
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towards creating a credible research (Marshall, 2013).  Qualitative researchers have come to 

an agreement that interviews are a powerful tool when trying to understand people (Ai-

Yateem, 2012). 

4.5 The Role of the Researcher 

The researcher is a key instrument in qualitative research when collecting data. The 

researcher is fully involved in the process; they have to observe the behaviour of participants; 

examine the documents; archives and previous studies done on the subject and they also 

interview the participants. The researchers have to make interpretative inquiries whereby they 

make comments on what they observe, hear, see and what they understand (Irvine, 2006). 

Their interpretation is embedded in their personal backgrounds, history, contexts, and prior 

understanding (Creswell, 2009). 

The challenge the researcher has in qualitative research is in the influence they have over the 

results (Bowen, 2005). During the few days of just going to observe at the DCCI office 

premises, the preconceived ideas of the researcher of what how the chamber functions was 

challenged. The expectations were not met and the researcher began to be disappointed in the 

role of observing. The main challenge was to not judge and to not jump to conclusions. 

Another challenge was to balance and be observant without being interruptive. Hence most 

conversations were done when staff members initiated or were available. The challenge with 

a semi-structured interview was to strike a balance between influencing participants and 

probing. This was ensured throughout the data collection process.  

4.6 Data Analysis 

Data analysis is a process that involves making sense of all data collected. Data had to be 

prepared for analysis, but the researcher had to gain an understanding of the data. The steps 

of analysing qualitative research data was followed as referred to by Creswell (2009), the 

preparation and organising of all the data collected occurred before the analysis. The 

preparation involved reading all the transcripts; the notes from the observation, all the annual 

reviews and other secondary data provided; comparing and contrasting the meanings in the 

data. Interpretation of data involved asking about the lessons learnt from the data with the 

objectives of the research in mind. The process was continuous and involved going back and 

forth to get to solid aspects within the data.  A holistic understanding was gained by the 

researcher by carefully reading all documents, and noted any comments that stood out 
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(Gerwel, 2009). The consistency of the information given in the interview in comparison to 

the records and other general statements were identified by the researcher and were reflected 

throughout the data. The dominating statements were written down by the researcher, the 

supporting statements were also recorded. All the related statements were then placed under 

one major topic which formed a theme and another statement became the subtheme.  The 

researcher had to generate the interpretation of the larger meaning of data (Creswell, 2009). 

Creswell (2009) mentions that with phenomenological research the researcher makes analysis 

of the significant statements being made by the participants. From the statements the 

researcher develops meanings and out of the meanings comes core descriptions or what are 

known as core themes. 

 

Thematic analysis being the method used in this research revealed patterns gathered within 

data. Thematic data analysis is a method of organizing and scrutinizing patterns gathered 

within data. It allows flexibility and seeks to launch themes presented in research during data 

collection (Maseko, 2011).  

 

Inductive analysis of data is used for this research,  meaning that the themes, patterns of 

analysis are taken from the data recovered, they were not imposed prior to data collection or 

analysis (Bowen, 2005).  Towards the interpretation of the data, the  literature was reflected 

to further explain the findings of the previous studies on similar topics instead of the 

researcher‟s own culture and experiences (Creswell, 2009). The usage of qualitative research 

can pose challenges and limitation, and such challenges have to be observed and addressed, 

the following section explains how the limitations were addressed. 

4.7 Limitations of Qualitative Research 

The use of interviews as a method of collecting data has limitations that may impact on 

findings.  The researcher without realising it may influence the response of participants(Ai-

Yateem, 2012). The knowledge by a participant that they are being recorded can limit the 

freedom of expressing some other issues that might form a relevant case for the research 

(Doody, 2013). Using the interview schedule questions and allowing the participants a 

lengthy time to respond before a probe, was a way in which the researcher tried to deal with 

the researcher‟s influence challenge. An assurance was given to the participants of anonymity 

and confidentiality of the transcripts, which made them understand why recording was done. 
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There was an interview consent form provided in appendix 4 that participants signed for the 

recording of the interviews. The researcher being aware of this effect consciously conducted 

the interviews avoiding the error of influence. 

Qualitative research is more time consuming and mentally challenging say many scholars. 

There is a need for qualitative researchers to identify ways of most efficiently accomplishing 

their research objectives (Marshall, 2013). Data collection was time consuming because of 

the processes such as transcribing interviews. About three of the transcripts in this research 

were in isiZulu and had to be translated into English while other transcripts were in English. 

During the period of transcribing there was a challenge in hearing the voices on the 

recordings particularly for the interviews conducted at the DCCI premises as there were 

renovations taking place and the recorder captured the noises. The researcher would go back 

and forth to hear what the participant was saying; a time consuming and a stressful process.  

There were a number of challenges during data collection and the first and main one was 

members not responding to the emails the researcher sent. The other emails sent failed to be 

delivered to the address provided on the database.  Members who ended up being participants 

were the ones the researcher met during the meetings and would set an appointment. Some 

participants decided they would explain what they knew and not follow „challenging 

questioning‟ as they called it; however a phenomenological research encompasses this 

challenge and with the usage of some probing questions the interview was able to be re-

directed towards the prepared questions in the schedule.  

In qualitative research having an in-depth interview is considered one of the most reliable 

ways of finding out people‟s subjectivity (Irvine, 2006). Conducting  face to face interviews 

have their limitations since it is  not always guaranteed that when a participant answers a 

question they are giving their most authentic response (Bowen, 2005). The drive behind this 

research was to make findings that allow for innovation and creative thinking, authenticity of 

answers was essential. Measures were taken towards avoiding the interviewer‟s error of 

influencing the answers. The researcher asked the question as they were written on the 

interview schedule and tried to seek clarification only when there was a need. The researcher 

also allowed the participants to speak and express their subjective opinion on the matter 

without interrupting them.  

More challenges with interviews included the participant's developing a desire to please the 

researcher and assuming the expected response. Participants have a tendency of saying what 
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they think the researcher wishes to hear, such as giving an official point of view rather than 

their personal view (Creswell, 2009). This challenge was hard to deal with however the 

researcher clarified the purpose of the research that it is academic with the hope participants 

would be open up and speak openly. 

A researcher has to be aware not to place pressure on participants to a level whereby a 

participant says something rather than nothing.  If a participant could not answer a question 

nor had nothing to say on a topic they had freedom to leave and the researcher was willing to 

find a new participant that might be interested in the topic at hand. The researcher's views can 

influence the participant's responses if they express surprise or disapproval (Doody, 2013). 

The researcher needs to distance their personal feelings and opinion from what has been said 

during data collection. The researcher also has to avoid jumping to conclusions regarding the 

participants‟ subjective opinion, but try to be in their shoes. The researcher had a relaxed 

attitude that was neutral in order to let participants do the same. The above techniques were 

applied during data collection towards minimising the limitation of this research study.  

The researcher‟s visits to the DCCI during observations prior to conducting interviews with 

individuals had an element of building rapport and trust with participants. This is a technique 

that is used by qualitative researchers in order to give participants scope to express 

themselves (Gray, 2004). 

 

4.8 Ethical Clearance 

Researchers have an obligation to protect participants; they therefore pursue developing trust 

with such participants to guard against any errors and promote a certain level of integrity in 

the research study (Creswell, 2009). The previous issues are the sole purpose for the ethical 

process that every research study has to go through. The basic ethical rules applied the names 

of participant were not used to write this report therefore anyone who participated could 

speak freely as they remained anonymous. Every participant had to sign an informed consent 

form before participating in the interview; this acknowledges the participants rights were 

protected during the collection of data (Creswell, 2009). 

The ethical clearance was obtained from the ethical committee at the University of KwaZulu- 

Natal before going to do the field work as required by the University, the ethical clearance is 

provided in Appendix 5. 
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4.9 Validity and Reliability 

Qualitative validity is not the same as validity in quantitative research where the focus is on 

the stability or consistency of the responses (Creswell, 2009). Qualitative validity mainly 

focuses on the processes from the beginning of data collection that the researcher does 

towards making the findings reasonable. Qualitative reliability is about the consistency in the 

approach throughout the period of the research process (Creswell, 2009). The reliability of 

using interviews is debatable especially when it comes to qualitative research.Triangulation 

as the use of multiple methods can reduce the sources of error and improve the reliability in 

the findings (Gray, 2004). 

4.10 Concluding Remarks.  

The chapter described the research methodology that was used in this study. The method used 

is the qualitative method and it is inductive phenomenological research.  

Data collection process details were described in this chapter, together with how the data was 

analysed.  

The challenges incurred during the data collection were specified to give a picture on the 

realities of conducting a qualitative research study.  

The next chapter is the report of the findings in their thematic form as mentioned in this 

chapter.  
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Chapter 5 Findings 
 

5.1 Introduction  

This chapter presents the findings that emerged from this research study. It is important to 

mention that some participants were not familiar with the facts when it comes to membership 

numbers as they have just recently been employed or had just been members of the chamber. 

There were few participants within the membership team that had been around for a longer 

time who were able to respond fully to the dynamics and patterns of change in why 

membership numbers declined through the years. 

There are eight themes identified that reports the finding of this study in this chapter;the first 

theme is the causes of decline in the membership of the DCCI; continuous decline; 

management dynamics; membership dynamics; the benefits of being a member; the DCCI 

service improvement possibilities; opportunities for membership increase and the major 

changes in the DCCI. There are subthemes to explain the themes further and all are reported 

below. 

5.2 Causes of Decline in Membership of the DCCI 

The changes that have taken place within the DCCI came with many social impacts, political 

impacts and the change in the environment as far as business in Durban is concerned. The 

dynamics of the changes in membership of the DCCI varies, ranging from services that 

support membership of the DCCI, there has been a question of relevance of the DCCI to the 

current needs of the members, are members getting enough benefit for their chamber 

membership. The cost of subscriptions is a contributing factor as many SMMEs find the 

chamber has high charges whereas for large companies that are membersin the chamber 

money has never been a challenge. The issue of time in terms of SMMEs‟ choice to attend a 

chamber‟s event or do business is always a challenge. There were several participants from 

members who have resigned from the DCCI giving the reasons that contributed to them 

leaving their chamber membership. These with other participants‟ responses are reported in 

this particular theme.  

5.2.1 Declining Interest in Club Membership  
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Business owners are not willing to pay the subscriptions for a voluntary membership 

organisation like the chamber. „Members‟ enjoy the benefits of the membership and don‟t 

renew by paying their subscription fees.   

 

 “………A lot of people say they are members of AHI, NAFCOC or SACCI however those 

individuals are just saying that, they are actually not members because they do not pay 

subscriptions…….” P6 

 

The general dynamic that has occurred recently is that individuals no longer have interest in 

joining clubs like they did before. Looking at country clubs membership, tennis clubs, and 

soccer clubs etc. mostly shows a decline in subscription. 

 

“………….the study that has been done shows that there has been a general decline in the 

membership based organisations……..” P15 

5.2.2 South African History 

History of South Africa had an impact on the chambers including the DCCI. The new laws 

that were introduced by the post-apartheid government changed the chamber membership 

tremendously. 

 “………….within the DCCI council membership there are black people who have been 

placed in the chamber council because the elections process couldn‟t be relied upon, as many 

businesses were dominantly owned by the whites………………”  P6 

“……..there were changes that came with the „new‟ South Africa……….” P15 

The chamber in the past had been white dominated and this was because businesses owners 

were mainly white people, specifically large companies. Many white business owners 

opposed BEE initiatives during initial stages, while the chambers worked towards adapting to 

the new laws.   

“………the business realised that they cannot eliminate themselves from the 

government………… they had to support BEE because it‟s right and because it is the 

economic saviour of the Country, South Africa…….” P6 

5.2.3 The National Medical Plan 
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In the past, business owners had to join the chamber in order to access medical aid in the 

private sector, and that was an advantage for the chambers as members would join to have 

medical aid. When the laws changed post 1994, medical aid plans were open to every 

individual who could manage to pay and business owners began to see no need to pay a 

subscription and be a chamber member to have access to medical aid. The DCCI had the 

National Medical Plan (NMP) that was a medical aid in KwaZulu-Natal and the chambers 

were facilitators because plans were joined in groups not by individuals. 

“Private sectors medical aid was NMP. NMP would not want to have small groups they 

wanted people to join in large groups so that they get benefits out of it. For small companies 

they grouped together and the chamber used to facilitate with the NMP………” P7 

5.2.4 Transformation Resistance 

Members of the chamber a few years after the new government could not deal with the 

change in government and all the new policies of redress. They wanted the chamber to fight 

on their behalf by opposing the new government. Most members left their chamber 

membership when they realised that they were forced to adhere to the government policies 

and align with them. Transformation from the apartheid regime to the government that 

desired to redress the inequalities was difficult and many members began to lose hope in the 

leadership of the chamber when they attempted to build relationship with the new 

government. 

“…………a lot of criticism came to the chamber the minute a chamber decided to stop being 

enemy with the government and began to forge a relationship………………” P2 

“………we had to realise that we could not achieve much by always criticizing the 

government, we had to change our attitudes……” P6  

Others lost hope totally when the government introduced initiatives like Black Economic 

Empowerment (BEE). The white owned businesses had to have a certain number of black 

employees, they had to contribute into the redress and some of the business owners did not 

agree with this concept. When the chamber agreed with BEE and began workshops to teach 

the members how to comply with BEE and all the rules, some members felt like that the 

chamber had failed them. 
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“………at the first meeting when BEE was discussed, it was the worst meeting ever, with 

more teaching and educative workshops people began to adapt and it was taken more 

positively……..” P6  

5.2.5 Lack of Suitability for SMMEs 

The membership of the DCCI being occupied 80% by SMMEs the chamber is to serve these 

members because they have paid the subscriptions. The chamber however lacks services for 

SMMEs; this has not stopped the chamber from taking money from the SMMEs. This gives 

the SMMEs and some staff members a perception that the chamber is after making more 

money without looking into the needs of its majority members. 

“…………its bad to go out there and ask people to subscribe for something you know they 

won‟t gain any benefit ……it is actually very demotivating to do this job……………” P4 

“……….The emails I get are embarrassing whereby members say they are not getting 

services that they were promised. That people within the chamber have no skills and are not 

of assistance to the members and people then decide to just quit…….” P3 

“………….unfortunately it is true, people are not getting the services…….. All the DCCI want 

is money from people, that‟s all. Budgets constraints is always an issues and the fees….they 

are sky high……..” P2 

The DCCI announced in 2014 that they were no longer able to work with start-ups and they 

were implementing segmentation. The principle of segmentation is where the chamber places 

focus on the growing companies that are members and not the start-ups. This claim has been 

nothing but a theory on paper and failing to be practical as the chamber is still receiving start-

up members in 2014. There are no services for start-ups and the chamber has been referring 

start-up businesses to organisations like the Small Enterprise Development Agency (SEDA). 

 

“………in theory it‟s like that, we are not working with start-ups but any business no matter 

where it‟s based, if its functioning it becomes a member of the DCCI………” P3  

5.2.6 Poor Membership Benefits 

The question entrepreneurs often ask is, are there benefits to be gained by being a member of 

the chamber. The chamber has been left with no clear identity on what is its role has become. 
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When large companies withdraw their membership, it‟s mainly because the question of 

benefits is unable to be answered.  

“……..lately it has been really difficult to know what the chambers do and what makes them 

special……” P11 

5.2.7 Insufficient Support Staff 

Previously the chamber used to hire people without looking at their qualifications and so until 

now the DCCI staff lacks knowledge and skills on how to provide certain services to 

members.  Currently there has been change where professional staff is required to have a 

qualification for the job they do; however skilled workers often come with a higher cost. 

“……….in the past the chamber did not hire professionals, we realise now that it becomes a 

problem if a person is not qualified in the field they are working in. We began to get the 

chamber skilled workers although they come with a price…………” P6  

The issue of capacity in providing services by the DCCI is a challenge. Long staff absences 

due to maternity leave and others resigning has caused gaps in the DCCI staff. Part of the 

staff left permanently about 3 staff members and 2 were on long leave since April 2014, and 

in June 2014 there was no replacement and staff members find those duties that were 

previously done by their colleagues done by them. Management without communicating 

assumed that when there was space in capacity other staff would jump at the opportunity to 

serve members however this has not been the case. In contrary there has been lack of capacity 

and demotivation that is noticeable among some staff members. 

“……………the staff has left and no one is filling up those gaps of staff members that have 

left. This is the greatest consent that staff is not getting replaced and who gives members the 

services…………………” P 2 

“Externally the chamber as the brand is well known and has that magnetic ability to attract 

the members. The main concern is the internal staff when it comes to offering the members 

the relevant and sufficient service to assist them in their businesses…………………” P4  

Budget constraints for the DCCI have caused the chamber to access money from SMMEs 

causing the SMMEs great loss because they do not benefit from the DCCI services since 

there are no start-up services.  Having one SMME member signed is an achievement because 

its R2300.00 subscription into the DCCI, for a struggling small business having sacrificed 
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such a large amount, and not gaining any money for such an investment reflects a loss in the 

business and failure for the chamber. 

“…..there is no one in the chamber to assist members on start-up services…………” P2  

Lack of capacity causes staff members who had allocated duties to have more on their plate 

than they can manage to maintain. Taking an example of membership staff that previously 

had one portfolio of being area managers. Then an additional job subscription is added, and 

they become responsible for recruiting members, retaining the members, and coordinating 

area meetings. This was new particularly the recruiting part of the job.  

“………many staff members left, no one is put in their place to fill up the gap. This is a great 

consent that staff is not getting replaced so who is giving members the services………” P2  

5.2.8 Low Motivation by Staff 

Staff members that work for an organisation like a chamber have to be marked with certain 

qualities. They have to be aware of what is taking place in the business arena, meaning that 

they have to have an interest and knowledge of business as they work for business. They have 

to be pro-active and be solution orientated, be willing to find out more by doing research. 

They have to be willing to give more than wanting to take. They should be leaders in 

everything they do. 

“The chamber can be sustained by hiring skilled employees, people who are  thought leaders, 

who have willingness to give more than what they take…………” P15 

Staff members are aware they are not doing a good job for members and some realise that 

they have to improve. One simple example is responding promptly to an email for members. 

With all the staff members the researcher spoke to, each mentioned that there is a need for 

internal improvement by the staff. The staff members realises the responsibility at hand. They 

recognise that the expectations of the public from the DCCI are high. 

“…….to makes the chamber relevant we should be chasing the game, and it doesn‟t seem like 

everyone is aware of this, some people are doing their work well but not everyone…….” P5 

Members also mention that leadership of the chamber should not cover up for staff members 

that are not performing, but deal with them accordingly.  
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“…… let the chamber staff know that work for the chamber and members, not the other way 

round, so they should deliver………….. Management should not cover for the staff members 

but push them towards serving members and giving good services………..” P9 

5.2.9 Empty Promises 

The chamber places itself in a compromising position by not making it clear beforehand 

whom they serve and whom they cannot serve. This is one reason there is a lot of traffic in 

subscribers and those who leave their chamber membership.  

“ …………..all the DCCI wants is money from people that‟s all, there are services on paper 

but no one is taking responsibility to fulfil the promises………….” P2 

5.2.10 Cost of Membership 

Another aspect is the fees of the chamber are very high especially for smaller companies. 

There are companies that gain benefits from the chamber who clearly see a worth for their 

payment however if the company has not gained any business, the prices are really expensive.  

“I have a problem with their prices, they are high, R 2300.00 is a lot of money to pay as a 

small business plus the sessions are real expensive, I spent almost R 3000.00 this year alone 

at the DCCI, it‟s expensive…..” P5 

5.2.11 Opportunity Cost 

The opportunity cost, when it comes to attending events like a coffee connection that takes 

three hours or choosing to be in the office in case there is a business deal to attend to is what 

most SMMEs have to look out for all the time. This causes members to not be able to attend 

events and hence not gain the benefits of being chamber members.  

“…….the issue of opportunity cost is a big one for small business, making a choice to 

whether go to a networking session or stay in the office in case there is an opportunity for 

business…..” P1 

5.2.12 Increasing Amount of Competition 

The chamber of commerce has been known for information sharing for business and a place 

where business communities from the same region could share ideas and present them to 
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government. The information part of the chamber is readily available on the internet, making 

the chambers distribution of information not a priority as it was before modern technology. 

 

“…… there has to be a good reason why I should pay money to be part of the chamber, 

because there is Google that has all the answers, why should I be part of the chamber, it‟s the 

questions we have to answer……” P2  

 

The chambers indeed fight a competition now more than ever. The competition between 

chambers has also increased as there are many chambers everywhere. The internet and social 

media are where people network easily. These entities are accessible and are mostly cheaper 

than subscribing to chamber membership. The chamber notices that the competition is high 

and they are determined to mark their territory in giving services that are high class. The 

DCCI events are meant for quality and premium class not just quantity. This is how the 

chamber capitalises and manages to sustain a certain level of respect with the government and 

other major stakeholders.  

 

“………We are living in a competitive environment, it‟s important to have quality events than 

the quantity event. There is a lot going on in business this days and the chamber strives to 

give premium events…….” P1 

 

The government services are mostly offered for free to business people or for a minimum 

cost. These organisations form part competition with the chambers. 

“……… SEDA does not have a subscription fee, the trainings and workshops are for 

free…..” P8 

5.2.13 Lack of Equipment for Staff 

The membership department staff members have asked management for training and 

equipment that will assist them in recruiting members. They require a kit that has all the 

chamber services information, with clear instructions by the DCCI as to which services are 

available and what the genuine benefits of being members are.  They believe that this will 

make a recruiting team more efficient. 
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“……it is hard to recruit people and when they come into the chamber they find that there are 

no services. It is very demotivating, we have given the management a long list of requests 

towards the needs that will assist us to do our job better, and we did not get any of them. We 

get emails from members that we have recruited disappointed that there are no services in the 

DCCI…………” P2 

 

“The chamber should have clearly stipulate the services that are paid for and those that are 

for free, bearing in mind that members do appreciate free services……………” P3 

5.2.14 Bureaucracy 

The chamber executive leadership gives the members and management of the chamber 

difficulties in many ways. The board particularly has slowed down the chamber from 

implementing changes that can assist the chamber in growth in several instances. The delays 

in implementation cause late decision making processes and to staff members and members it 

becomes a „broken promise‟ by management. Another concern was that the council members 

turn to their own needs first and do not think of the consequences on the chamber as a whole.  

The leadership of the DCCI should be members focused, aiming to give a service that has 

been promised to members, not just a „sweet talk‟ but something that adds value for 

membership.  

“Members have been promised over the years that the DCCI will conduct research on the 

member‟s needs. The chamber has to look into what their members needs by involving 

themselves in the intense research for its membership needs. When they have found what 

members need give a service that show commitment and interest in their job.  Deliver some 

results……………” P9 

The governance of the DCCI with the council as the highest decision making body comes 

with a lot of challenges in the implementation of services and accelerating operational 

matters. To have the council decide on a matter takes longer than if the operational 

management were given the power to make operational decisions. The council is made up of 

30 individuals who are respected leaders of the DCCI. The challenge is when the council 

become part of operational activities where major decisions that the operations management 

see as crucial for the chamber has to sit for council hearing. The chamber‟s process of being 

registered as NGO has been on the table for long and the chamber remain unregistered.   
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“………There are many examples I can state that shows that the leadership of the DCCI does 

not have respect on its members.  What happened to the „World Bank initiative‟ from three 

years ago that has not been implemented, leaving the members in the „dark‟…………” P9 

“………the chamber has to be registered, but it required board of directors therefore, there 

has been a long hold in registration of the DCCI……………..we are still not registered…….” 

P12 

The chamber can be more functional with the CEO and managers handling operations for the 

members‟ greater benefit, while the council and board deal with policy and advocacy matters.  

The role of the president is a major one within the DCCI, the annual reports are authorised by 

the president. The DCCI president is hands-on in the activities of the chamber; this has given 

challenges in terms of authority between the president and the CEO particularly in matters 

concerning operations. 

5.2.15 Favouritism 

The organisational politics within the DCCI in a form of favouritism of one company 

member over the others is a complaint caused by leadership. Members realised that there are 

companies that are offered as priority over others in terms of giving services to the chamber 

and yet they are all members. 

“……..when one realises that the company that gives a similar service is getting preference 

and that caused me to withdraw my membership with the chamber……” P8  

5.2.16 Lack of Common Vision and Cohesion 

In the 2014 the DCCI vision is: “To be recognised as a world class Business Chamber and a 

united voice of business in eThekwini/Durban”.  The mission is “To contribute towards 

creating a conducive economic and business environment in eThekwini and beyond as well 

as providing services specifically relevant to small and large business in the region”(Layman, 

2014b).  The vision of the chamber is great however it is not in the mouths and the actions of 

the employees of the DCCI therefore it is not a common vision. 

Staff members have complained the executive leadership do not associate with them and the 

message they receive when that happens is that they are of less importance. These are crucial 

issues that are unspoken in meetings, but are causing harm within the organisation. 
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“…………they (Council) will never even greet you, they pass you as if you don‟t exist, how 

can you associate with people that shows you that you are low and they are high……………” 

P2  

The chamber provides staff members with team building activities; the chamber even has 

times where staff members list their grievances. The team building sessions often deal with 

surface matters, they are not able to look into the core issues and resolve them. Staff members 

find it necessary they should have productive sessions where they can openly speak in 

honesty towards one another and to the leadership and form some „real‟ relationships and 

resolve real issues for the DCCI‟s benefit. There should be constructive sessions whereby the 

chamber staff members openly communicate to one another in order to improve the flow in 

the work they do. 

5.2.17 Intimidation Tactics 

In some instance intimidating tactics have been used by chamber staff members. Members 

who have been working for the chamber longer use long service as an excuse to refuseto do 

what management asks from them. This would shadow the real issue and diverts the 

conversation into what has been happening throughout past years as compared to currently 

under new management. Leadership sometimes gives in to the tactics and avoids further 

conflicts leaving the matters unresolved and the effects thereof.   

“……….you see there are office politics here and sometimes we get undermined because we 

hold the management positions and yet we have just recently been appointed, there are 

people who have been here before us, sometimes they make you feel that you are new………” 

P7 

5.2.18 Members Unrealistic Expectations 

There are members who seem to gain no benefits from the DCCI, particularly ones who have 

unrealistic expectations of what the chamber should do for them. Some have confused 

perceptions of what the chamber does; they believe that because they are members of the 

chamber their business will automatically flourish and grow. They forget the part where they 

have to take initiative and grow their business as entrepreneurs. 

“…..members too have to be realistic, we do not grow the members business that‟s the work 

of the member, and chamber will not magically make your business successful. The chamber 
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can provide leads on how to make a members business successful by the available 

services…..” P10 

In several areas people do not have a precise idea of what chambers do; there is popular 

misconception that chambers source funding from government and give it to start-ups. A 

member joining the chamber with such mentality is likely to resign as the chamber does not 

give any financial assistance. 

“………few years ago I asked a lady what the chamber does and she said it‟s an organisation 

that source funding from the government to give to business owners…….. We deal with many 

misconceptions as the chamber……” P6 

5.2.19The Out-dated Membership Database  

The DCCI has faced a great challenge in terms of members coming and leaving the chamber 

for some extended time. The database of the chamber has not been updated in 14 years. This 

has such negative effects on all departments as the chamber is a membership based 

organisation, and if is not clear who are members and what those members do; it becomes 

dysfunctional and impossible to render relevant services. It has a negative financial 

implication to an already financially challenged chamber,  as it costs the chamber more to 

make calls for subscriptions, only to find that the company called have withdrawn their 

membership for a while. 

The out-dated database is also the reason why there are spaces on the table 5.2. There is no 

clear indication on numbers to the present day. The other factor that makes an out-dated 

database a major deadlock is that members have been promised business to business 

procurement service and access to the database; with the database being out-dated it makes 

such services irrelevant.  

 

“………..the out-dated database is the biggest issue; if the database is not put in place then 

it‟s impossible to make the decisions on anything…….” 

  

The challenge is lack of responsibility within the DCCI, in owning up to the database 

problem at hand. There is a lot of blame shifting when it comes to this issue and members are 

continuously complaining about the out-dated database.The chamber is not delivering due to 
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this, and the services are not improving.  Staff members „responsible‟ said the leadership does 

not want to invest in the database update as it‟s not part of their job.  

 

“……….the chamber refuse to spend money and update the database to make sure that they 

put a database in its right place. It‟s pointless to go back to members and get new information 

when the current one is out-dated…………………” P2 

 

The management opposing that believes that, membership staff is responsible for the job and 

should do it.  

“…………..When management tells the membership team to call members for database 

update, they say the chamber should hire a call centre because it is not their job……….” P7 

 

There seem to be lack of progress towards assisting the membership in the database regard. 

There is no progress since October 2013 when the database update issue began and only 15% 

of members have been registered in May 2014 and their contacts are updated. 

 

5.2.20 Lack of Internal Communication   

In any relationship or any system there has to be healthy communication otherwise the 

system will collapse. Communication refers to a constructive, honest and open 

communication between all parties involved. Lack of communication internally has caused 

the chamber a lot of problems as the researcher observed and heard. Unless this major 

problem is addressed the chamber will not be able to give services they desire to render to 

members. Unless what the CEO says is known to all the staff members including cleaners and 

tea-ladies, the chamber will be something to the public and another thing to its members.  

 

Internal communication is lacking in the DCCI, and members suffer the consequences. A 

clear indication is an incident whereby a member needed to access information and one 

manager could not assist a member personally and the best they did was to refer a member to 

a service provider who was a member in the chamber. When following up on the same 

incident, the researcher discovered that the manager could have provided the information 

needed by a member. Participants highlighted the chamber needs to have a marketing 
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manager. Lack of one has caused a lot of challenges for the chamber; the DCCI suffers 

limited internal communication. 

5.3 The Continuous Decline 

There has been a decline in membership, as identified in the DCCI annual reviews. The 

annual review of 1999 which is the oldest the researcher could get hold of for this research 

mentions that there were 7000 members of the chamber in that year.The table 5.1 shows the 

chamber membership numbers going from 7000 to 2899 in 2014.   

Table 5.1: Summarises the years of the DCCI Membership Numbers, Leadership and 

Pattern of Change. 

Source: DCCI Annual Reviews 

Year CEO of the time Membership 

Numbers 

Estimate 

Decline/ 

Difference from 

the previous 

year 

Recruits / Increase 

in Membership 

1999 Dr Jaye Wilson 7000 to 6500 500 Unknown  

2004 Dr Jaye Wilson  4000 2500 lost in 5 

years 

447 

2005 Prof Bonke Dumisa Unknown  Unknown  Unknown 

2006 Prof Bonke Dumisa Unknown  Unknown  Unknown 

2007 Acting CE Ms 

Denise Chendip 

3433 to 3337 96  Unknown  

2008 Ms Gugu Mazibuko  3322 15  Unknown  

2009 Ms Gugu Mazibuko 3200 122 Unknown  

2011 Mr Andrew  

Layman 

2543 657 members in 

2 years 

Unknown  

2012 Mr Andrew 

Layman  

2799 252 503 

2013 Mr Andrew 

Layman 

2727 Unknown  Unknown 

2014 February Mr Andrew 

Layman  

2753 Unknown 146 
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 The table 5.2 shows the from 1999, then three years later, 2004 since there were no annual 

reviews presented to the researcher on the other years. In the three years 2500 members were 

lost. Mentioned are the 447 members that were recruited in 2004. In 2005 and 2006 the 

annual reviews did not mention anything on the numbers declining however, it is evident that 

there was a decline from 4000 members; after 2 years it became 3433 members. In two years 

about 567 members left the DCCI. The management desired to increase membership by 16% 

in the 2006 annual review. There is no evidence that the management‟s desires happened, the 

decline seemed to continue.  

 

In 2007 the chamber had 3337 members that began with 3433 showing a decline of 96 

people. The numbers in table 5.1 are taken straight from the annual reviews, there were no 

back up documents to justify or add on to what has been recorded in the table 5.1 above.  

 

In 2008 and 2009 the chamber kept losing its members from 3322 to 3200 in 2009, a 

difference of 122 members.  

 

In the year 2010, no record was found of the DCCI membership numbers within the annual 

reviews of that year; however the 2011 report shows that there was even a further decline of 

membership to 2543 members and this was the lowest number compared with the trends 

since 1999. A total of 637 members have been lost in the 2 years gap between 2009 and 2011.  

 

In 2012 there was a different turn, a decline was arrested and the chamber began to gain 

members. It is crucial to mention that it does not mean that the chamber stopped losing 

members. It clearly states in the reports that 503 members left the chamber. Even so, the 

chamber still managed to increase numbers from 2543 to 2799. In 2013 that number 

decreased to 2727 showing a decline of 72 members.  

 

In 2014 when this study was done the chamber had 2753 members in April when an annual 

review is published. During the study, there were 146 members who were welcomed by the 

DCCI, in addition to the number in the annual review. The event to welcome the new 

members is called „the new members forum‟ and it is done for new members to give them 

information on what they signed up for in terms of service provision by the DCCI.  
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The latest number of members the researcher came across is 2899 by simply adding the 146 

to the 2753. There has to be clarity that this might not be the actual number however it‟s the 

closest estimation. The reason it can‟t be confirmed is that the records of declines by August 

was not presented to the researcher.  

 

The other aspect that shows in table 5.2 is leadership in terms of the Chief Executive (CE) or 

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the time.  The dynamics of the management had 

identifiable patterns and will be discussed below. 

 

5.4 Management Dynamics 

There are different dynamics that formed part of the research and dynamics came with many 

changes the DCCI went through; the greatest change occurred in South Africa when apartheid 

came to an end. The decline in numbers was accompanied by rapid changes of who was still a 

member and who had left.  

5.4.1 The Dynamics in the Leadership of the DCCI 

Dr Jaye Wilson became a CEO in 1999 and there is not much written on the background of 

Dr Jaye previous jobs before the DCCI. Dr Jaye was a black woman, and to appoint her at the 

time was to place a black person in the leadership position of the DCCI; the board was 

addressing the issue of black women in top management positions.  

“……with the three past CEO‟s the chamber leadership tried to make the DCCI blacker 

……”  P11 

For five years of Dr Jaye CEO position, the chamber went through many difficulties through 

losing members and the retrenchment of some senior staff members.  

 

“The senior staff left with the institutional knowledge they had……” P11.  

 

It was hard for the chamber to function without knowledge on how things were done 

particularly when problems occurred within the DCCI.  
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Dr Jaye left the DCCI in 2004, and Professor Bonke Dumisa, a black male became CEO. 

During Professor Bonke Dumisa management there were no reports of a decline in numbers 

taking place within the DCCI in the annual reviews.  

 

Mrs Gugu Mazibuko became the CEO in 2008, a black female. Mrs Mazibuko left in 2009 

leaving the chamber with no CEO, but acting staff members in the position. This is where the 

board invited Mr Andrew Layman for the position of CEO.  Mr Andrew Layman is a white 

male who had been working in Pietermaritzburg Chamber for 13 years, as CEO of commerce 

and was successful in his leadership. His appointment was in 2011. 

5.4.2 Management Competencies  

Sustainability in an organisation is highly dependent on its leadership particularly operational 

leadership. The leadership that brought back the trust the public had in the chamber showed 

these qualities: 

a) Eloquence and ability to address the public.  

b) Physical engagement and involvement with members face to face and through email.  

c) Teaching and sharing of information about the eThekwini economy and the business 

sector. 

d) Social skills that include facilitation, communication and public relations.  

e) Long term experience within chambers‟ management positions. 

 

The DCCI realised that when a person is qualified for a position and is skilled they do better 

regardless of the difficulties. The DCCI believe it is a great investment for the chamber to 

have skilled workers especially managers. The membership of the DCCI has different 

dynamics that are discussed below.  

5.5 Membership Dynamics 

Members of the DCCI are in different categories, some participants were members because 

they owned businesses while the others were member‟s to represent the company they work 

for, mostly these are large companies like Tongaat Hullett, Unilever, ENGEN and the banks. 

The DCCI is made of 20% large business and 80% Small Micro and Medium Enterprises 

(SMMEs). Members pay annual subscriptions towards gaining services of the chamber. The 
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chamber organises workshops, networking sessions and seminars for the members. The 

chambers take pride if the businesses that are members become a success. 

“Our aim as DCCI is to make our members more profitable, nothing more nothing less…” 

P15 

 

The membership is a crucial element of the chamber, each annual review express a mandate 

to serve the members as best as it can (Zulu, 2005, Wilson, 1999, Ngcobo, 2007). There are 

other identifiable patterns in membership within the DCCI and they are further discussed 

below.  

 

5.5.1 Small Numbers of Black Members 

Among the SMMEs and large organisation members that are part of the DCCI, there were 

few that were black in race. The SMMEs presented at the networking sessions were mostly 

Indians and white people. The question the researcher had in mind was why there are so few 

black people within the DCCI. Through attending different committees, the networking 

sessions, free events and the launch of exporter awards, the researcher gathered reasons why 

there are not as many black entrepreneurs in the DCCI. The reasons were the DCCI exposes 

the services they have to mostly English speaking readers. An example given are the articles 

done by the DCCI in the Mercury newspaper. There are other newspapers written in isiZulu 

and those are mostly read by black people. These become a barrier limiting them to 

information regarding the DCCI‟s services to this group of people. The DCCI being led by a 

white person comes with limits for black people to engage, just a language barrier can hinder 

relations. To argue the comment, the chamber had three black CEOs previously and that did 

not change anything in terms of black membership.  Black people in the membership are still 

few in the DCCI in 2014. 

“……….there DCCI services are not conducive for someone black, imagine a guy from 

Umlazi going for a golf day yet they have never played golf ever in their lives……………..” 

P13 

On finding there were less black members in the DCCI, the answer was the services were 

lacking and members moved to other organisations that gave relevant services.  
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“………….. there is small business chamber that started 5 years ago that took more than half 

of the small businesses that previously were members in the chamber …………….” P10 

Other participants argued to say black people are only developing businesses lately and are 

assisted so well by organisations like the Small Enterprise Development Agency (SEDA) and 

many times there is no need for such a small business to be part of the chamber.  

“………..the chamber when it comes to small business, all they do is to give information …. I 

wouldn‟t encourage a small business to pay money and be part of the chamber unless they 

are part of the health sector that has many policies, that is where the DCCI come in handy as 

they fight against the policies………… ” P10 

However some sectors like the health sector needs the chamber; no matter how small the 

business is due to the policies in place in the health department.  

“………Most of the small businesses are not interested in the chamber because they want to 

keep away from the eyes of the government, especially the receiver of revenue……………” 

P15  

“…………. The companies that avoid being chamber member are mainly the companies that 

are below the radar……………….” P11 

 

5.5.2 Negative Attitude towards SMMEs 

During observation the researcher pointed out the „negative attitudes‟ towards SMMEs by 

many participants commenting that SMMEs do not afford the subscription and they are too 

demanding, comparing them with larger companies that can afford subscriptions. 

“………….. Most of the time is the SMMEs that quit their membership, the large corporates 

barely resign……………..” P4 

“……………. There are SMMEs who complains that they have not seen the benefit of being 

DCCI member for 15 years so the question is why they are still members if there is no 

benefit…….” P3 

However it was mentioned so many times it became a concern on how the SMMEs may feel 

with such negativity repeated in different settings. The chamber has many stakeholders that 
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have relationships with the chamber for the benefit of members. These relationships are 

crucial for the growth of the members‟ businesses. 

5.5.3 Members Benefits from Stakeholder 

Within the ten standing committees, the experts are often invited by the DCCI management 

to address members on any question they may have. The SMME committee had a 

representative from the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) who came to advise on 

funds the IDC can provide for businesses. It was to the managers‟ disappointment that the 

SMME committee members did not attend such a crucial meeting. The incident clearly 

showed the DCCI make plans to assist the SMMEs and SMMEs did not use such an 

opportunity. The SMMEs could not blame the DCCI for this incident as they did not play 

their role in attending the meeting 

“………..there has to be willingness of both parties to participate in a willing seller willing 

buyer attitude for SMMEs to see the results and growth for their membership…………” P14 

The SMMEs have shown a clear dissatisfaction that has been extended to be called 

„mourning‟ in some instances for lack of value for their membership The IDC is another 

example that is responsible for providing financial aid for industrial development projects; 

the IDC manages to accelerate growth for industries in South Africa and across the border.  

The IDC acts as a catalyst in promoting partnerships across industries that promote economic 

growth (Qhena, 2014). The relationship between the IDC, SEDA and all other government 

sectors with the chamber needs to be strengthened for business success. The IDC does not 

just provide their client with funds but assist them to be successful in any project they are 

funded on; they continuously pay their clients a visit at their projects, providing advice when 

needed. 

5.6 The Benefits of Being a Member 

Being a member of the chamber means getting leverage over other businesses as  much 

information comes first to the chamber; its members and to the rest of the business 

community. The participants made clear that businesses that may find value within the 

chamber are companies who have eight employees and above. Smaller companies than that 

will struggle to find value. Although the researcher may agree with the eight employee 

company benefitting more, the researcher identified some smaller than eight employees doing 
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very well in their businesses through chamber services because of knowledge they acquired, 

like „seeing the bigger picture‟ as they described it.  

“………….if you are a small firm that is beyond the radar you would not be involved in the 

chamber issues. The eight employees upwards firm can benefit better…….” P11 

The new enterprise manager is taking the initiative to build relationships with the Sector 

Education Training Authorities (SETAs) that can subsidise training for enterprises. The 

SETAs are government owned therefore have funding that businesses can access. Some offer 

free training to business; the DCCI is planning to refer their members for some of the 

necessary training where members will pay less than what they could have paid elsewhere. 

SETAs also provide subsidies for services like bookkeepers for small business; they can pay 

half for a business.  The income saved can be used elsewhere for further development of the 

business. 

“……..I will be partnering with SETAs, they can assist small enterprises with 

training…………they can even help small enterprises to subsidise the salary of a bookkeeper, 

if a book keeper cost enterprise owner R3000.00 they can pay R1500.00 and enterprise 

owner pays half of the salary………” P3 

The DCCI in partnership with stakeholders and government departments established a Trade 

point concepts that gives opportunity to SMMEs to trade with other countries. The main 

focus had been on trading in Africa; recently delegates went to Bulawayo, Zimbabwe to find 

opportunities for business. There have been success stories and members are encouraged to 

usethese trading opportunities with other African countries.  

“Trade point realised it‟s not working for small business so we developed something new 

that they call export development……………. We changed exports when people went to 

Bulawayo, Mozambique, Lesotho……….. They come back saying they got great opportunities 

for business……….” P10 

Among the DCCI membership there are also NGOs and NPOs. The current leadership have 

identified the NGOs and NPOs that belong with the DCCI and the attempt is to stretch the 

social good through these organisations. There are 36 NPOs and NGOs that are chamber 

membersthatfor many years have been paying subscriptions, but not getting services. 

Members have voluntarily been coming through with ideas on what they would like to assist 
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the NGOs and NPOs with, and the policy and advocacy office will assist the companies who 

contributed towards points on their BEE score cards.  

The DCCI through Durban Chamber Foundation (DCF) reach out to members and non-

members with training in Human Immune Virus (HIV) and Acquired Immune Deficiency 

Syndrome (AIDS) and tuberculosis prevention in the workplace. The DCF have a board of 

directors that assist the operations staff in running different projects in the private sector and 

in communities.  

In one SMME forum the researcher attended the present SMMEs appreciated the advice from 

the stakeholders. This shows that it‟s not only monetary value the SMMEs look for in large 

companies, knowledge from them is also valuable. The chamber can facilitate this and build 

the bond between the large and small members. 

Membership gets support from the DCCI through various departments and it‟s in services 

that value is created for their membership. The staff has to give service that is relevant and 

reliable and information that can make members businesses flourish.  

The legacy of the DCCI being the voice of business is seen through the services they render 

like policy and advocacy where the chamber comments on the policies of government. The 

DCCI remains relevant by being the voice of business internationally through business 

services exports and imports sector where the local businesses get to communicate with other 

chambers outside South Africa on their member‟s behalf. The other similarly important role 

taken by business services of the DCCI is with international delegations that come to South 

Africa to invest.  The DCCI organises members to be the first to hear from the delegation and 

get a first-hand opportunity to look at an investment.  

“The chamber receives international delegates and sends out delegations to many countries 

abroad. Recently there was a delegation that went to Zimbabwe to see if there are 

opportunities…….” P8 

5.6.1 Characteristics of a Successful Member 

There are characteristics that the researcher captured that makes a member who gains value 

from the DCCI membership. These were the characteristics identified: It is a member that is 

generally positive in their own lives and has a plan on where the business is going, they were 

passionate about their business and want to see it succeed. Another characteristic that was 

obvious to the researcher during interviews was they were hard workers and committed to 
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their businesses; they always found a way to mention their business in any conversation. 

Marketing for their businesses is the reason they joined the chamber in the first place. They 

looked at the bigger picture; they were not expecting immediate rewards. They make 

calculated moves, even as to which events to attend and which to save money on and not 

attend as they give no benefits.  They are constantly networking and participating in the 

DCCI and other entrepreneurial schemes. They are willing to give information for free in 

order for others to gain knowledge. They volunteer their time in committees, and they 

participate in many activities the chamber have and this is also strategic towards learning 

more for their businesses. They approach the chamber for services, they do not wait the 

chamber to make an offer that there is a certain service.  They follow up with the chamber if 

they don‟t get a response.  These members, who push boundaries, sometimes get an exclusive 

service because they are under the chamber‟s wing. They use the facilities the chamber 

provides like posting their company website link on the chamber website. 

“………I have four months contract I am training a company and this was through the 

referral of the chamber. The chamber keeps saying give our SMMEs some business. We are 

getting a lot of business through the DCCI referrals. I do  not have a sales person, I do my 

own sales, I do all the networking with the DCCI and the other 3 networking bodies I am part 

of, I do my own pay roll  I am very busy. ………….I work really hard we work hard and I 

think that‟s what the SMEs don‟t do, they just think things will fall on their lap and that is 

where the gap is and I find it as a problem……………” P5 

 

5.7 The DCCI Service Improvement Possibilities 

There are several suggestions on what the DCCI can do in order to improve on the services it 

offers. Many participants mentioned the chamber is doing well however there is still room for 

improvement.  

5.7.1 Improvements for the SMME Sector 

The Enterprise and Suppliers Providers (ESP) development element has recently been added 

to a BEE law. Large business needs small BEE compliant businesses more than they did 

previously because of the addition of ESP.  It places emphasis on purchasing from BEE 

compliant suppliers and from black owned enterprises. Large companies have to spend 2% of 

their profit after tax on such initiatives in order to qualify and increase their BEE scores. 
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Companies that are looking for BEE compliant companies can get some of the DCCI 

members and in that way those SMMEs will get themselves jobs. The ESP element is needed 

by major banks, large companies and there is enough variety for small businesses with 

relevant goods and services to gain business. The chambers like the Foundation for African 

Business and Consumer Services (FABCOS) and Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry (JCCI) are already being trained by BEE specialists on how to use ESP for their 

members and the DCCI can have such an opportunity as well.  

“There has been such service by the chamber already where the DCCI have referred the 

large business for a BEE compliant service or supplier to improve their score card. That is 

one service the chamber has rendered since the government implemented BEE 

policies……………” P10 

The chamber should set up so that small and large companies interact often. 

 “At the exporters awards launch there was a great blend of people and any established 

SMME likes to interact with such people, the chamber should push to make this kind of 

interactions happen often………………………” P7 

There are challenges to large business as they are only 20% of the membership; the fear the 

DCCI leadership have is to overload much needed members in the chamber and scare them 

away.  

“Large firms have difficulty in overseeing a host of small BEE complaint SMMEs, if they 

were many large firms maybe they could manage but it is such a small number, I think they 

will be overwhelmed……” P11 

Small businesses need a different kind of approach and the chamber should realise that, 

understanding a new entrepreneur needs a different approach from one with experience. The 

DCCI has to accept there are more SMMEs than before and tailor-make services for them. 

The SMMEs are a crucial part of business in the new era and the chambers have to develop 

packages that will serve them.  

“The chamber should clarify the cumbersome information into smaller chunks for a small 

business owner who does not have experience…………” P10 

“…………there are no relevant services for SMME, a workshop on human resource does not 

help a company with 3 employees, that company does not have any problems with 
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employees…… there has to be services rendered to the smallest members, developmental 

sessions……” P7 

Another challenge is, although some SMMEs manage to get contracts to work in large 

businesses, the large businesses reduce the price of the service or goods that the SMME 

provides them with. SMMEs complain that this is unfair as the prices they have in place are 

calculated to give a profit margin that assists them to grow their businesses. The chamber 

should look into this when dealing with relationships between small and large businesses in 

the DCCI and make it more constructive.  

“…..i have a problem with the tendency of large businesses disregarding the prices we give 

them and telling us how much they are willing to pay, and you know as SMME you like the 

benefit of earning that contract however I have a big problem with large business 

attitude….” P5 

Members pleaded for flexible payments of subscriptions; the chamber should therefore allow 

the SMMEs to pay quarterly or monthly as it will be easier and affordable. 

“……….I asked to pay for a subscription twice which is in January half and July the last half, 

the chamber refused, they are very inflexible with payments and many SMMEs can‟t afford to 

pay once off…….” P5  

The chamber is supposed to allow members to pay flexibly, that is what the leadership agreed 

on in the past. There was conflicting feedback on the matter of flexible payments of 

subscriptions.  

“……..the chamber provided several options for members to pay their 

subscriptions…….there should be such an allowance……………” P11 

The chamber has been developmental to SMMEs and they have come a long way; but there is 

still a long journey ahead. The collaborations the DCCI have had hosting training for 

entrepreneurs and going into locations to give training have shown the interest they have in 

SMMEs. 

“…….the chamber have recently been going into the locations to speak to SMMEs, it has 

been encouraging but it only started like three years ago to be precise……..” P10  

5.7.2 Skills Development 
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The DCCI have to realise the need for skills development in the organisation. The chamber 

should accelerate the provision of training to its staff and give them the necessary skills to do 

a job. Members complain that they subscribe to the chamber to get services they were 

promised only to find that there are no skills within the chamber to deliver such services.  

“………there is nothing happening on the service, there are services on paper but there is 

nothing happening……. People don‟t have skills to handle the issues……….” P2 

5.7.3 The DCCI Services Decentralised 

There is a need for pilot offices for the DCCI towards decentralising the DCCI as the 

chamber have a lot of members who are outside the Durban town area. There are members in 

rural areas. Initiatives towards taking the DCCI outside have begun and one of the initiatives 

is that an office will be opened in Mbumbulu, one of the rural areas of KZN. The chamber 

through the office of enterprise development will be housing the DCCI representative once in 

every week at Mbumbulu; beginning in September 2014 with a workshop by the DCCI in the 

area; thus familiarising business owners of the availability of the chamber in Mbumbulu.  

 

5.7.4 Sector Focused Recruitment 

The DCCI previously offered its services on specific topics such as rules and regulations in 

the health sector to specific groups and potential members such as doctors.  

 

“Doctors run their practices but they are not really entrepreneurs and that is where the DCCI 

can assist them” (Layman, 2013:5). 

 

5.7.5 Mentorship Project with Municipality 

 

The chamber had 20 members through the project the chamber and eThekwini municipality 

had established for entrepreneurs in construction. The municipality has sponsored 20 

construction entrepreneurs to be trained, be served by the chamber and be developed for their 

company‟s benefit.  The mentorship programme forms part of this project. The project entails 

training, mentoring and assisting the 20 entrepreneurs in growing their businesses and 

introducing them to the private sector. The purpose of the project is to do away with 

tendering as the only way of doing business, but expand it towards the realisation that there 

are contracts the private sector offers. The project was launched in May 2014 at the DCCI 
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office premises where the mentors met their entrepreneurs. There are success stories in the 

three months of the launch from May to August, where some of the entrepreneurs together 

with their mentors, have managed to gain 5 year contracts with major companies. There have 

been challenges the project has faced however it continues until 2015. There is a question 

regarding retention of the mentees, many doubts that the 20 mentees will renew chamber 

membership in 2015 when the money will have to be out of their pocket.   

 

“……..When municipality contract is finished in the following May 2015 the prediction is that 

only a few will renew their membership from their own pocket………” P11  

Some participants showed concern at the mentoring project the DCCI have with municipality, 

saying it actually demotivates the SMMEs that are already members; sourcing those who are 

outside instead of assisting the SMMEs that are in the chamber already.  

“…….what municipality has done is actually to say to SMMEs leave the chamber 

membership when you are out there we will find you, pay for you and get all the training you 

need for free……..……”  P3  

 

Criticizing the attitude of mentees, one participant mentioned that they have a negative 

attitude because they don‟t pay for services they are getting from the DCCI. 

 

“……...there is something wrong with spoon feeding people as they turn to become 

„wheelbarrows‟ that demands pushing all the way. Our people really have to change…….” P5 

 

5.7.6 Sector Based Networking Sessions 

The DCCI networking sessions are a space where entrepreneurs meet up to make business 

connections that will give benefits to the parties involved. One event that captured the 

researcher was the coffee connection event. The networking session was creatively done and 

was fun. The event was facilitated by the CEO and all staff members hung around to chat 

with members. Lucky draws were another aspect of fun and members winning something 

from the event gave it a personal value. The one draw stood out and maybe good for the 

winner. This is the draw where a winning company will then give a presentation on their 

business at the next coffee connection. It is a great opportunity to network, not only one to 

one but with a whole crowd. The DCCI have to listen to members‟ needs when they strongly 
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emphasise the need for sector specific networking sessions, events and training that can give 

better benefits.  

“………rather people picking where they will be sitting at networking sessions and events, 

the chamber should arrange the sitting in such a way that people on that table are forced to 

network because they are relevant to one another…………” P7 

There is a need for more networking sessions as these benefit SMMEs the most because 

when they meet up they are able to exchange business cards and set up meetings.  

“……..I don‟t think there is enough networking sessions……” P13 

 The other participants found networking sessions sufficient in number however they could 

be better organised. 

“……..the chamber host a lot of session, which is a good thing but they have to be strategic 

and make them sector specific……” P7 

The manufacturing, logistics and transport as one group that can be put together at one 

session. The sessions don‟t have to be closed if other members would like to attend with 

knowledge that it‟s for a certain sector. This will assist in more focused and rewarding 

sessions than when it‟s just an open session that normally don‟t lead to deals. The sector 

specific events can also deal with the opportunity cost when it comes to members‟ attendance 

because members will realise the advantage of a networking session where there is relevance 

to their business and there are stakeholders present. 

“…….I am particular with which networking sessions I attend, although I have never had any 

business deal out of the networking session, I already spent a R1000.00 in the 6 months alone 

on networking sessions but I never get leads at networking sessions……” P5 

The other idea was to have separate networking sessions, meetings and trainings. The 

sessions should serve very small business, small business, medium business, and a large 

business. This will assist with dealing with the cost factor where small businesses never use 

any of the DCCI trainings or networking sessions because they are expensive for them. 

 

“……. Perhaps there should be categories whereby there is a smaller members‟ session and 

it‟s specifically categorised, separated from the high level one and it‟s made cheaper than 
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R500.00 normal price. When the smaller ones want to interact with bigger companies then 

they should be ready to pay make such a payment………” P7 

 

During the events the tables should be arranged in the sectors they relate to. The chamber 

should facilitate the seating in a way that attendees gain business or create leads.  

“….because as the chamber you know us members and what we do, why not arrange the 

tables with our companies names and speciality to allow for a better interaction………” P7 

The SMME members desire some innovation when it comes to training rendered by the 

chamber; they recommend training that has not been given by the DCCI in the past, 

particularly for medium companies that have existed for some time. Training that gives skills 

on how to attract young working class people as they are the target market for this day and 

age. The chamber should realise that in doing that they identify their members‟ needs and 

cater for all of them. 

“……….when I look at the courses the chamber hosts, they are the same thing that have been 

happening……… they should upgrade introduce fresh ideas, innovative courses that will 

attract younger generation…….”P15 

5.7.7 Voluntary Sessions by the Members 

The members who offer training in their companies are willing to give basic training for free 

to other chamber members.  

“………I am willing to give training to members for free because to be honest the chambers 

prices are very expensive for SMMEs…………….” P7 

“I have over past years trying to give free information sessions for members……” P5 

However management disagrees with free training because they sometimes clash with what 

the DCCI already have scheduled. 

“…..the chamber have since refused me to have such a session, they actually say I must make 

people pay so that I can pay for the venue……. I think SMMEs can benefit more if it‟s 

free……” P5 

“………….there is 2700 members whom would like to present their sessions for free. We do 

allow for such only if we believe that the subject matter will draw reasonable attendance. 
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…..sometimes their topic might be in conflict with another presentation scheduled for a 

similar time………………..” P6 

Or the chamber would like that company to make members pay in order to have that financial 

benefit of hiring a venue. 

“…….what the chamber does with events is advertised, and a member pays for venues and 

other cost……” P6 

5.7.8 Members Visitations 

Retaining existing members is the greatest challenge for the DCCI in terms of current 

membership. The DCCI should speedily realise that forming relationships with members is 

key to retaining them. Business visits by DCCI staff members to members businesses can 

assist in retaining those members. There are practical reasons why a member can benefit from 

such visits.   When a staff member visits the business they show interest in what the 

member‟s business does. If there are certain queries to be attended to for that member, the 

staff member can note them or assist immediately. If there is procurement for a tender in the 

business sector where a visited member can benefit, staff members can make them aware. 

This can happen even thereafter once the relationship has been established. Meaning staff 

will know members better and what they do. The staff members will be able to identify 

certain issues like safety, energy efficiency use within the company and advise on such, so 

that members‟ benefit betters from knowledge the chamber offers.  

“……………Membership retention is mainly based on building the relationships with the 

members…………” P6 

Chamber members showed a lot of appreciation when the researcher visited their offices and 

asked about their businesses. Business visits are part of what chamber staff and leadership 

have to do; however it is not happening as often as it should. Membership visits have further 

benefits that can pre-empt resignation by hearing from members about complains and provide 

a needed service. The visits can also establish whether a member receives enough 

information regarding the DCCI and if such a member utilise all the services relevant to their 

business.  
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“ The DCCI leadership request the staff members to make just a phone call twice in a year to 

members by the membership staff responsible for that area if visits seem 

impossible………………” P12  

5.7.9 DCCI Customer Relations Management (CRM) 

It‟s a fact that most members when they visit the website, go there to get information and not 

to chat. There has been a link recently on the website opened to chat, however the difficulty 

with accessing the chatting link has not been the only problem with the website 

communication. Information technology demands time for one to be on the internet instead of 

doing other things and demands knowledge; not everyone can access technology easily. 

Emails are the most direct and easiest means of communication. 

“……..Website management is a big deal for every organisation. It is unrealistic to ask 

members to use the website as a means to communicate….” P7 

The DCCI website is ahead of its time, too complicated for both members and non-members. 

People have to register to be part of the website and they find it too demanding. The other 

factor is the words that are used on the website are „sign up‟ and „sign in‟ where people get 

confused, thinking if they sign up with the website they are actually signing up to be chamber 

members.  

“ Members have to get lessons on how to use the website; perhaps the long coming website 

launch can be the best way to get people excited about using the website………………” P5 

5.7.10 Tender Procurement Service 

 

The DCCI should inform their members of tenders and keep them updated on such as 

members join the chamber so it can be their eyes and ears in business.  

 

“……..there is no procurement services in the DCCI and people want to get tenders. That is 

what they join the chamber to get, more business information…….” P2 

 

“……..we need tender bulletin and the DCCI does not give us that…….” P6 

5.8 Opportunities for Membership Increase 
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Participants suggest chambers should be compulsory. The reason for that is chambers already 

represent the business sector whether the business has subscribed or not. An example is the 

decrease in electricity tariffs; when it was decreased after the chambers had complained; all 

businesses benefited. Although this has not been addressed officially; participants mainly 

those in leadership, find it a long term solution to chambers. It will decrease chambers‟ 

subscriptions fees as presumably they will be flooded with members and will thus have 

sufficient income. 

“….one cannot help but to feel that chamber membership should be obligatory……if that 

happens there will be many thousands joining the chamber…..” P11 

“…….A compulsory membership has been discussed in several settings and it can assist the 

chambers………” P6 

The DCCI have a website that is insightful and informative. The chamber should realise that 

offering non-members so much access to information also perpetuates free riding by non-

members. Limiting information to non-members could be another motivation for them to 

want to be members to get more information. 

“Members should be taught how to use the website as a platform to advertise their 

business….” P5 

Interest in registering as members on the website or signing up is very low. In 2014 the DCCI 

have 2800 members, but only 565 are registered and others only visit it once a month.  

“…….I have never been on chambers website in many years, I can‟t even comment on the 

issues of the website, I only attend to the emails they send me…….” P11 

It has been suggested chambers use Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn as other means of 

communication with members.   

5.8.1 Marketing for the DCCI 

When the new CEO came on board in 2011, he announced his belief that if one renders 

services that are relevant, the results will be better than through marketing. The chamber has 

focused on interactions with the public as a preference instead of finding means to advertise 

through mass media.  
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The DCCI has shown their marketing cannot be done through mass media because of the 

high costs involved. The chamber therefore adapted other ways of marketing. The first and 

most crucial way that participants mentioned was word of mouth. When chamber members 

have been successful through the chambers‟ help, they refer other business owners to the 

chamber and this is how most participants get to be chamber members. There are other ways 

the chamber gets to recruit members: for example businesses approach of the chamber and 

ask to be signed up as members; this is because they have heard about the chamber from 

different sources; in magazine articles; from a speech by DCCI representatives. When there is 

a public appearance, by staff members, the CEO or the president of the DCCI addresses the 

public about what the chamber does, people get attracted and join the chamber. That exposure 

advertises the DCCI and the public get recognition and businesses develop interest and join 

the chamber.   Through interaction with partners, the chamber has partnerships with 

independent newspapers and business magazines nationally, which is another way the 

chamber gains publicity. The target is to get word to relevant people which are in the business 

and related sectors and this is advertising enough for the DCCI.  

 

Another way of advertising participants suggested was for the chamber to go through the 

telephone directory and call companies they are targeting; although this is not happening 

presently, it can assist in growing membership numbers.  

 

“…….Like what the large firms do, they are constantly sending emails to tons and tons of 

customers and making calls, that is what the chamber have to do…………………” P5 

 

“…………the membership staff should take the telephone directory and make calls, this does 

not happen in the chamber, it has to happen because it will grow our membership………..” 

P6 

 

5.8.2 Membership Motivation Ideas 

There are many ideas that members, ex-members, leadership and management of the chamber 

contribute to the DCCI with regard to relevant services.  

Large business investment success stories because of the chamber‟s intervention should be 

made public. A suggestion is that large companies should motivate other large companies to 

see the benefit of being part of the chamber.  
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The DCCI should re-issue every member with a new membership certificate that indicates the 

years they have been in the chamber.  

“The certificate should have details of the chamber for contact purposes. A certificate 

hanging on business premises serves in two ways; it shows credibility of the business of being 

a member of the DCCI for long and advertises the chamber for free………” P9 

DCCI networking sessions like coffee connections, business to business and speed-dating 

ideas are useful, but cost money. The chamber can motivate members to bring people who 

will subscribe and go to networking sessions for free as a form of a reward.  

“Free session voucher can be a personal benefit to a member, and can make members invite 

more people that can be recruited………..” P5 

There are members who would like to have access to the list of attendants on request so that 

they can identify companies that will be presented at a particular session.“If I know who is 

coming to that session I can go knowing that I will meet with that particular person and a 

business deal……………” P7 

5.8.3 Growing Finances Concepts 

The DCCI have a need to offer information packages for a fee to members and the rest of the 

public.  

“……. information is a saleable commodity but because we don‟t know how to sell it, we 

can‟t do it. We haven‟t developed a structure on how to go about it like a tariff on how it‟s 

done…….” P6  

There are more ideas suggested that can provide the chamber with financial back-up.  Like 

getting households to pay a certain fee in case they need information or emergency assistance 

from the services the chamber provides.   

“……..if the chamber gives services to the households for a limited fee and whenever that 

household needs a service such as plumbing the chamber send a member there, it can assist 

the community, get more jobs for members and have that fee to assist the chamber…………” 

P3 

5.8.4 Member’s Service to Society  
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The chamber leadership and members should acknowledge the role they play within society 

and see it as an opportunity for both businesses. Large companies are requested by other 

members to meet them as members of a chamber and speak business. The SMME members 

feel during the networking sessions large businesses do not find smaller businesses as 

important or have value.  

“………..large companies should support the government and assist the city leaders where 

there is a need………” P9 

Large companies and leadership of the DCCI are urged that when asked to assist government 

when there is a need; they should assist without being „political‟. Large businesses have a 

responsibility and play a crucial role for the DCCI and this should not give them authority to 

harm other members; however the chamber should facilitate relations that will bear fruit for 

this both businesses.  

“………The chamber membership should also acknowledge the efforts by the government 

towards giving service and move away from constant complaints…………………” P12 

5.9 The Major Changes Taking Place in the DCCI 

 

There are two major changes happening in the DCCI that might impact on findings of this 

study. Firstly the chamber has changed their premises from 190 Stalwart Simelane Road in 

Durban, to new premises at the Lion Match Office premises in Umgeni Road towards Durban 

North. The move was completed on 24
th

 February 2014 and members were invited to a 

launch of the new premise on 20
th

 March 2014.  

 

The change of premise affected some members and the staff. Some participants found a place 

to be closer to clients they have from the North side of Durban. They also found it to be a 

convenient place to meet up with other members. There has been a challenge with lack of 

parking space for some members when trying to attend events at the DCCI causing them to 

cancel attendance. Contradicting that some members found the Lion Match parking space 

more convenient, as they previously had to park at the International Convention Centre (ICC) 

and walk a distance to the chamber offices.  

 

The other major change about to happen is that the current CEO who has been working at the 

chamber since 2011 is about to leave due to his contract ending. On the subject of the CEO 
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leaving the chamber in January 2015, many participants touched on the subject and 

mentioned their concern for the chamber‟s growth. This could be because of the changes that 

came with the current CEO; particularly looking at the membership that had drastically 

declined to its lowest and he managed to turn that around. It gives discomfort on what will 

happen in his absence.  Members and staff seemed anxious and others curious as to who will 

be his successor. 

 

“…… Andrew came into the DCCI and relieved us from the stress we had. He changed the 

chamber for the better. We saw the response that was very positive towards the chamber by 

the public since he came…… He is a well-respected man in the public, a good public speaker 

and he is known to a lot of people in business………” P4 

“……………I am very nervous about Andrew leaving because he has done incredible things.  

I know the DCCI before him and I know the DCCI after his arrival. I have seen him taking 

the chamber to another level. I hope a person that will be appointed after him will also be as 

approachable as he was………” P5 

There are other factors that cannot be ignored when it comes to operation of the DCCI 

management. There have been a lot of changes within many departments in the DCCI, as far 

as managers are concerned. The finance manager had just left when the research began in 

April 2014; leadership appointed one of the staff members to occupy that position 

temporarily. The new enterprise development department had a new manager appointed in 

April 2014. The policy and advocacy manager whom had just been appointed in January 

2014 left in May 2014 and a staff member was appointed to his position.  

The chamber has been without a marketing and communications manager for some time and 

the position was advertised in August 2014. These shifts come with change, and change can 

sometimes be good and sometimes bad for the organisation. When a new manager comes into 

a new position, they bring different knowledge into the department. Changes that occur 

rapidly bring challenges to both staff and members of the DCCI. The services the chamber 

renders depends on the knowledge and exchange of information that takes place within the 

operational staff, and the changing of managers cuts the flow of this exchange, which  has an 

ability to hinder the provision of services.  
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5.10 Concluding Remarks 

The membership structure of the chamber was discussed in this chapter. There are major 

changes in the DCCI; one was a physical move from their current office premises to new 

premises. The other change was the CEO leaving and a new CEO being appointed. The 

chapter identified ten themes, each with subthemes to report the findings. The pattern of 

change since 1999 has clearly indicated a decline in membership of the DCCI. The decline 

has currently ceased and there is a new effort at retaining current members.  

The themes identified operational matters like delays in implementation due to a bureaucratic 

or hierarchy leadership. Members not benefitting due to a lack of professionalism and 

dedication from chamber staff members. Members‟ unrealistic perceptions on what chamber 

will do for their business became another factor contributing to disappointment and 

resignations.  

The study managed to find from participants what the chamber can do better in order to 

provide services that are relevant. The chamber‟s management, members and ex-members 

answered questions which give the DCCI an indication as to what to expect.  

The discussion chapter will follow to relate the findings to other studies on related topics and 

theories that have been submitted by other scholars.  
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Chapter 6-Discussion 

6.1 Introduction 

This is the discussion chapter that covers the findings and literature of this study in line with 

the initial objectives in order to arrive at conclusions of the research study. The chapter 

responds to the problem statement of the study and the research questions and serves as a 

reflection on the overall dynamics of change in the DCCI and other MBOs around the world.  

The DCCI has experienced many changes that caused their membership to change. The 

literature used is based on Membership Based Organisations (MBOs), it supports the results 

as there has been a period that is referred to as a period of decline when a new millennium 

began (Poguntke, 2012;Ang, 2006). The findings showed the DCCI has experienced a 

continuous decline in membership. A decline in membership has occurred in different 

organisations globally (Wealkens, 2003; Khomo, 2009). The decline in membership is a great 

concern within the MBOs, there were external and internal causes of the decline within the 

DCCI; referred to in the next paragraph is what MBOs including the DCCI have experienced.  

6.2 Reasons for Decline 

The continuous decline in membership that has taken place in the DCCI and its impact has 

been noticeable in Europeans unions, political party membership as well as professional 

organisations; results showed (Poguntke, 2012; Whiteley, 2009; Khomo, 2009). With a 

decline in membership in the DCCI comes the financial challenge of meeting operational 

needs of the chamber and this is becoming a threat to the sustainability of the DCCI. The 

sustainability is explained by Engelen, Jorna and Faber (2001) as meeting the needs of today 

without jeopardizing future needs. Reasons given for the decline in membership in the DCCI; 

were members having unrealistic expectations and council‟s and management‟s decisions. 

The council as the highest decision maker comes with its own challenges, as council is made 

of individuals who have their own occupations and to have them decide on a matter takes a 

long time, this is particularly in operational issues.  Staff members lack of commitment in 

serving members has been what causes members to leave the membership in many MBOs as 

they leave to find a place where they can get better service (Wealkens, 2003).  The 

stakeholder‟s actions and lack of contribution mean larger companies are not interested in 

lending a hand when needed within the chamber as companies that can assist in the growth of 
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the SMMEs and within the government. Traxler (2010) identified that larger organisations 

get incentives for having smaller companies within the same MBO as it gives weightier 

numbers in representation. Having large and small organisations belonging to an MBO could 

be an advantage, however within the DCCI they seem to be experiencing two giant 

challenges as stated by Huxman (2000), which are power and trust. There have been incidents 

whereby larger companies were labelled as undermining SMMEs and were unwilling to 

associate with them. Larger companies being the minority in membership support the 

chamber with financial backing and that leaves them possessing more power within the 

chamber, although they occupy only 20%. The SMME majority is made of the loyal members 

that seek the service that‟s worth their commitment but seem to suffer the consequences of 

SMME‟s being unreliable. Retention strategies are not easy; they require an organisation that 

commits to strategies and studies customers‟ interests (Stone, 2006; Hayes, 2001). The main 

causes in terms of retention are based on service provision by staff members within the DCCI 

and this forms a circle, where members, particularly the SMMEs, have certain expectations 

when joining the chamber on what it will be providing for their businesses. The management 

should invent services that will meet the needs of members.  

6.3 Dynamics within the DCCI Membership  

The study managed to cover why the DCCI experienced a decline in membership while 

understanding issues that most MBOs experience in dealing with membership decline. The 

dynamic that was outstanding is the decision the DCCI leadership took towards appointing a 

CEO post 1994, where the chamber had a quest to make the chamber „blacker‟. This led to 

what the participants referred to as „period of darkness‟ for the DCCI because the chamber 

experienced the greatest decline in membership during the leadership of Dr Jaye, Professor 

Bonke and Mrs Gugu Mazibuko. Leadership realised that professionally an experienced 

CEO, whether black or white, is better than just making the chamber blacker by making a 

black person CEO. The chamber appointed Mr Andrew J. Layman who had success with the 

previous chamber he led as CEO for many years. South African history played a major role 

when it comes to membership. Whites in South Africa had an advantage of wealth and that 

had to be redressed when the country adapted to democracy (Valsamakis, 2012). The journey 

was hard at the beginning as members rejected the redress policies and some clearly showed 

that BEE policies were not for them. This is an example of the history of segregation as a 

dynamic and its impacts on the MBOs of South Africa.  
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Membership organisations including LAISA have experienced transformation in government 

does not necessarily guarantee unity in MBOs; differences are identifiable and they include 

other members quitting their membership instead of aligning with „blacks‟ or their policies.  

(Khomo, 2009).History further contributed to changes in MBOs in South Africa; particularly 

to a decline in membership as the government introduced laws on open medical aid to all 

people and the National Medical Plan (NMP) could no longer be as successful as it was in 

the(Wilson, 1999). This mainly affected the KwaZulu Natal chambers as this had been the 

way they gained high numbers in membership. Government policies had a high impact on 

MBOs, like unions, which affected retention of membership in America due to such changes 

(Roberts, 1999).The DCCI and other MBOs in South Africa are torn between the financial 

problems they are experiencing and satisfying needs of large companies even though they can 

harm the majority, which are SMMEs.  

There has been a concern about favouritism and bureaucracy within the DCCI, particularly by 

leadership, with leaders not taking members seriously. The NGOs require characteristics such 

as the need to have democracy and accountability in their membership. The success of an 

NGO according to Chen (2006) is when it achieves objectives for members (Conradie, 1999). 

Favouritism does not reflect a success of an NGO, but the wellbeing and economic prosperity 

of the members  does(Chen, 2006). The DCCI should realise this and begin to work with all 

members, larger companies and smaller companies, in order to realise benefits of both 

belonging together argues Traxler (2010).  

There were methods implemented by other MBOs towards stopping the decline in 

membership and actually gaining a transformed membership that can grow and be 

sustainable. Organisations were able to turn the decline in membership around by 

approaching previously excluded people within their membership base;  in  South Africa 

LIASA approached library workers whom were previously excluded in the membership of 

the organisation as professionals were previously the only ones allowed(Khomo, 2009). This 

assisted in increasing the numbers of members within LIASA.  The DCCI can place their 

focus on members who were previously excluded, like black entrepreneurs that are growing 

in numbers within KwaZulu-Natal, but are not represented in the DCCI membership.  Unions 

in America focused on Hispanic and blacks to grow their membership when they were in the 

middle of a decline in membership according to Roberts (1999). It is essential to mention that 

although this move of including previously excluded added numbers, it began a new problem 
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of non-retention within LAISA. Professionals began to doubt if an organisation was 

professional enough; with non-professionals did not get any services as all the services 

catered for professional members (Khomo, 2009).  

The cost of membership is one of the reasons why the DCCI has experienced a decline in 

membership; this was noted in a study in West Africa. Africa as a continent suffers poverty 

and when the cost of membership is high, people tend to lose interest. Another contributing 

factor that was popular is the benefit and incentives of being a member compared to the cost 

(Khomo, 2009; Wealkens, 2003).Organisations have opted to give personalised services in 

order to satisfy the demands of members and be able to beat competition and that is one form 

of retention.   

6.4 DCCI Membership Retention 

Retention is cheaper than acquisition; this has been expressed by many organisations in 

studies conducted on retention (Stone, 2006; Unnikrishnan, 2012). The DCCI seem to have 

not taken advantage of this dynamic despite their financial struggles. The DCCI has a system 

of CRM in place, however management of that system to ensure retention of the members is 

lacking and needs to be improved for it to give the good results.  There are three retention 

methods suggested in the study and the first one is the use of membership experience data 

referred to by Liyanearachchi and Stone (2006). This method can be effective if the 

members‟ experience database is updated and managed properly. There has been a problem 

with the membership database in the DCCI, meaning there is no clear knowledge on who is a 

member and who has left. The data experience goes beyond who is a member and further to 

what members interests are and what do they like about the organisation. This method at this 

point for the DCCI is a challenge unless the database is updated. The out-dated database has 

negative impact on the DCCI as all the departments do not have clear knowledge of whom 

they are serving.  It is critical for this chamber to have their membership database up to date 

for the benefit and flow in service provision by the chamber.   The second method is 

customer relations management (CRM)where software is used for both acquisition and 

retention (Ang, 2006). CRM software, when managed and used effectively, gets to give a 

return on investment. The DCCI have CRM software that has not been fully utilised by 

members. The DCCI faces a dilemma whereby they believe their website is presented in a 

way members can not relate to it. There have been suggestions of launching the website as a 
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means to introduce and grow the interest of members to using the CRM facility by the DCCI.  

CRM software works as a platform whereby  members and organisations interact as well as 

member to member (Unnikrishnan, 2012). The question the chamber has to ask regarding the 

use of technology as a retention method like CRM software is, is it relevant for the chamber 

and how can the DCCI familiarise their members to use it to their ultimate benefit. The third 

retention method covered was a retention model, which can assist in dealing with a problem 

of unrealistic expectations by members.  Hayes and Slater (2001) unfold the retention model 

and illustrated that individuals sign psychological contracts when they join any membership 

organisation. The signing of psychological contract as indicated by Hayes and Slater (2001) 

is done within an individual. The DCCI should take notice of this and have an interest in what 

new members‟ psychological contracts are. In addressing expectations from the beginning, 

the chamber will have a chance of clarifying to members whether or not their needs can be 

met. With the DCCI addressing the personally signed contracts they will be doing away with 

complaints that may come later as that was among the reasons for the decline in membership 

identified. The study found numerous ways in which the DCCI can improve their services 

that will result in retention of members.  

6.4.1 Dealing with Retention Challenges 

There were several suggestions towards improvement of the DCCI‟s services and growth of 

its membership. DCCI service improvement possibilities covered that members required 

networking sessions that were sector specific; this also applied to event seating arrangements 

which should be within a sector of interest. This has been endorsed by studies on retention 

that focus on making services  personal so the organisation ensures loyalty of its members 

(Kabiraj, 2009). By studying members and their company‟s needs, the DCCI can be able to 

make suggestions on other services they can provide. The study also showed members that 

have needs satisfied are likely to renew membership. The DCCI study also showed members 

who utilise services get their money‟s worth and renew their membership. The level of 

commitment of a member whose needs are met gets to improve as identified by Clark and 

Gallagher (2001). Members who gained benefit from the chamber are those who do not give 

up and members cannot blame the DCCI entirely on their lack of benefits, since there are 

other members who are satisfied. Theme five mentions characteristics essential for a 

successful member within the DCCI.  
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Developing SMME packages; having sector specific events and hosting networking sessions 

is in line with what the Grand Rapids Chamber and other retention sensitive organisations 

advocate to make services meet the needs of members. Grand Rapids Chamber focus on 

protecting and satisfying the needs of members as that is more profitable for the organisation 

(Gryczan, 2011; Bennet, 1997). The Jefferson Chamber members bring their products to 

luncheon and by introducing such practical features to SMME services can add a new 

element in advertising (Lacho, 2011). Ensuring member‟s satisfaction is at a par with 

retention, Hamid and Kassim (2004) recommends customer satisfaction as it assists in 

marketing the organisation by referrals.  Research is needed within the organisation in order 

to find out what member‟s needs are and if services of the DCCI are still relevant. The Cape 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry ensures the relevance of their services by constantly 

reviewing their services and conducting studies on their membership (Richards, 2014).  

African organisations have smaller memberships comparatively, and have financial 

constraints and there is a tendency of failure to adapt to the changes taking place in the 

environment (Khomo, 2009). These are the LIASA problems that are similar to the DCCI‟s 

reasons for the decline. Failure to adapt to changes when the new government came in to 

power is still visible to this day in the DCCI. One aspect of change that often happens is that 

of a new CEO being appointed to the DCCI.  This has happened several times; however the 

impact it has on staff members and the entire organisation has not been taken into 

consideration. A recent change has been the change of premises that had both negative and 

positive impacts on members and staff, but these changes are not necessarily addressed in 

line with the impact they have. Any change when has a certain impact on people and it‟s in 

open communication that all parties can accept or reject the changes (Carter, 2008). Failure to 

adapt to changes and align with the environment causes a lot of failure in the organisation. 

The Mutual Health Organisation   failed because management would not include members in 

their decision making and were stuck with a traditional top-down management and the NGO 

failed (Wealkens, 2003). 

 

After the greatest decline in membership has occurred in 2011, a new CEO came into action 

to rescue the DCCI. He began dealing with and addressing public perceptions to try and 

reinstate the DCCI brand to where it had been.  Internal matters were also in jeopardy due to 

a long term lack of leadership amongst other reasons and the functional part of the chamber 

was as bad as the results in the decline. There is still an identifiable gap within the DCCI and 
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communication is recommended to mend the situation. Internal communication is an essential 

for any organisation and lack thereof has impacted the DCCI negatively. The DCCI‟s lack of 

open communication came to be the reason for such a lack of flow of events among other 

reasons. Internal communication has not been good in the DCCI and many issues were left 

unattended due to the problem.  When there is open communication in place, the system gets 

to function better and there is flow and alignment (Ng, 2004). The new communications 

manager function is supposedly to implement such communication.   

MBOs unite as a common voice as government listens when there is oneness in the voice. 

The costs get less when the organisations are working together; however, the challenge these 

united bodies have is the changes that have recently taken place; economic changes that 

caused recession; technology that supplies information that is used for MBO services 

(Khomo, 2009).  

Retention of membership is a question of how good the operations staff is in providing 

services to members (Wealkens, 2003). DCCI staff members realised they do not have the 

capacity to meet the needs of members. The chamber is not moving forward due to a lack of 

ability to retain members; lack of skills within staff members; lack of cohesiveness and lack 

of honest communication. Particularly in the membership staff who are supposed to manage 

members but had a lack of skill in that regard. Roberts (1999) mentioned that lack of energy 

by operations staff; changes in technology that requires skill development have also been 

causing challenges to the organisation. The DCCI staff members demanded training from 

management and packages that can assist them in recruiting new members and also with 

retention. A lack of knowledge, lack of capacity due to staff members not being replaced has 

resulted in low motivation by the DCCI staff.  When members don‟t get good service they 

leave to get better service somewhere else. Lack of clear demonstration of the benefits of 

being a member causes a decline in membership (Wealkens, 2003; Khomo, 2009). Members 

can gain greater benefit from a cohesive, united DCCI.  

Financial sustainability is a great challenge for MBOs; it threatens their sustainability which 

was explored in this study. The management became the great part of the financial 

sustainability as the finances of the organisation highly depends on how  they are handled 

particularly by the management(Abraham, 2006).  NGOs are advised to run their 

organisations as if they are businesses, and have systems in place that can assist in managing 
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their finances effectively (Conradie, 1999). Chambers have realised giving services for free is 

a threat to their sustainability and they have adapted to giving services for a fee; for instance 

networking sessions have a cover charge; hiring of chamber facilities also has a charge for 

the events and the products offered within the chamber and this included the DCCI (Gryczan, 

2011 ; Lacho, 2011). There is a concern that the cost of membership within the DCCI is high 

and many business owners, especially SMMEs, cannot afford it. As a means by the DCCI of 

managing their finances, there is a realisation that information is saleable and the DCCI 

desires to sell information. This can be done without making members feel deprived as there 

will be general information given for free and if more information is needed it can be given 

for a price. MBOs can be as successful as the support they gain from their members  and 

donations and sponsors; events in the Jefferson Chamber are a clear example of how 

members can sustain an organisation(Lacho, 2011). That is not the only responsibility 

members have for the sustainability of the organisation, they also have to learn what the 

functions of the organisation are and how to best utilise them  (Wadsworth, 2014). Members 

cannot always blame their dissatisfaction on the chamber as they have a responsibility to 

engage and research what else the chamber can do for them and which services are beneficial 

for their organisations. Such are the characteristics that make a successful entrepreneur and a 

member that gains benefit within the DCCI as indicated in the findings.  

The concern that most MBOs go through is that when they grow they also experience 

changes and such changes causes problems like lack of trust and power battles (Huxham, 

2000). Although the DCCI cannot be considered as a growing organisation, it is a fairly large 

organisation and faces similar challenges. There are incidents of power struggles by large 

companies showing power over the SMME and not associating with them as members 

together in the same chamber. These are some of the complexities of having large and small 

organisations within the same organisation. Traxler (2010) identifies power struggles as 

political entrepreneurship whereby large firms are more interested in collective action, 

lobbying and advocacy because they benefit the most; while smaller organisations benefit in 

associating with large bodies. This also has challenges where SMMEs have not been treated 

fairly whereby their prices are marked down by large companies. Power the large companies 

have from possessing large resources, and being able to payhigh fees gets to be a problem. 

The sense of exploitation becomes an issue for smaller companies (Traxler, 2010).  
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The theory of collective action demonstrates that exclusive incentives work as motivation for  

members to be part of the collective action (Traxler, 2010).  The eThekwini municipality as 

one of the stakeholders together with large companies and other organisations has been 

playing a major role in partnerships with the DCCI. The project by the municipality of having 

20 black entrepreneurs is seen as an incentive, but has reversed impacts to membership 

growth. An incentive such as free training, mentorship or annual membership cost being paid 

is incredible; but has created dissatisfaction by members because of benefits to those who are 

non-members. This project could have assisted the start-ups within the DCCI membership as 

a way to motivate them and for retention of members‟ purposes. Benefits in this case have 

been given to non-members, which motivates non-membership. This reverse selective 

incentive could have been beneficial to membership if it was given to members who are loyal 

and it could have been a motivation to the benefit of the DCCI‟s membership growth. The 

purpose of the project was different, but it‟s an example of how government can assist the 

DCCI in providing incentives and motivating membership growth for the DCCI.  Most 

participants do not think that the 20 mentees will renew their membership.  

The role the stakeholders have is significant for the DCCI as it assists them with the problem 

of centralised services. One of the complexities of membership is the challenge of location. 

Huxman and Vangan (2000) indicate that the proximity in which the organisation operates 

adds further to the challenges of membership. The DCCI and SEDA relations have allowed 

for a new DCCI office in Mbumbulu and that assists the DCCI in reaching out further to 

members outside the Durban area. 

There was no significant indication of any economic impacts causing any change within the 

DCCI. There internationalisation impact did not come as a negative impact at all in the case 

of the DCCI as trade is a major part of this chamber. The DCCI as a host of exporter awards 

is a clear indication of the commitment the DCCI has to trade. Chambers like Cape Chamber 

of Commerce and Industry aligns with the ICC rules and regulations as it assist with being 

able to reach the world standard (Richards, 2014).   

The challenge of chambers in South Africa is they are not compulsory, but voluntary. There 

is a suggestion to make membership of the chamber compulsory; however if the DCCI is 

compulsory all the chambers will have to also be compulsory. The impact of policies in South 

Africa, like the implementation of BEE, has made the dream of making chambers 
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compulsory a longer term plan as redress processes are still carrying on. The absence of black 

members also places this idea as a premature concept when looking at the current situation. 

Through strong partnerships and mergers the chamber and organisations like SEDA, as 

suggested by Roberts(1999), can make a stronger alliance and accommodate the greater 

population. Another role BEE law played was to „force‟ organisations to place black people 

in leadership without addressing issues of learning and development for those positions. 

Decisions of opening membership without dealing with other aspects like attitudes and 

misconceptions have made LIASA experience little or no growth in its membership. 

Although the intention was good to mix library workers and professional librarians, Khomo 

and Raju (2009) highlights that professionals felt the organisation was not professional 

enough.  

 

All the different sectors involved in the DCCI need to form one functional organisation that is 

interconnected. For staff members to give service that is relevant and value for money there 

has to be a clear understanding on both sides; what chamber does and why a member desires 

to subscribe. Without this clarification it is complex for both members and staff to work 

together with a clear understanding on what is expected. This challenge may be caused by 

unclear communication and expectations between the two bodies. If all the bodies involved in 

fulfilling the mandate of the DCCI which is serving its members are in concert then a flow of 

connectivity will assist in growing the membership. This calls for the board, the council, 

CEO and staff managers and members, to have one mission, one strategy, one dream and one 

culture for the DCCI‟s success. Leadership of the DCCI will have to work in unison for the 

growth of the chamber that will be seen in a growth in numbers of members.  

 

The issue of free riders is impacting on the DCCI indirectly,  the database that has been out-

dated for a long period of time have allowed for other members to still enjoy the benefits, yet 

without payment for their membership. The out-dated database also causes a lack of 

efficiency; waste of organisational income and a „blind folded‟ organisation. The chamber 

has no clear number of people they serve and hence cannot fulfil and quantify progress. This 

is not good for the DCCI in terms of its sustainability or retaining its current membership. 

The problem of the out-dated database is not addressed properly as there is a lot of blame 

shifting taking place between management and membership staff. That shows again lack of 
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cohesiveness and failure to have a team spirit by the DCCI. Lack of staff energy and failure 

to meet the needs of the members is due to the out dated database.  

The chamber‟s website is an information tool for everyone who visits it. It is not strategically 

working as a tool to attract non-members to join the chamber, and that can be mended. It is 

one source that can be used as a tool to attract non-members however it has been open to 

giving free services. The DCCI should close the information for members only like the Cape 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry website has limits on important articles and comments 

to members only and this gives non-members an urge to desire to be part of the people on the 

other side, the members. Systems thinking assisted the study highly and the objectives of the 

study were met because of the holistic view systems thinking added to the study.  

Systems thinking emphasises sustainability by observing the nature of when and where 

actions and changes within the structure can manage to evoke lasting improvements. A 

system is made up of elements that work together to give what is known in a system 

management model as output (Skarzauskiene, 2009).  It‟s from output a manager of an 

organisation identifies if the system is working successfully or not and this is recognised on 

the feedback loop. There have been several feedback loops that are identifiable throughout 

the study and the result thereof has been no growth and failure to retain members. Feedback 

loops makes systems thinking different from other methods. The systems approach places 

emphasis on feedback as it‟s a systems thinking means of showing any mutual exchange of 

influence. Feedback allows the organisation to adjust to environmental demands (Montuori, 

2002).  This is one example where management can use applied systems thinking in order to 

manage the chamber for progress and sustainability.  

 

Systems thinking is a way in which organisational leaders can better understand the „why‟ 

part instead of concentrating on the „what‟ part of the organisation (Stroh, 1998). Most 

managers fail to see the interconnectedness in many situations that occurs within the 

organisations. This creates confusion, diminishes required coordination and slows down 

implementation. The why question that systems thinking explains, is mainly a set of non-

obvious interdependencies between different factors. By using casual loops diagrams, Stroh 

(1998) believes the organisations can identify the complex non obvious relationships for 

managers to deal with. The argument many scholars have is that systems thinking is not 

measurable, particularly when dealing with human complexities, but is still a way of looking 
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at different concepts and making sense of them (Skarzauskiene, 2009). The reality is in 

circles, unlike the traditional way of looking at it, in a linear form. There are major 

limitations in looking at systems in a linear form, seeing and understanding the system 

involves a change of mind and thinking systemically order to take correct decisions relating 

to the system at hand   (Skarzauskiene, 2008). The research questions were answered by the 

findings of this study.  

 

Research questions were all answered by the nine themes which brought to light individual 

feelings on the changes within the membership of the DCCI. Theme one clearly indicates that 

there was a decline in membership over the years. The numbers changed as well as the 

patterns as many large companies left and currently the dominating numbers are made up of 

small companies (SMMEs).   

The dynamics that caused changes within the DCCI have touched many parts that have led 

directly and indirectly to the decline of the membership of the DCCI. The delayed decision 

making and power differences by the leadership, the top down decision making have been 

costing the chamber.  

The minority possessing all the financial power maintaining the state of the untransformed 

chamber say lack transformation in the chamber is slow, while the majority which are 

SMMEs have no sufficient benefits and keep losing the little money they have when paying 

for their membership; this is one dynamic that was clear throughout the study.  

There are several consequences, but the biggest consequence of the change in membership is 

the current financial struggle in the running of the DCCI operations. Staff members leave due 

to short contracts to look for more permanent positions in other companies leaving the DCCI 

under- staffed and lacking capacity for service delivery to members.   

The ex-members who were interviewed showed a concern for the image of the DCCI, as they 

see the chamber as a great brand that might be spoiled if it continues to fail to deliver on its 

promises to its members. The chamber as a brand remains identifiable and well known 

among business associates; however, this could change, fears the ex-members if the DCCI 

does not perform and satisfy their members.  
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Members get frustrated and resign their membership causing a decline in retention of 

members. The chamber has been able to increase the numbers since 2011; however the 

growth in membership is not showing due to many problems the chamber is facing.  

Sustainability and retention of members would require overlapping methods by the DCCI. 

There are reasons why members do not renew their membership; the chamber should look 

into the reasons for the decline in membership and build strategies to overcome the problems 

in order to move forward. There are many ideas on how the DCCI can extend what they 

already have into even greater use and relevance and sustainability of the DCCI. This has 

been practical solutions found in theme six; service improvement possibilities. The chamber 

has been advised by the participants to begin to find ways in improving the SMME sector, 

developing the skills of the operations staff by giving relevant training. Attempts by the 

DCCI to reach as many members as possible who reside outside of Durban is a strategy that 

could grow the chamber‟s membership. Recruitments that is focused on a certain sector, tailor 

made to attract that sector also could assist the chamber in growing their membership base.  

Projects such as these the municipality has implemented could be used as an incentive to 

motivate members and to recruit new members. Mentorship projects managed to give the 

DCCI 20 members could benefit the chamber. Members desire to have networking sessions 

that are relevant to them. The chamber costs are high for SMMEs therefore members 

requested the DCCI to allow free sessions provided by members. These voluntary sessions 

will add value to the presenter as well as members who will thus get a free service from the 

chamber. Visitation of members by DCCI staff became a strategy to retain both large and 

small companies, but also to build relationships that could prevent resignation. CRM by the 

chamber is a great tool however skills to use it by members remained a problem; hence a 

suggestion to teach members on how to use the chambers‟ website. Services like tender 

procurement were suggested to meet the needs of SMMEs.  

The question of how to motivate new members; the chamber seemed to have not suffered 

from lack of motivation by new members joining the chamber; the DCCI is expressed to have 

certain attractive abilities but have a problem with retaining those members.  In dealing with 

increased numbers there were opportunities identified on theme seven. The chamber should 

expand their marketing and reach as many members as possible, the DCCI should be in a 

constant search and analyses on what the current needs of the current membership are in 
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order to meet them. This is because word of mouth has been identified as the chambers way 

of attracting new members.  Members serving large and small companies were identified as a 

way to motivate for new faces within the DCCI.  

 

6.5 Concluding remarks 

The themes managed to cover the entire study objective; the literature on several MBOs 

showed the DCCI is facing a common threat of declining membership.  There were many 

supporting subthemes that looked into reasons for the decline in membership and the themes 

that had suggestions on how to improve the DCCI services that answered the research 

questions.  

Systems‟ thinking as a theoretical framework has assisted this study to have a holistic 

perspective in dealing with many aspects the DCCI is involved in, and assist in looking at 

many aspects within the DCCI as an organisation. 

Discussions reveal MBOs face common problems and they can learn from one another and 

adapt to the changes.  

The concluding chapter covered many parts of the research conclusions and made 

recommendations for further research studies on the DCCI. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter covers the conclusions and recommendations of the study on changes in the 

membership of the Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry. As a qualitative study, this 

research managed to make descriptive findings on the feelings of participants about the 

changes within the DCCI. Membership is a crucial part of any chamber, however there not 

many studies have been done on this topic.  The chapter further discusses crucial elements of 

this study, its relevance for MBOs and particularly the DCCI. 

7.2 Conclusion 

The DCCI membership has been declining continuously because of changes taking place 

within operations staff and management, as well as members‟ attitudes and expectations. The 

reasons the membership declined within the DCCI were found to be aligned to general 

declining interest in club membership around the world; South African history; The National 

Medical Plan when closed caused a loss of incentive in joining chamber membership.  There 

is resistance to transform particularly by large companies, wanting to maintain the status quo, 

and leaving their membership when it doesn‟t happen. Lacks of suitability of SMMEs, the 

benefits are limited and this shows the chamber has not tried accommodating the SMMEs at a 

level similar to larger companies.   

Poor membership benefits and insufficient support staff are just the results of SMMEs not 

being served and staff members working in the environment that lacks stimulation causing 

them to have low motivation. Empty promises given to members by the DCCI;the cost of 

membership that is high; the opportunity cost that becomes a problem because of insufficient 

services which could be overcome with benefits from the chamber. Increasing competition; 

lack of equipment for staff; bureaucracy by leadership and favouritism reflected negatively 

on the chamber. Lack of common vision and cohesion; intimidation tactics by the operations 

staff also became a reason why there is a lack of growth in the DCCI membership.  Members 

seem to have unrealistic expectations mainly caused of misinformation; the out-dated 

membership database and lack of internal communication have been the major issues in the 

DCCI. These reasons showed it was crucial to have used systems‟ thinking in looking at the 
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DCCI as this chamber has differing sectors that interacts and impacts on one another causing 

a lack of growth in membership.   

The literature has also showed that MBOs are needed as they are essential as the voice of 

their constituencies against government policies that impact them negatively (Robert, 2010).  

The DCCI membership study will assist this organisation in moving forward, on its 

membership side.  

The retention of existing members should be a priority for the DCCI, and a higher than 

acquisition of new members.  

The findings showed that members who gain benefits are the advertisers of the chamber as 

they recommend other people to join (Unnikrishnan, 2012). Referrals are recommended as 

the best way in which the MBO can grow its membership.   

The DCCI is made up of large and small companies; stakeholders; leadership and 

professional staff working together; allowing flow in communication; building professional 

relationships for the benefit of the DCCI.  

The DCCI have to work on their services and make them more effective in meeting the needs 

of members. It is clear there is more effort needed from professional staff in how they give 

the services to members.  

The DCCI should be registered as an NGO and function under company law with the council 

being the board of directors and dealing mainly with advocacy for members benefit. 

The DCCI can grow its retention system that can assist in meeting the needs of the DCCI 

members, whether by managing CRM better or introducing members to sign a psychological 

contract so the DCCI knows what expectations they have and addresses them pre-emptively 

or updates the database and knows members demands or just payvisits to members at their 

businesses.  

Chambers have to take action on this study and other studies in accordance with suggestions 

of the members. The DCCI should ensure relationships are maintained and members know 

the chamber is on their side, ensuring their success in business, and this has to be done for 

members to see.   
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The DCCI can take advantage of relationships they have with SEDA and other stakeholders 

and decentralise their services further to build even stronger relations with its members in the 

outskirts of Durban.  

Incentives like the municipality mentorship programme as an example, should be given to 

members, not non-members as they discourage growth of membership. 

Although other means of marketing expose the chamber, most services the chamber offers are 

not known to members. This calls for the chamber to advertise their services more for 

members.  

Among training for DCCI, staff members should be prepared for the opening of an enquiry 

office. The office should be proactive and creative in giving answers to chamber members 

and this will be of great assistance to both staff and members. Staff members that work in it 

should have all the information and skills needed to be able to assist members.  

There is a struggle taking place, whereby the chamber is caught between large companies 

leaving their membership while SMMEs are keen to experiencing chamber membership. 

Complaints from SMMEs are not taken seriously; while their subscription fees are taken from 

them. The DCCI has to make plans to deal with SMMEs while retaining 20% of large 

companies. More benefits for large companies belonging with small companies as stated by 

Traxler (2010) should be considered highly.  

Interventions have to be done when recruiting members, SMMEs should not be told they will 

share a table with stakeholders and yet there are no such initiatives prepared by the DCCI. 

 

The top-down approach in leadership should be reviewed within the chamber; if it doesn‟t 

bear fruits it should be given up for other leadership styles.  

The focus should be on loyal customers as they are members that have the ability to ensure 

the growth of the chamber if they are retained and can recommend new members.  

There is a need for the chamber to find other means of communication with members. The 

website is still being used by a few members to share information rather than interacting. 
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The marketing manager, when employed, could enforce some measures towards mass 

advertising in the form of phone calls or emails; the same way major companies do to get 

more members. 

 

Differentiate start-ups from other businesses as their needs are different. Bearing in mind the 

time they have been in business when organising chamber training and seminars is crucial as 

it will determine who will attend.  

The database update is crucial for the chamber and should be a project the DCCI commits to 

see happen; it can help with retention and building cohesion within the DCCI. The DCCI 

vision is about building the chamber into a world class organisation. If the entire chamber 

comes together to come up with a database that has details of members and suits the needs of 

all the departments within the DCCI, the chamber will have a better chance against its 

competitors. Chamber leadership should identify the period it‟s not busy and dedicate a week 

to the database update project. The whole chamber should come together as it means each 

department can sacrifice a staff member. The categories have be identified within the 

business community. This will assist with a few things: the networking sessions that are 

sector specific and information sales.  

When the chamber sees the benefits of an accurate database update they will begin to realise 

the benefits in their own jobs. The finance officer instead of making calls for subscription 

payments and finding out that actually business no longer belong to the chamber which 

happen often, the database would have identified that. The cost of long telephone calls will be 

managed and the finance staff will be efficient. The membership department will be able to 

know exactly who members are and how many small, medium and large organisations there 

are in the chamber. This knowledge can assist the events department when organising 

networking sessions and creating events. They will not just have networking sessions they, 

will have sector specific sessions that might bring more motivation towards attending. 

To have a membership department may be a good idea for the DCCI; however its 

functionality is not strategic. To have membership staff in an organisation where everyone is 

serving members leaves individuals with an overwhelming feeling of responsibility. The sales 

or recruiting staff would be more functional as a recommendation. 
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DCCI should request the French government to assist them to unite with chambers from 

France. The African chambers should share what can work and what is not working and 

recommend to each other services that can grow African business in the 21
st
 century. 

There are many divisions in the DCCI; it needs to blend the smaller ones to make them a unit. 

Unity is power in representation and this is already what DCCI is about. DCCI should be a 

greater voice for all affiliated members and subscribing members. KZN women in Business 

should feel forced to affiliate with DCCI women in Business in order to succeed. 

7.3 Recommendations for Further Research 

Further research on the DCCI could cover the implementation of working as a system and 

how to use the tools within the applied systems thinking to assist the chamber on some of the 

challenges particularly with the flow of events. 

DCCI needs to study other colonial chambers in Africa, how successful or they have become, 

or how they have failed. 

A study on the services and needs analysis of the members of the DCCI. 

The study should investigate relevance of chambers of commerce and industry in South 

Africa in the 21
st
 Century.  

Study how the DCCI can use models of retention to grow its membership. 

One possible area of research is to study what other chambers do in the way of activities to 

help members promote their businesses. How effective are these activities? How do activities 

vary by chamber according to size,  the external environment such as urban versus rural,  

local economic conditions,  geographic location,  socio-cultural factors,  such as ethnic group 

(Black, Asian etc.), and the dominant nature of the local economy.  

 

The opportunity cost of attending chamber events and taking part in activities should be 

studied. What factors influence attending or not attending a particular event or activity? How 

does one measure the benefit/cost of attending or not attending an event? What is the extent 

of non-member attendance at chamber events? Why do they come? Do they become 

members? 
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What is the extent and future of the use of the Internet in chamber operations? How is the 

Internet used? What is the future of social networks in chamber promotion? How can it be 

used to promote members to the chamber? 

 

Research has to be done on staff and staff satisfaction in the DCCI. This research needs to 

investigate staff energy too as these impacts on service and service relevance of the chamber. 

Staff satisfaction in the DCCI forms a crucial part of the system as staff members perform the 

services. Without a satisfied and energetic staff in the DCCI, services rendered will be poor, 

therefore staff performance is crucial for the execution of the services and there is a need for 

such study within the DCCI.  

The chamber is a membership based organisation; it is funded through subscriptions of 

members. The chamber has to have a detailed research with a title: What is it that our 

members need from the DCCI? 

 

7.4 Concluding Remarks 

The chapter covered the conclusions of the study and the recommendations for the DCCI; 

contributions of the study for chambers and the other MBOs. There were suggestions on the 

further research studies.  
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Appendix 1: Interview Questions 

Nthabiseng L. Ramakhetheng: 208520966 

Graduate School of Business and Leadership 

University of Kwa Zulu Natal 

MCOM: Leadership  

Topic: Exploring Changes in Membership of the Durban Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry 

The main aim of this research is to explore the changes in the Durban Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry membership.  The opportunities to increase its membership numbers in order to 

ensure its sustainability shall be investigated. 

Questions for SUBSCRIBING MEMBERS: 

 

 Why did you choose to become a member Durban Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry? 

 Have you seen any benefits throughout the years of being a member? 

 Which networking event have you been part of? How did you experience it? 

How successful were those events it in meeting the intended objective?  

 What strategies will assist the Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry to 

retain members they currently have large and small companies?   

 What can be done to motivate new large and small scale companies to choose 

the Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry?  

 What is the DCCI currently doing to attract large and small companies to 

subscribe to become members? Are you aware of any promotions done? 

 What‟s “new” that can be done to give DCCI a greater exposure and 

encourage businesses to part of the DCCI membership? 

 Do you have any suggestion on Marketing or advertising strategies that is not 

currently done at DCCI that can be of greater benefit? 

 What are the possible causes of decline in membership? 

 What are the external factors that are causing the decline in numbers of 

subscribers? 

 What are the internal factors causing a decline in number of subscriber?  

 Do you find services offered by DCCI relevant to your business?  
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 How can the services and programmes of the Durban Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry be adapted to ensure their relevance and sustainability?  

 What are the services offered by DCCI benefit you the most? Why? 

 Which services you do not benefit from and why? 

 What can DCCI do to improve their services? 

Conclusion: What else would you like to add regarding what we have just had 

an interview on? 
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Appendix 2: Interview Questions 

Nthabiseng L. Ramakhetheng: 208520966 

Graduate School of Business and Leadership 

University of Kwa Zulu Natal 

MCOM: Leadership  

Topic: Exploring changes in Membership of the Durban Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry. 

The main aim of this research is to explore the changes in the Durban Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry membership.  The opportunities to increase its membership numbers in order to 

ensure its sustainability shall be investigated. 

Questions for STAFF MEMBERS: 

 For how long have you been an employee of Durban Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry? 

 What is your position at DCCI? What role does your department play in 

fulfilling DCCI vision? 

 When did you enjoy being an employee of DCCI the most? What events were 

taking place then that made working at DCCI most fulfilling? 

 What changed from the time you regarded as the best time of working for 

DCCI? Please elaborate on the changes. 

 How did this changes specifically looking at the decline in a number of 

subscribing members over the years affect your role as an employee of DCCI? 

How does that make you feel? 

 What is your department doing to increase the number of subscribing 

members?  

 Has the strategies the department use been successful? 

 What is your department doing to retain the currently subscribing members in 

DCCI? Please explain in detail. 

 Have you seen positive changes in businesses of subscribing members after 

what your department has offered? Any success stories you remember 

subscribing member share? 

 What are some of the networking events DCCI organises? Have they been 

successful towards fulfilling the intended objectives?  
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 What strategies will assist the Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry to 

retain members they currently have large and small companies?   

 What can be done to motivate new large and small scale companies to choose 

the Durban Chamber of Commerce and Industry?  

 What is DCCI currently doing to attract large and small companies to 

subscribe to become members? 

 What‟s “new” that can be done to give DCCI a greater exposure and 

encourage businesses to become subscribing members? 

 Do you have any suggestion on Marketing or advertising strategies that is not 

currently done at DCCI that can be of greater benefit? 

 What are the possible causes of decline in membership? 

 What are the external factors that are causing the decline in numbers of 

subscribers? 

 What are the internal factors causing a decline in number of subscriber?  

 How can the services and programmes of the Durban Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry be adapted to ensure their relevance and sustainability?  

 What can DCCI do to improve their services? 

Conclusion: What else would you like to add regarding what we have just had 

an interview on? 
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Appendix 3 

Informed Consent Letter 

 

UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND LEADERSHIP 

 

 

 

Dear Respondent, 

 

 

MCOM Research Project 

Researcher: Nthabiseng L. Ramakhetheng (0797370566) 

Supervisor: Alec Bozas (0823344477)/ Sandra Hildbrand 

Research Office: Ms P Ximba 031-2603587 

 

 

I am Nthabiseng L. Ramakhetheng, MCOMM student, at Graduate School of Business and 

Leadership, in the University of Kwa Zulu Natal. You are kindly invited to participate in a research 

project entitled: Exploring Changes in the membership of the Durban Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry. 

The aim of this study is to:  Make findings on changes taking place in the membership of Durban 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry  

 

Through your participation I hope to understand the changes, dynamics at DCCI and how and why it‟s 

happening.   The results of the interviews are intended to contribute to knowledge in changes that are 

taking place at DCCI. Make findings on the causes both internal and external and methods to increase 

and sustain chamber membership in the future.  

 

Your participation in this project is voluntary. You may refuse to participate or withdraw from the 

project at any time with no negative consequence. There will be no monetary gain from participating 

in this interview. Confidentiality and anonymity of records identifying you as a participant will be 

maintained by the Graduate School of Business and Leadership, UKZN.   

 

If you have any questions or concerns about participating in this interview you may contact me or my 

supervisor at the numbers listed above.   

 

The survey should take you about 60 minutes for interviews to complete.  I hope you will take the 

time to complete this interview.    

 

 

Sincerely 

 

Nthabiseng L. Ramakhetheng 

 

 

 

Investigator‟s signature____________________________________   Date_________________ 
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UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND LEADERSHIP 

 

 

 

MCOM Research Project 

Researcher: Nthabiseng L. Ramakhetheng (0797370566) 

Supervisor: Alec Bozas (0823344477) / Sandra Hilbrand 

Research Office: Ms P Ximba 031-2603587 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSENT 

 

I………………………………………………………………………… (Full names of participant) 

hereby confirm that I understand the contents of this document and the nature of the research project, 

and I consent to participating in the research project. 

I understand that I am at liberty to withdraw from the project at any time, should I so desire. 

SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT                                                     DATE 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Appendix 4 

 

Informed Consent Letter for Interview Recording 

 

UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND LEADERSHIP 

 

 

 

Dear Respondent, 

 

 

MCOM Research Project 

Researcher: Nthabiseng L. Ramakhetheng (0797370566) 

Supervisor: Alec Bozas (0823344477)/ Sandra Hildbrand 

Research Office: Ms P Ximba 031-2603587 

 

 

I am Nthabiseng L. Ramakhetheng, MCOM student, at Graduate School of Business and 

Leadership, in the University of Kwa Zulu Natal. You are kindly invited to participate in a research 

project entitled: Exploring Changes in the membership of the Durban Chamber of Commerce and 

Industry. 

The aim of this study is to:  Make findings on changes taking place in the membership of Durban 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry  

 

Do you consent or/ do not consent to have this interview recorded? 

 

 

Sincerely 

 

Nthabiseng L. Ramakhetheng 

 

 

 

Investigator‟s signature____________________________________   Date_________________ 
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UNIVERSITY OF KWAZULU-NATAL 

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND LEADERSHIP 

 

 

 

MCOM Research Project 

Researcher: Nthabiseng L. Ramakhetheng (0797370566) 

Supervisor: Alec Bozas (0823344477) / Sandra Hilbrand 

Research Office: Ms P Ximba 031-2603587 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSENT INTERVIEW RECORDING 

 

 I………………………………………………………………. (Full names of participant)  I here 

consent or/ do not consent to have this interview being recorded. 

 

 

 

 

SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT                                                     DATE 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




